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Frenchman 
killed in 
Lebanon 
BEIRUT (AP) - A lone assas- 
sin using a silencer-equipped 
pistol killed the French military 
attache outside the French Em- 
bassy yesterday. It was the lat- 
est of a series of terrorist 
attacks on French targets in 
Beirut and in Paris. 
Anonymous telephone callers 
in Lebanon and France claimed 
responsibility for the assassina- 
tion in the name of two obscure 
groups and threatened further 
blows. One demanded release of 
an alleged terrorist jailed in 
France. 
Police said Col. Christian 
Goutierre. 60, had parked his 
car near the French Embassy in 
Christian east Beirut at 8:30 
a.m. and was about to get out 
when the gunman approached 
him. 
They said the attacker shot 
Goutierre three times in the 
bead with a silencer-equip 
pistol and escaped in a war 
green BMW. Police describe 
the gunman as a tall, dark-com- 
plexioned man wearing a white 
shirt and beige trousers and 
believed to be in bis late 20s. 
GOUTIERRE HAD parked 
bis car outside the embassy's 
security zone, which extends 100 
yards around the four-story 
building and is patrolled fcy em- 
bassy guards and Lebanese po- 
lice. There was no immediate 
explanation why he did not park 
in the security zone. 
France, like most Western 
countries, moved its embassy to 
Christian east Beirut from the 
Moslem western sector two 
years ago because of frequent 
kidnappings and bombings. 
Four French UNIFTL soldiers 
have been killed and 28 wounded 
in attacks in south Lebanon in 
the past five weeks. 
UNDERGRADUATE 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
TO-DAY 
□ f.riiH i 
MAP 
BG News/Heidi Slemers 
Lonely guy 
(JSG Senator Chris Helnlck, junior political science major, handles the polls yesterday for district 
representatives' elections. Results of the low voter turnout will be announced next week. 
SERB rejects 
union petition 
by Melissa McGUUvray 
staff reporter 
A petition for an election that 
would give classified staff mem- 
bers the opportunity to unionize 
has been denied because the 
election intent cards were in- 
complete, a spokesman from the 
State Employee Relations 
Board said. 
Don Leonard, a SERB spokes- 
man, said the board rejected the 
petition from the Communica- 
tion Workers of America be- 
cause the cards did not include 
the date they were signed. The 
petition, submitted in June and 
denied Sept. 4, involved Univer- 
sity custodial, food services and 
telecommunications employees. 
The intent cards are an appli- 
cation for membership into 
CWA. 
"It was not dismissed because 
they didn't have enough cards," 
Leonard said. "The problem 
was with a technicality - the 
cards were signed but not dated. 
That was the only thing miss- 
ing." 
Leonard added that he does 
not know if enough cards were 
submitted, because the petition 
may have been dismissed before 
the cards were counted. 
SERB requires representa- 
tion from 30 percent of the staff 
before a petition is granted. 
"My guess is that they proba- 
bly had enough cards," he said. 
The SERB board dismissed the 
petition without prejudice, 
which means it can be refiled 
rather than appealed. 
If there were not enough 
cards, the board would probably 
not have dismissed the case 
without prejudice, he said. 
Bonnie Lawrence, a custodian 
and a member of the CWA com- 
mittee to bring the union to 
campus, said she was told by 
Phillip Kelley, Ohio director of 
CWA, that the dismissal of the 
petition will not be a problem. 
Kelley was unavailable for 
comment. 
"I really don't think there's a 
crisis," she said. "I really can't 
see why the date is that impor- 
tant." 
No blank is provided on the 
card for the date, she said, and 
she was not tola by the CWA 
representatives that signers 
should include the date on their 
cards. 
She added the fact that new 
cards may have to be distrib- 
uted and re-signed does not con- 
cern her. 
"With all the interest we have 
on this campus, cards will not be 
hard to get, she said. Lawrence 
estimated they received enough 
cards to represent about 50 per- 
cent of the staff. 
However, another fact does 
disturb her, she said. 
Custodial supervisors re- 
ceived a letter yesterday from 
Roland Engler, Director of 
Plant Operations and Mainte- 
nance, which told of the petition 
dismissal. 
Lawrence said the letter was 
evasive, and stated only that 
"CWA tailed to make a proper 
showing of interest and so their 
petition has been dismissed." 
The letter did not mention that 
the petition was dismissed was 
because dates were not included 
on the cards, she said. 
Attached to the letter was a 
SERB document stating, "The 
showing of interest cards were 
signed but not dated by the sig- 
natories." 
Lawrence said she is con- 
cerned that the supervisors will 
read only the letter and not the 
SERB document, which ex- 
plains why the petition was den- 
ied. 
The administration would not 
comment on the petition's dis- 
missal. However, according to 
an administrative policy on col- 
lective bargaining, the Univer- 
D See Union, page 4. 
Institute director 
Richard Wright dies 
Colleagues remember historian's 
knowledge, good sense of humor 
Richard J. Wright Sr., di- 
rector of the University's In- 
stitute for Great Lakes 
Research, died Wednesday in 
the Medical College of Ohio 
Hospital in Toledo. He was 51. 
Wright first began at the 
University as an as istant 
professor of history and di- 
rector of the Center for Ar- 
chival Collections in 1968. He 
was named director of the 
Institute when it was created. 
Dennis Cisco, an   rchival 
assistant, said Wright was a 
knowl-| 
edgeable, 
caring 
man. 
'Even 
though he 
was ill, he 
kept   his 
sense   of I 
humor," 
he   said. 
"That's Wright 
one of the things people will 
remember about him. 
Wright was born April 19, 
1935 in Akron. He received his 
bachelor of science degree 
and master's degree from the 
University of Akron and his 
doctorate from Kent State 
University. 
Wright was the editor of 
Lake Log Chips, a bi-weekly 
maritime newsletter pub- 
lished by the Center for Ar- 
chival Collections from 1972 
to 1975 and from 1981 to 1982. 
He was president of Toledo 
Lodge No. 9 of the Interna- 
tional Ship Masters' Associa- 
tion In 1964 and 1985. 
HE SERVED the North 
American Society for Oceanic 
Research as chairman of the 
Nominations Committee 
from 1981 to 1983 and as mem- 
ber of the Executive Council 
from 1983 to 1985. 
He received the "Great 
Lakes Historian of the Year" 
award from the Marine His- 
torical Society of Detroit in 
1978. 
Wright was also a member 
of the American Historical 
Association, the Great Lakes 
Historical Society. Ohio Aca- 
demy of History, Ohio Histor- 
ical Society, the North 
American Society for Oceanic 
Research, and the U.S. Com- 
mission of Maritime History. 
Surviving are son, Richard 
Wright Jr., of Dallas; daugh- 
ters Catherine Borzi of Hunt- 
ington, W. Va., and Elisabeth 
of Bowling Green, and 
brother Robert, of Cleveland. 
Funeral services will be 
tomorrow at 2:30 pjn. in 
Deck-Hanneman Funeral 
Home. Visitation is today 
from 6 to 9 p.m. 
Guards fired for prank at  nuke plant 
LIVERMORE, Calif. (AP) - Two guards at 
a nuclear research center have been fired 
after a prank in which they fired blanks 
from high-tech laser-equipped weapons at a 
fellow guard, who answered with real bul- 
lets, officials said. 
Two other guards at the Sandia National 
Laboratory were placed on unpaid leave 
following the incident, and the guard who 
fired the real bullets is undergoing counsel- 
ing and will return to work on probationary 
status, Marilyn Mulhall, vice president of 
Advance Security Inc. of Atlanta, said 
Wednesday. 
The company has a $6.8 million contract to 
provide security for the lab. 
One of the fired guards was wounded in 
the leg, she said. 
The disciplinary actions were taken be- 
cause of "gross errors in judgment" exhib- 
ited by the five men, Mulhall said. 
Guard Tim Brandt was asleep in his 
vehicle atop a hill overlooking the lab when 
the other guards, dressed in black lump- 
suits, fired blank rounds from their laser- 
equipped weapons, according to an Ala- 
meda County Sheriff's Department report. 
Brandt, apparently believing he was un- 
der attack, squeezed off several shots from 
his gun. 
Sandia spokesman Barry Schrader said 
the company will have no comment until the 
outcome of an investigation by the Depart- 
ment of Energy. 
Sandia, a subsidiary of AT&T Technolo- 
gies Inc., is operated and funded by the 
department. 
Sandia performs secret research on non- 
nuclear components of nuclear weapons for 
the department and works closely with the 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 
one of two nuclear weapons design laborato- 
ries in the United States. 
COCO sees improvements, new director 
by Debbie Rogers 
reporter 
Changes taking place in the 
Commuter Off Campus Or 
ganlzation this semester include 
a new director and im- 
provements inside and outside 
the Moseley Hall center. 
Sue Witchie, from North 
Texas State University, will ar- 
rive Oct. 1 to become the new 
director of COCO. Witchie re- 
places Deb McCurdy, assistant 
to the vice president of student 
affairs. McCurdy became direc- 
tor when Hazel Smith, founder 
and first director of COCO, died 
Maytl. 
A national search was con- 
ducted to find a director. Qualifi- 
cations for the position included 
experience with commuter stu- 
dents, a masters' degree and an 
ability to relate to students. 
"You have to have a type of 
personality that is approachable 
when you're coming into contact 
"We're   doing   things   for   all    off-campus 
students." 
-Gail LaRouche, COCO President 
with 3,000 students a day." said 
Jason Gray, vice president of 
COCO. "It will be a new experi- 
ence for Sue. At North Texas 
State University, there is no 
place for off-campus students 
like there is here.,r 
The center is also adding a 
circular patio in back of 
Moseley Hall. COCO President 
Gail LaRouche said she hopes 
the patio will attract more stu- 
dents. The organization is going 
to plan new activities around the 
patio and create a "party in the 
park" type of atmosphere, she 
said. 
LAROUCHE SAD) she hopes 
the patio will be completed by 
Christmas. The first deadline, 
which was the beginning of this 
semester, was not met. She said 
that was due to the other con- 
struction work being done on 
campus at the same time. 
The two COCO officers also 
said that they will be changing 
the organization's name to ei- 
ther "Organization of Off-Cam- 
pus Students" or "The Off- 
Campus Student Center." 
"We want to change the name 
because we're doing things for 
all off-campus students, said 
LaRouche. 
The center has changed inside 
this year as well. A photocopier 
was added to COCO's store of 
business machines, which al- 
ready includes typewriters and 
computers. Teresa Gregory, 
COCO communications coordi- 
nator, said the copying 
machine makes copies at five 
cents each, the same as the 
others on campus, "but this one 
is more convenient for off-cam- 
pus students." 
LaRouche said more changes 
are planned in the center over 
the next two years. These 
changes include new curtains, 
carpeting and air conditioning. 
GREGORY SAID the purpose 
of COCO is to provide a place for 
off-campus students to relax, 
eat and store their books. 
Smith founded COCO for this 
purpose in 1966. Students used to 
study in the Promenade Lounge, 
located in the Union before the 
commuter center came into be- 
The Moseley Hall center also 
houses the Campus Escort Serv- 
ice. This service is available to 
students Sunday through Thurs- 
dayfrom dusk until midnight 
COCO's hours are 7 a.m. to 10 
p.m., Monday through Thursday 
and Friday 7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Editorial BG News/September II, 19M 3 
Congress ban unjust 
The United States Congress is beginning to assert 
power in areas which should be left alone. 
A Congressional proposal to ban all cigarette 
advertising is a direct violation of the First Amend- 
ment to the Constitution. Advertising falls under 
the category of free speech and expression and 
banning cigarette advertising would violate certain 
civil rights. 
Anti-smoking activists claim the tobacco indus- 
try designs its advertising to hook young smokers. 
They say the ad campaigns feature positive images 
intended to appeal to the youths. 
But if everyone said advertising should be 
banned because it is deceiving and tries to feature 
positive images, there would be no more advertis- 
ing to worry about. 
If this proposal is passed by Congress, what 
would be next to fall? Alcohol ads? 
Since 1971, federal law has forbidden cigarette 
advertising on radio or television. Taking it a step 
further and banning all cigarette advertising is a 
meaningless act. People will smoke if they want to 
smoke. 
On the side of cigarette packages, the Surgeon 
General warns about the risk of cancer. It hasn't 
seemed to stop too many people from purchasing 
cigarettes. 
The only way to stop youths from smoking would 
be to combat it through the adults. Kids look up to 
their parents and other adults as role models. 
Besides, taking the cigarette ads off the tele- 
vision and radio should have seemingly got to the 
root of the problem. Kids watch television and 
listen to their radios. 
Taking the ads off the airwaves hasn't stopped 
people from smoking. It's no big secret that the 
tobacco industry does most of its business with 
adults. And remember, kids aren't shown in any 
tobacco advertising. 
The federal law has taken a giant portion of the 
tobacco industry's advertising away for 15 years, 
taking all of the advertising away from them would 
be a direct violation of the First Amendment. 
The real Miss America 
Who's responsible when a beauty queen goes bad 
OUT 
tf&tf* 
by Cralg Hergert 
Last Saturday we got our- 
selves a new Miss America. On 
the surface, it appeared that the judges had come up with an 
ideal winner. Kellye Cash, from 
Tennesee, was not only beautiful 
and bubbly, she was also willing 
to reveal her vital statistics even 
though pageant officials no 
longer disclose that information. 
And in addition to these attrib- 
utes, she is also the grand-niece 
of an American hero, Johnny 
Cash. 
But no sooner had the crown 
been set on Kellye Cash's pretty 
little head than two contestants 
cried foul. 
The first to gripe was Miss 
Florida, Molly Pesce. "Honey, 
between you and me, that girl 
was the least-liked girl around," 
said the representative from the 
Sunshine State. 
Mary Zilba, our own Miss 
Ohio, was even more upset. "I 
was robbed." she said. "I was 
literally robbed and I'm going to 
find out why." 
Hmm. What with the new fall 
TV season debut of a score of 
detective shows, there ought to 
SOWM,H0N6},JHe 
KtWfWIAR660lM 
TO M15SW,, WRITS 
THlN6„.S6e«>l) 
be some savvy executive taking 
note of Miss Zilba's charge in 
order to start work on a new 
detective show for next year's 
fall TV season. 
And since Miss Zilba won't be 
taking her tawny legs and shiny 
teeth on tour as the reigning 
Miss America, she is free to 
pursue another career, say, act- 
ing. Yes, the time seems ripe for 
a new detective show, one with 
plenty of action and plenty of 
beautiful women, one that would 
go something like this: 
Panoramic view of Atlantic 
City. We hear a jazzed-up rendi- 
tion of "There She is, Miss 
America, "performed by Herby 
Hancock. Cut to a long shot of 
Miss America. Kellye Cash, 
walking down the runway. Cut to 
close-up of a grief-stricken Miss 
Ohio. 
Husky-voiced narrator: 
"Robbed of the crown that was 
rightly hers, Mary Zilba makes 
a vow to herself.'' 
Extreme close-up of Zilba. 
Her mouth moves as we hear the 
narrator's voice: "If it's the last 
thing I do. I'm going to get the 
goods on that bitch.'' 
Narrator: "And so it was that 
Mary Zilba said goodbye to the 
glamour of national beauty con- 
tests, goodbye to the thrill of 
spraying firm-grip on her but- 
tocks to prevent her bathing suit 
from riding up, and hello to the 
rugged world of undercover de- 
tective work." 
As theme music swells, the 
show's title appears in red, 
white and blue letters: ATLAN- 
TIC CITY VICE. 
Cut to opening-of-show mon- 
tage consisting of a shot of Zilba, 
wearing sunglasses, an im- 
mense smile on her face, driving 
a convertible through a seedy 
neighborhood; a shot of Zilba m 
her office wearing a Bogart- 
style hat and pink evening gown, 
sorting through a stack of 
judges' ballots; and a shot of 
Zilba, wearing an unbuttoned 
Columbfrstyle raincoat over a 
baby-blue one-pice bathing suit 
showing just a bit of cleavage, 
looking serious and peeking 
around a corner. 
Narrator: "Tonight's episode: 
'Mary Gets Her Man.'" 
Long shot of Atlantic City 
stage. Zilba's voice heard over 
picture. 
"It had been a year since I had 
been denied the title that was 
rightfully mine by virtue of my 
extraordinary talent, unmatcha- 
ble beauty, and boundless mod- 
esty. It was, once again, 
September. A time for me to 
return to Atlantic City. A time 
when the hopes of 49 contes- 
tants, like autumn leaves, would 
soon fall. A time for scriptwrit- 
ers of predictable detective 
shows to crank out dreadful 
lines like that last one. 
"And it was time, too, for the 
settling of an old score." 
Long shot of ten beaming fi- 
nalists. Cut to close-up of Zilba, 
wearing Bogart hat and sung- 
lasses, in audience, applauding 
listlessly. 
Voice of Gary Collins: "And 
within one hour one of these ten 
lovelies will go on to become the 
new Miss America, with all the 
privileges and potential scan- 
dals that accompany tha posi- 
tion." 
Long shot of audience, ap- 
plauding wildly. Over the pic- 
ture, we hear Zilba: "There they 
were, the typical Atlantic City 
crowd, applauding the typical 
top-ten finalists, during what 
they thought was another typ- 
ical Miss America pageant. 
"But they were wrong. Oh, 
they'd get their winner, allright. 
But they'd get more than that. 
They'd get a surprise they'd 
never forget. Because tonight, I 
would get what I was after. I 
would get my revenge." 
Cut to medium shot of two 
women, both smiling broadly, 
both looking tense, both looking 
Voice of Gary Collins: "The 
first runner-up, of course, is 
extremely important." 
Cut to man in audience who is 
clearly saying, "Yeah, sure!" 
Voice of Gary Collins: "And 
coming out now, to place the 
crown on the head of the new 
winner whom we will announce 
in a moment, here is our reign- 
ing Miss America, Kellye 
Cash!" 
Medium shot of Cash making 
her final teary-eyed walk down 
the runway. Cut to long shot of 
audience, eating it up. Cut to 
medium shot of the two finalists, 
smiling, with Cash standing be- 
hind them, smiling, raising the 
crown over their heads. Cut to 
close-up of Gary Collins, smil- 
ing. Cut to close-up of elderly 
couple in audience, smiling. Cut 
to close-up of one of the pag- 
eant's sponsors, smiling. Cut to 
close-up of Zilba, who is also, 
although  somewhat  wickedly, 
smiling. 
Cut back to medium shot of 
two finalists, Cash standing be- 
hind them. Gary Collin's voice: 
"And the first runner-up is Miss 
New York which means that 
Miss California, Roberta Hope, 
is the new Miss America!" 
Soot of Kellye Cash bringing 
the crown toward her succes- 
sor's head. Camera pans right to 
reveal Zilba, 44 magnum 
pointed at Cash. 
Zilba: "Not another move 
'Miss' Cash. You stole my crown 
for a year. At least let me re- 
store some dignity to this tar- 
nished pageant by performing 
the new crowning myself." 
Cut to Collins: "What do you 
mean tarnished pageant?' 
Medium shot of Collins, Cash 
and Zilba. Zilba: "You were so 
happy to have the grand-niece of 
Johnny Cash be your Miss 
America. Well, that's not who 
you had at all. You had Johnny 
Cash as your Miss America!" 
Zilba raches out and pulls 
latex mask from Cash's face to 
reveal the face of Johnny Cash. 
Cash, in his usual raspy voice: 
"It's true. I confess. I was get- 
ting tired of being a country 
western singer and just wearing 
black. I wanted a new challenge 
and the chance to wear daring 
yet tasteful outfits. I had a com- 
plete makeover lob. No one sus- 
pected a thing. No one but her." 
Zilba, smiling: "Even I didn't 
suspect anything until I bumped 
into you during the talent re- 
hearsals. It was right after you 
heard me sing. You said "Good 
job" two octaves lower than the 
other girls. So I realized that 
when you got nervous, your real 
voice came through. 
"You couldn't win, then, if I 
were one of the ten finalists. 
You'd have been nervous, and 
you would have had to sing 'Fol- 
som Prison Blues' in your usual 
raspy voice. The jig would have 
been up. So you arranged for me 
to lose." 
Cash: "It's all true. Lock me 
up, boys." 
• 
Cut to long shot of Zilba, walk- 
tag happily down the runway. 
She stops, looking puzzled. 
Zilba: "Roberta Hope from 
California? It couldn't be." 
Fade to black. 
Hergert, a teaching fellow in 
English from Slayton, Minn., is 
a columnist for The News. 
When the night is darker than it needs to be 
by Scott Munn 
There's a chill in the air born 
from the 3 a.m. stars which 
sparkle with cold distance. As I 
walk through campus I avoid the 
sidewalks and the pools of artifi- 
cial light which keep them safe; 
the grass is more comfortable. 
I find a tree and rest beneath 
its protective branches, my 
back against its trunk. 
A quiet night. A good time to 
think. 
The first thought which 
crosses my mind is whether or 
not I would be doing ihis if I 
were a woman. 
Darkness seems to be a place 
better left untrespassed. Stu- 
dents are warned of its dangers 
and advised to bring a friend if 
they must wade through it - the 
more wary (and female) of us 
are escorted by men in day-glo 
vests who carry fearless walkie- 
talkies. Most people travel in 
small groups or as couples. 
It would be an exaggeration to 
describe a typical Bowling 
Green night as a fearful experi- 
ence, however. The muted (or 
not so muted) sound of some- 
body's stereo system is usually 
nearby, as is the sleeping pres- 
ence of eight or nine thousand 
people in the surrounding 
dorms. 
Most of us don't anticipate 
Eroblems, because problems 
appen to other people. Less 
than a handful of campus rapes 
were documented last year. 
We're not an overly violent com- 
munity, it would appear. 
At least 150,000 "other people" 
were raped in the United States 
during that same period of time. 
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I say "at least" because rape 
isn't an occurrence all women 
care to report to the police. (The 
actual numbers are a matter of 
speculation. It depends on whose 
statistics you are more able to 
stomach - estimates range well 
past half a million. More on this 
a few paragraphs down.) 
Unfortunately, many victims 
are left with a shame which 
properly belongs to their at- 
tacker. The rape itself is only 
the first unfairness.... 
If the victimized woman was 
romantically attached or even 
married, the atmosphere of her 
relationship might easily 
change. No longer inclusive of 
the two of them, it now has an 
uninvited guest. The rapist's 
intrusion may be long past, but 
his presence will probably lin- 
ger. 
And If there is a trial, the 
woman will be obliged to men- 
tally relive her experience for 
the enlightenment of an audi- 
ence of strangers. A courtroom 
is an impersonal place; those 
stones that are overturned in 
search of guilt have to fall some- 
where. There is sometimes little justice in the pursuit of justice. 
Most instances of rape never 
reach the light of a trial. Most 
Respond 
The BG News editorial 
page is your campus forum. 
Address or OCMB number, 
and telephone number, must 
be included in all letters to the 
editor. 
University students writing 
columns must provide class 
rank, major ana hometown. 
Please address all submis- 
sions to: 
Editorial Editor 
TheBGNewi 
211 West Hall 
aren't even publicly admitted, 
and there is disagreement on 
this percentage as well - ii 
seems that for every reported 
instance of rape, 3 or 4 go unre- 
ported. Why? 
Before asking why, you might 
well ask what. Just what consti- 
tutes rape? Sexual intercourse 
without consent from at least 
one of the parties, obviously. 
Consent must not be that ob- 
vious, however, else we wouldn't 
have so many cases of 'date 
rape' and 'marital rape'. 
A date can be an incredibly 
confusing happening, granted. If 
anybody s had too much to drink 
and inhibitions have had suffi- 
cient time to relax, "yes" may 
not be quite so sincere or "no 
may simply not be taken se- 
riously. Not only that, but a 
"yes" changed to a "no" and 
ignored is considered rape. 
The games men and women 
play add another confusing tan- 
gent, i.e. the pursuer and the 
pursued. Mixed signals can lead 
to cat and mouse gone horribly 
wrong. Consent given then later 
recanted, perhaps. Tangled 
emotions. 
I have a feeling, though, that a 
couple whose vocabulary is em- 
bellished with little more than 
acquiescence to or extrication 
BLOOM COUNTY 
from possible sex has more 
problems to talk about than they 
care to talk about. 
Meanwhile, "no" means 
"no." 
The mention of marital rape 
raises more eyebrows than 
questions; many would consider 
a wedding ceremony to be a sort 
of implied consent. It is and it 
isn't, in the same way that con- 
jugal duties aren't really 
thought of as duties if all is right 
in the marraige. A good rule of 
thumb; women control all rights 
to their bodies, as do men theirs. 
A prefix of Mrs. or Mr. doesn't 
change this. Communication 
and consideration are more than 
just words. 
Many women experiencing ei- 
ther of the two varieties of 
forced attentions described 
above will not report them be- 
cause they either don't consider 
them to be rape or they are too 
embarrassed to turn in boy 
friends or husbands. Ergo the 
wide discrepancies in rape sta- 
tistics. 
... An attacker's legacy is his 
victim's progeny-a child (if 
you will) of reckoning. As the 
woman is left to examine her 
self-worth the rapist leaves no 
doubts as to bis. For an act 
which may consume only a few 
minutes of time, the aftermath 
is lopsidedly time-consuming. 
The coldness of the night 
starts me to shivering, so I bid 
goodnight (or good morning) to 
my deciduous companion and 
backrest. I merge onto a home- 
ward-bound sidewalk at the 
same time a lone woman passes 
by, walking the other direction. 
We don't smile or exchange 
pleasantries. Two-thirds of re- 
ported rapes occur after dusk; 
either she has read this fact or 
she doesn't need to be aware of it 
to be suspicious of strangers at 
such an advanced hour. Proba- 
bly the latter. I feel strange 
about being perceived as a pos- 
sible threat to anyone, but 
mostly I feel tired, and a little 
sad for all of us. 
The great indignity of sexual 
assault is the loss of freedom 
which is inevitable when fear is 
allowed to dictate habits and 
lifestyle. You can't tell someone 
who wants to walk alone at night 
that they musn't; I decide that if 
I was a woman I would still be 
out here. But I would likely have 
the same wary look in my eye, 
now and then. 
Munn is a freshman creative- 
writing major from Tiffin. 
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Students give Maumee River a checkup 
by Linda Hoy 
ttaff reporter 
Filth is not floating down the 
Maumee River, despite recent 
rumors. University students col- 
lected water samples Wednes- 
day and found the water to be in 
"fair to excellent condition." 
Testing the river's overall wa- 
ter quality was the objective of 
the field trip taken by 44 stu- 
dents from two sections of Envi- 
ronmental Studies 101. 
After arriving at the Otsego 
Park Rapids on the Maumee at 6 
p.m., students paired off into 
groups of five and spent about 30 
minutes in the river collecting 
samples from different areas, 
said instructor Justine Magsie. 
Rapids were chosen as the 
areas to collect the samples 
because more oxygen is sup- 
plied where the water tumbles 
over rocks. Pollution takes the 
oxygen out of these spots and 
suffocates the organisms which 
live in the water, trip guide 
Chris Bade, Stream Quality 
Monitoring Coordinator for 
Northeast Ohio, said. 
"There was some hesitation 
about walking in the river at 
first," said instructor Roger An- 
derson, an associate professor of 
political science. 
In the river, the presence of 
certain macroinvertebrates, or- 
ganisms which can be seen with 
the naked eye and have no bones 
in their bodies, indicate good 
water quality. The presence of 
other macroinvertebrates indi- 
cate poor water, and a third 
group of macroinvertebrates in- 
dicate somewhat polluted water, 
Bade said. 
FINDING A variety of orga- 
nisms was a good sign, Ander- 
son said. 
After collecting and analyzing 
the samples, students put them 
back in the river and returned to 
the University, Magsie said. 
"We had a wonderful time," 
she said, mentioning the various 
water creatures living in the 
river, including large freshwa- 
ter clams and a "'beautiful" 
snake. 
According to Bade, the trip to 
the Maumee is sponsored by 
officials of a stream quality 
monitoring program, part of the 
Ohio scenic rivers program of 
the Natural Areas and Pre- 
serves Division of the Ohio De- 
partment of Natural Resources. 
The scenic rivers program has 
designated 10 rivers in Ohio, 
including the Maumee, as scenic 
rivers, Bade said. Scenic rivers 
are those rivers which provide 
recreational use, have a histori- 
cal or cultural heritage and pro- 
vide natural beauty. 
The area of the Maumee des- 
ignated as a scenic river extends 
from the Maumee-Perrysburg 
bridge to the Indiana state line, 
he said. 
"Our primary object is to pre- 
serve and protect tnese rivers," 
Bade said. 
One way this goal is achieved 
is through the stream quality 
monitoring program, he said. 
LAGA informs, Blotter 
supports gays 
by Jarcd O. Wadley 
copy editor 
According to a local homosex- 
ual rights activist, 10 to 13 per- 
cent of the people in Ohio are 
gay. 
Here at the University the 
Lesbian and Gay Alliance 
(LAGA) helps gays and those 
who are straight know more 
about homosexuality. 
LAGA informs their members 
about health, educational and 
legal issues concerning lesbians 
and gays. 
Ellen, LAGA secretary (mem- 
bers do not reveal their last 
names), said the organization 
also educates the community 
about their group and homosex- 
uality in general. 
Ellen said the organization 
provides support for each other 
In dealing with everyday situa- 
tions. She said they also help 
individuals with personal prob- 
lems that may deal with sexual- 
ity, family or friends. 
LAGA has a new purpose and 
goal this year, Ellen said. They 
want to recognize homophobia 
and other forms of oppression 
such as sexism and racism, she 
said. 
Brad, co-chairperson of 
LAGA, said recognition of the 
oppression comes from general 
conversation and through their 
activities. These activities in- 
clude participating in resident 
advisors' training classes, train- 
ing for The Link and workshops 
for Residential Services. 
ELLEN SAID LAGA co- 
sponsors other activities with 
campus groups in order to form 
contacts. 
She said last year they formed 
a coalition with several mi- 
nority, anti-war, pro-peace and 
social justice groups. 
This year LAGA is planning a 
dance in October. She said they 
are trying to get other groups 
interested by sending them invi- 
tations. 
Ellen said all meetings are 
open to the public. 
"(Heterosexual) people have 
a fear of being labeled a lesbian 
or gay if they come to the meet- 
ings,0 Ellen said. 
Brad said friends of gays also 
fear being labeled gay. He said 
the best way to describe it is 
"guilt by association." 
LAGA meets at 8:30 p.m. ev- 
ery Thursday in the Religious 
Education Room at St. Thomas 
More University Parish. 
A Detroit man is in Wood 
County Jail on $10,000 bond for 
trying to pass off what city po- 
lice described as "junk TVs" as 
brand-new television sets. 
Two persons reported to police 
that a man was selling what he 
claimed to be new television sets 
from his car in the parking lots 
in front of the K-Mart and Mur- 
phy's Mart stores on South Main 
Street Wednesday afternoon. 
When police arrived, a man 
matching the description given 
by the complainants drove into 
the parking lot in a car different 
from the one described by the 
complainants. 
Police arrested Teddy Chan- 
dler, 45, of Detroit at 
5:05 p.m. after they found two 
small television sets in the car. 
One of the sets was in a box 
which advertised it as a brand- 
new color television set with a 
remote control. The TV in the 
box was an old black-and-white 
set with the control knobs miss- 
ing, police said. 
Chandler's car was towed to 
the city police station and a 
search warrant was obtained. 
Police found six more "junk 
TVs" in the car's trunk. 
Chandler was charged with 
attempted theft by deception, 
police said. 
D   □   a 
Two Mt. Blanchard men are in 
Wood County Jail following an 
incident Tuesday in which they 
were stopped for a traffic viola- 
tion. 
Ronald rrout, 26, was stopped 
at 11:35 p.m. at the intersection 
of Interstate 75 and U.S. 6 for not 
driving in the marked lanes. He 
was arrested on a DUI charge 
after he was pulled over by city 
police. 
His passenger, Dean Bellomy, 
23, attempted to interfere with 
the arresting officer and was 
cited for disorderly conduct 
while intoxicated and resisting 
arrest, police said. 
a   D   D 
The doors on a storage shed in 
back of Myles' Dairy Queen, 434 
E. Wooster St., were kicked in 
sometime Tuesday night or 
Wednesday morning. Entry was 
not gained, but damage to the 
doors was estimated at $300, 
police said. The incident was 
reported at 9:07 a.m. Wednes- 
day. 
D     D     □ 
Two bicycles were reported 
stolen and another stolen bike 
recovered Wednesday, city po- 
lice reported. 
A black Concord 10-speed was 
reported stolen from Friendly's 
restaurant, 1027 N. Main St., at 
4:15 p.m. 
A black-and-yellow Schwinn 
boys' 12-speed was reported sto- 
len from the South Main Street 
School at 7:18 p.m. The 27-inch 
World Sport bicycle was valued 
at $200, police said. 
The owner of a Huffy 10-speed. 
who did not report the theft of 
the bicycle when it took place 
two weeks ago, reported that the 
bicycle was found on campus at 
11:46 a.m. The bicycle had the 
owner's license plate still at- 
tached to the bike, which was 
unlocked when it was found. 
Police allowed the owner to take 
the bicycle away. 
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Fall Fest: 
summers 
last blast 
by Susan McDonald 
staff reporter 
University students will be 
able to enjoy one of the few 
last days of warm weather 
this Saturday at the Univer- 
sity Activities Organization's 
fourth annual Fall Fest. 
"It's hopefully going to be a 
summer event-type atmo- 
sphere so it's going to be a 
good time. The University is 
structured around winter so 
we would like to provide out- 
door entertainment when we 
have the opportunity," said 
Ted Schultz, IIAO vice presi- 
dent and senior visual com- 
munications technology 
major. 
The event is held in con- 
junction with Theta Chi fra- 
ternity's "Ox Roast." 
Cleveland-area bands 
"Satta," "Me & the Boyz" 
and "Nation of One" will 
highlight the annual event, 
which will be from noon to 6 
p.m. at College Park. 
"Satta" is a reggae band 
whose members once played 
with "I-TAL," another popu- 
lar Cleveland band, Schultz 
said. "Me & the Boyz" is a 
top-40 band which played at 
the Beta 500 happy hours last 
spring, and "Nation of One" 
plays its own original music. 
Another attraction is Steve 
Mason, WRQN morning radio 
personality, who will attempt 
to verbally stump students in 
a game of "Simon Says." 
Carnival games such as 
darts and a bottle ring-toss 
game, volleyball, a limbo, a 
up-sync contest and a photog- 
raphy stand where students 
can pose as "Opus" or "Bill 
the Cat" from the comic strip 
Bloom County are other ac- 
tivities. Prizes will be do- 
nated by local merchants. 
In case of rain. Fall Fest 
will be held in the Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom. 
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Board's budget 
awaits approval 
Plan allots $100 million for next year 
by Beth Thomas 
staff reporter 
The Ohio Board of Regents 
has sent its budget recom- 
mendations for the next two 
years to Governor Celeste's 
office for approval, and Uni- 
versity officials are quite 
happy with its report. 
"I will be delightfully sur- 
prised if this is the (budget I 
we get, but I think it will be a 
lot less than that," said Uni- 
versity President Paul Ols- 
camp. 
"I'm going to join with my 
colleagues and do my damne- 
dest to get it passed,   he said. 
The board recommended a 
19 percent increase in instruc- 
tional subsidies which would 
increase this year's academic 
affairs budget of about $93.5 
million to more than $100 mil- 
lion for next year, he said. 
Olscamp said this will con- 
tinue the University's policy 
of lowering the percentage of 
costs paid by students. 
Four years ago, student 
payments provided 40 per- 
cent of costs. That figure is 
now 36 percent, and Olscamp 
said he hopes to lower it to 32 
percent in the next two years, 
which is almost the national 
average. 
"We'd have nothing to com- 
plain about at that point," he 
said. 
The budget gives the Uni- 
versity $59 million for fiscal 
year 1988 and $65 million for 
fiscal year 1989. 
LAST YEAR, about 54 per- 
cent of all academic affairs 
money came from the state 
with the remainder coming 
from tuition payments and 
outside grants and contracts. 
This figure will not change, 
Olscamp said. 
The board's report will go 
to the governor's office for 
approval and then to the Ohio 
General Assembly for 
changes and ratification. 
"If it follows previous prac- 
tice, we won't nave a budget 
until sometime in June," Ols- 
camp said. 
Area Christians 'more vocal' 
by Nancy Erlkson 
reporter 
When most people think of 
religion, rock concerts and 
bookstores seldom come to 
mind. However, University or- 
eanizations and area merchants 
ave found a growing demand 
for contemporary expressions of 
Christianity. 
BGSU Bible Studies, a cam- 
pus religious organization, re- 
cently sponsored a concert by 
The Imperials, a Christian rock 
group. 
"The concert was given to 
Eromote Jesus," said Larry Kin- 
opf, co-director of BGSU Bible 
Studies. 
"There are a large number of 
people who want Jesus to be 
number one in their lives," he 
said. "The concert was a chance 
for these people to come out into 
the open. 
KINKOPF ADDED northwest 
Ohio residents tend to be more 
religious so there is potentially a 
large audience for Christian 
rock in this area. 
"We got as many people to 
come to the concert as we ex- 
pected, about 2,000," Kinkopf 
said. 
He said the number of people 
becoming aware of Jesus in 
their lives is growing. 
"Christians have become 
more public, more vocal. People 
have realized that they can 
make a difference," Kinkopf 
said. 
IN ADDITION to University 
organizations, there are two 
Christian bookstores in Bowling 
Green. 
"There's a great demand for 
(Christian) novels, posters and 
cards," said Kathie Harris, 
owner of Village Preacher, 131 
S. Main St. 
The bookstore has been in 
Bowling Green for 11 years. 
"People are becoming aware 
of Jesus and want to know him,'' 
Harris said. 
She said the bookstore sells 
primarily items that have to do 
with Jesus in an indirect way. 
such as religious novels instead 
of Bibles and prayer books. 
Harris added that both city 
residents and University stu- 
dents visit the store 
"It's really neat. The towns- 
people develop a good rapport 
with young people because they 
meet and talk to the students 
here in the store," Harris said. 
She said Village Preacher is a 
non-denominational store sell- 
ing God's word rather than one 
particular religion. 
A second Christian bookstore. 
God's Promise, recently opened 
at 143 E. Wooster St. 
"Bowling Green can easily 
support two Christian 
bookstores just like it supports 
many pizza parlors and gas sta- 
tions.'' Debbie LeGalley, co- 
owner of God's Promise, said. 
SHE SAID the store sells pri- 
marily Bibles and prayer books 
although it is too soon to tell 
what will be the best-selling 
items. 
God's Promise is non-denomi- 
national like Village Preacher. 
"I want people to know Jesus, 
(and) not a particular denomi- 
nation." LeGalley said. 
Some University students are 
encouraged by the growing de- 
mand for Christian parapherna- 
lia. 
"I think it's a very positive 
sign if the town now needs two 
Christian bookstores." Alice 
Loyd, senior medical record ad- 
ministration major said. 
She said she has shopped at 
Village   Preacher   and   really 
RSA rebuilding image 
Community Day 
'86 is coming! 
Exhibits and 
Demonstrations 
Continuous 
Entertainment 
Wagon Rides 
Hot Air Balloons 
Chicken Barbeque 
(advance ticket only) 
and much 
much 
more! 
Sunday, Sept. 21 
Noon - 6 p.m. 
BG CITY PARK 
by Glenetta Blair 
reporter 
CAMPUS 
FILMS 
Friday /Saturday 
JEWEL 
OF THE NILE 
Sept. 19, 20 210MSC 
7:30, 9:45, Midnight 
$1.50 w/ student I.D. 
Monday 
THE WAY 
WE WERE 
The Resident Student Associa- 
tion is looking toward this year 
as a year of rebuilding and re- 
structuring, according to the 
organization's president. 
RSA president Allen Winslow, 
senior business administration 
major, admitted the organiza- 
tion has not been too visible on 
campus during recent years. 
"Because of leadership (prob- 
lems) last year the organization 
fell apart, and by the second 
semester it was virtually non- 
existent." Winslow said. 
RSA serves as a voice for on- 
campus students in matters con- 
cerning the residence halls, 
according to vice president Eliz- 
abeth Higgins, sophomore bi- 
ology major. 
"We're a go-between between 
students in the residence halls 
and administration," she said. 
To help build its image, RSA 
generated publicity by giving a 
tree key chain to on-campus 
students as they moved in to 
their residence halls. This, along 
with follow-up advertising, has 
at least made the name known to 
students, Winslow said. 
RSA will hold its first meeting 
Wednesday, Oct. 1 at 
7:30 p.m. in 400 Moseley Hall. 
The officers plan to restructure 
the entire organization and re- 
write the constitution. Winslow 
Let SmickLANd frame 
your prints, posters 
SAVE, SAVE, SAVE 
on aluminum frames 
said the restucturing will help 
the group accomplish more. 
"WHAT WE have right now is 
not workable," he said. "We're 
looking to ... make it easier to 
get things done." 
Last year, RSA began investi- 
gating the possibility of acquir- 
ing cable TV in residence nail 
rooms. RSA's issues committee 
approached the University ad- 
ministration last year with the 
idea, Winslow said. 
The administration then asked 
RSA to find out if the students 
wanted it. RSA polled resident 
advisors in each nail and found 
there was enough interest in 
cable TV for the administration 
to look into it further. 
The group also plans to spon- 
sor Residence Hall Week, which 
Cmotes residence halls and 
ir programs. 
Winslow is optimistic that 
RSA will return to prominence 
this year. 
"We've got student interest up 
this year and made the organi- 
zation more well-known than 
before," he said. "We know that 
people want to get involved." 
liked the atmosphere there. 
"The lady in charge is really 
friendly and ready to answer 
any questions a customer would 
have." Loyd said. 
"People are taking religion 
more seriously. I'm glad to see 
another store opening up. It 
shows that people are becoming 
aware of how much Jesus can be 
in their lives. " Ingrid Amato, 
sophomore  technology  major, 
However, student reaction 
has not been all positive. 
"I DONT get this Christian 
rock. They're trying to make a 
big deal out of it." Melissa 
Muler, sophomore marketing 
major, said. 
'1 mean its good to have a 
faith, but (I think) they're really 
overbearing about it." Miller 
said. 
She added that she has no 
intention of shopping in either 
store. 
Other students are indifferent 
about the trend. 
"It really doesn't bother me 
one way or the other. I just don't 
want it forced on me," Lesli 
Calbro, sophomore interperso- 
nal communications major, 
said. 
Union 
D Continued from page 1. 
sity "would never presume to 
attempt to influence their (the 
employees) choice one way or 
another." 
But the administrative policy 
also says, "We would choose not 
to organize. .. .(O)ur current 
methods for handling matters in 
discussion (with the classified 
staff) are quite adequate." 
Use your head. 
Smart people recycle aluminum, 
paper and glass. 
Give a hoot. 
Don't pollute. 
Member and Nonmember* Rentals 
•Nonrntmbtri mult show major credit card 
1093 N. Main behind Convenient Store 
354-1401 
Mon-Sat 10-10        Sun 10:30-8 
American Expross. Phillips 76, Union 
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PRESENTS 
TOMORROW! 
Saturday, Scpt.20 
College Park 
12:00-6:00pm 
must bring Photo I.D. 
EVENTS: 
Satta 
Musical Chairs Contest 
Me & the Boyz 
Simon Says and a 
Lip Sync Contest 
Nation of One 
12:00-1:30pm 
1:302:15pm 
2:15-3:45pm 
3:45-4:30pm 
4:3M:00pm 
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Vatican hears 
conservatives 
NEW YORK! API- A Vati- 
can official recently wrote 
private letters to several 
American mothers agreeing 
with their strong objections to 
texts on human sexuality 
used in Catholic schools. 
"The best placed people to 
Eiit pressures on the authon- 
es are the parents," Cardi- 
nal Edouard Gagnon of 
Rome's Pontifical Council on 
the Family said later, calling 
it a healthy sign that lay 
people are sounding off. 
They obviously are doing just that in a growing out- 
pouring of complaints to the 
Vatican about various situa- 
tions in U.S. Roman Catholi- 
cism, apparently influencing 
several recent Vatican moves 
to impose stricter discipline. 
"If it hadn't been for the 
voice and clamor of faithful 
Catholic lay people, nothing 
would have happened," said 
Al Matt Jr., editor of a con- 
servative national Catholic 
weekly, The Wanderer, based 
in St. Paul, Minn. 
"Orthodox Catholics get a 
more sympathetic hearing 
from Rome than they do from 
American pastors and bish- 
ops." 
He was referring to recent 
Vatican curtailment of the 
role of Archbishop Raymond 
Hunthausen of Seattle. 
Wash., and the stripping of 
the Rev. Charles Curran of 
the right to teach theology at 
the Catholic University of 
America. 
BOTH HAD been targets of 
heavy criticism by conserva- 
tive groups, including letters 
to Rome. 
Donald McClane, president 
of Catholics United for the 
Faith, a doctrinally conserva- 
tive organization based in 
New RocheUe, N.Y., said 
there appears to be a 
"greater response" from the 
Vatican to those writing "let- 
ters of concern." 
"More people are making 
those concerns known," he 
said 
In any case, Pope John 
Paul II and his Vatican offi- 
cials have moved increas- 
ingly to clamp down on 
dissent in the American 
church and to bring its opera- 
tions and institutions under 
tighter control. 
Senate confirms Rehnquist 
WASHINGTON (AP) - William Rehnqu- 
ist, survivor of a bitterly divisive Senate 
confirmation battle, will preside as chief justice over a new Supreme Court era bear- 
ing the conservative stamp of President 
Reagan. 
Rehnquist, scheduled to be installed as the 
nation's 16th chief justice on Sept. 26, was 
confirmed by the Senate late Wednesday by 
a 65-33 vote. The court's 1986-87 term begins 
Oct. 6. 
Rehnquist, 61, told reporters he was "de- 
lighted'' to be the next chief justice. 
He will be joined on the nigh court by 
Antonin Scalia, SO, a conservative federal 
appeals court judge picked to fill a vacancy 
created by the retirement of Chief Justice 
Warren Burger. The Senate confirmed Sca- 
lia's appointment, 98-0. 
Although Rehnquist's confirmation was 
never in doubt, he received the largest 
number of negative votes of any successful 
Supreme Court nominee in history. 
The anti-Rehnquist forces were charac- 
terized as a "lynch mob" by Reagan, 
according to Senate Majority Leader Bob 
Dole, R-Kan., who telephoned the president 
with the confirmation news. 
"HE'S VERY pleased," Dole said of the 
president. "He characterized some as sort 
of a lynch mob, I guess." 
In a statement released by the White 
House, Reagan blasted Rehnquist opponents 
for "political posturing," adding, "the at- 
tacks came from those whose ideology runs 
contrary to his profound and unshakable 
belief in the proper constitutional role of the 
judiciary. I have no doubt that William 
Rehnquist will prove to be a chief justice of 
historic stature." 
Repeated attacks on Rehnquist's integ- 
rity, honesty and commitment to equal 
rights could leave a damaging stain on the 
man and the nation's highest court. 
Asked if the confirmation process had 
been arduous, Rehnquist said, "From my 
point of view, it has. 
"They've done everything they can to 
destroy this man's reputation," said Sen. 
Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, one of Rehnquist's 
staunchest defenders. The Senate has been 
through "a Rehnquisition" marked by "dis- 
tortions and misrepresentations," he said. 
Opponents said the elevation of Rehnqu- 
ist, the Supreme Court's most conservative 
member for nearly 15 years, casts a dark 
cloud over the future of justice in America. 
"THIS VOTE will haunt this body," pre- 
dicted Sen. Max Baucus, D-Mont. 
Sen. Donald Riegle, D-Mich., said it was 
"a sad and disappointing choice, one that I 
think will damage our country." 
Eleanor Smeal, president of the National 
Organization for Women, called the confir- 
mation vote "truly a Pyrrhic victory with 
staggering losses in credibility for the Rea- 
gan administration." 
Democrats sought in vain to line up 
enough votes to block confirmation. In the 
end, only two Republicans joined them in 
opposing the nomination: Sens. Charles 
Mathias of Maryland and Lowell Weicker of 
Connecticut. 
Republicans control the Senate, 53-47. 
In 1971, a Democratic-controlled Senate 
confirmed President Nixon's nomination of 
Rehnquist to be an associate justice by a 68- 
28 vote. 
As chief justice, Rehnquist will serve as 
the nation's top judge and the "first among 
equals" on the Supreme Court. When voting 
in the majority, he will control who writes 
the court's opinions. 
The Senate approved Reagan's only other 
Supreme Court nomination, that of Justice 
Sandra Day O'Connor, by a 99-0 vote in 1981. 
Hospital quality varies, study shows 
Debate rages on over non-profit vs. money-making  institutions 
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BOSTON (AP) - Money-mak- 
ing hospital chains are more 
efficient than their non-profit 
counterparts, which are 
propped up by hidden public 
subsidies and driven by "a phy- 
sicians' cartel" to waste money, 
a researcher concluded. 
"It's clear that the for-profit 
hospitals provide the same re- 
sults at lower costs than do the 
non-profit hospitals," said Re- 
gina Herzlinger, an economist at 
the Harvard Business School. 
Her report, to be published 
early next year in the Harvard 
Business Review, is the latest in 
an often-emotional debate over 
which kind of hospitals best 
serve the public interest. Inves- 
tor-owned chains have grown 
rapidly in the last two decades, 
along with other kinds of clinics 
USG 
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and medical groups that provide 
health care at a profit. 
Herzlinger argues that non- 
profit hospitals operate mainly 
to serve the doctors who prac- 
tice there, at the expense of the 
institutions' long-term financial 
health. 
"THE NON-PROFITS are 
much more short-sighted than 
the for-profits," she said 
Wednesday at a seminar for 
journalists. "The reason they 
exist is not because they provide 
benefits to patients but because 
they provide benefits to doctors. 
There is a physicians' cartel 
that supports the non-profit hos- 
pitals. The reason they support 
them is that they make their 
lives easier." 
They do this, she said, by 
supplying more empty beds and 
providing larger support staffs. 
Her analysis was based on a 
comparison of about 500 acute- 
care community hospitals, all of 
them in profit-making or non- 
profit chains, between 1977 and 
1961. About 90 percent of for- 
profit hospitals in the United 
States are in chains, compared 
with about a third of nonprofit 
hospitals. The study, which cost 
an estimated f 125,000, was paid 
for by Harvard Business School. 
Dr. Arnold Relman, a fre- 
quent critic of the profit motive 
in medicine, criticized the study 
for ignoring the majority of the 
nation's non-profit hospitals, es- 
pecially those that operate in 
poor, city neighborhoods. 
"The for-profits have chosen a 
certain lifestyle - small hospi- 
tals, no tertiary care, in non- 
center cities, in economically 
healthy areas where there 
aren't any poor people," he said. 
"If you compare them to the not- 
for-profit hospitals that have 
chosen the same lifestyle, then 
you didn't see much of a differ- 
ence. The fact of the matter is, 
the vast majority of beds in not- 
for-profits are not in small, 
clean suburbs." 
RELMAN IS editor of the New 
England Journal of Medicine. 
His magazine has published 
studies concluding that non- 
profit hospitals are just as effi- 
cient, and in some ways 
cheaper, than those that make 
money. 
Herzlinger contends those 
studies were flawed, because 
they failed to consider the age 
and real value of the hospitals' 
assets, as well as the subsidies 
they receive. 
She said non-profit hospitals 
get "social subsidies," largely 
because they don't pay taxes. 
The for-profit hospitals are sub- 
sidized, too, in the form of in- 
vestment tax credits and 
accelerated depreciation allow- 
ances. 
She calculated that 17 cents of 
every dollar invested in a non- 
profit hospital originates from a 
social subsidy. But these ac- 
count for only 2 cents of every 
dollar invested in the for-profit 
chains. 
The non-profit hospitals, she 
said, "are propped up by a hid- 
den subsidy. Their costs appear 
to be lower, but they are not." 
She noted that many profit- 
making chain hospitals were 
built during the 1970s, while the 
non-profit hospitals frequently 
have buildings that date from 
the 1950s and '60s. The for-profit 
chains are paying for their 
newer assets, while the non- 
profit ones are not replacing 
aging structures. 
HERZLINGER SAID her 
work shows that non-profit hos- 
pitals charge as much as the for- 
profit chains, and there is no 
difference in the kind of insur- 
ance their patients carry. 
At the Federation of American 
Health Systems, which rep- 
resents the for-profit chains. Ex- 
ecutive Director Michael 
Bromberg said, "The study 
shows that the growth of multi- 
hospital systems, greatly bene- 
fits the American public." 
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WALT DISNEY WORLD 
COLLEGE PROGRAM 
Walt Disney World Company Representatives 
will present an information session on the 
Walt Disney World College Program Tuesday, 
September 23 at 7:00 pm. 
Interviews for spring internship positions will 
be scheduled after the Information session 
Contact Dave Stanford at 372-2451 for 
more information. 
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Drinking age studies conflict 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Raising the drink- 
ing age to 21 has on the average a direct 
effect on reducing alcohol-related traffic 
accident* among affected age groups, a 
spokeswoman for the U.S. General Account- 
ing Office said yesterday. 
However, a Case Western Reserve Uni- 
versity profeasor who conducted his own 
study has a different view. 
Eleanor Chelimsky, director of the GAO's 
division of program evaluation, made her 
remarks in testimony presented to the 
House Public Works and Transportation 
investigations subcommittee. The panel is 
reviewing studies regarding minimum 
drinking-age laws. 
"Overall, the evidence is persuasive that 
raising the minimum drinking age has had 
significant effects on reducing alcohol-re- 
lated traffic accidents for the affected age 
group." Chelimsky said. 
Jack DeSario, a political science profes- 
sor at Case Western Reserve University, 
disagreed. 
"We don't find any evidence that indicates 
raising the drinking age does make a differ- 
ence in terms of alcohol-related traffic fatal- 
ities," DeSario said. 
IN 1984, Congress passed a law requiring 
all states to have a 21-year-old minimum 
drinking age or lose 5 percent of certain 
federal nignway funds to be apportioned on 
Oct. 1, 1986, and 10 percent each year 
thereafter. However, the funds would be 
returned to a state if it enacted a 21-law in a 
timely fashion. 
Twenty-three states have modified their 
drinking age laws to comply with the 1964 
legislation, but Ohio, Colorado, Idaho, Loui- 
siana, Montana, South Dakota, Tennessee, 
Wyoming, Puerto Rico and the District of 
Columbia remain out of compliance. 
Ohio restricts the purchase of liquor and 
wine to people 21 and older, but those 19 and 
older can purchase beer. 
In 1963, Ohio voters rejected by a 59 to 41 
percent margin a referendum that would 
have raised the drinking age for all alcoholic 
beverages to 21. Ohio could lose $15 million 
in 1987 highway funds and $30 million in 1968 
aid under the new law. 
Chelimsky said the GAO's findings were 
based on its review of 21 studies evaluating 
the effects of changing the minimum drink- 
ing age. 
AMONG THE findings were that states 
can generally expect fewer traffic accidents 
by raising the drinking age, she said. But 
she said the GAO found little evidence to 
suggest that it would have an effect on the 
involvement of 16- and 17-year-old drivers in 
alcohol-related accidents. 
In addition, she said the evidence is insuf- 
ficient to determine how it would affect the 
potential incentive for young drivers to 
cross state borders to buy alcohol not legally 
available in their own state. 
She told Rep. James Traficant, D-Ohio, 
the GAO was Issuing no recommendations 
but simply making its findings available to 
the subcommittee. 
Traficant characterized GAO as being' 'on 
the fence" on the issue and suggested that a 
more thorough study be done. 
"I'm for raising the drinking age if they 
can show me it's saving lives,   he said. 
Congress applauds Aquino speech 
WASHINGTON - Philippine 
President Corazon Aquino, in a 
speech that brought a shower of 
affection from a Joint session of 
Congress, pledged yesterday to 
take up "toe sword of war' if 
peacemaking with communist 
rebels fails. 
Aquino, in the seventh month 
of her leadership of a major U.S. 
ally which was led for more than 
20 years by Ferdinand Marcos, 
offered thanks for the role Con- 
gress played in changing U.S. 
policy toward her country. 
At the same time, Aquino, 
widow of the assassinated Be- 
nigno Aquino, an opposition 
leader in the last years of Mar- 
cos, appealed for help to build 
"a new home for democracy, 
another haven for the op- 
pressed." 
House Speaker Thomas 
P. O'Neill Jr D-Mass., said 
afterwards, "That's the finest 
speech I've heard in my 34 years 
in Congress." 
Members of the House and 
Senate, many wearing yellow 
roses symbolizing the color 
Aquino chose for bar presi- 
dential campaign, crowded the 
chamber. Scores of Filipino 
Americans were in the gallery 
crowd. 
Within hours of her speech, 
the House passed 203-197 a bill 
giving the Philippines a $300 
million cash infusion to help deal 
"I must explore the path of peace to the 
utmost, for at its end ... is the moral 
basis for laying down the olive branch 
of peace and taking up the sword of 
war" 
-Philippine President Aquino 
with economic distress. Tbe- 
measure was sent to the Senate, 
where prospects for approval 
were uncertain. 
SOME OPPONENTS sug- 
gested the money be spent in- 
stead on improving U.S. 
military facilities at Subic Bay 
Naval Station and Clark Air 
Base. 
Aquino underscored her policy 
of negotiating with the Commu- 
nist New People's Army guer- 
rilla movement but said, "I will 
not stand by and allow an insur- 
gent leadership to spurn our 
offer of peace and kill our young 
soldiers and threaten our new 
freedom." 
"We face a communist insur- 
gency that feeds on economic 
deterioration, even as we carry 
a great share of the free world 
defenses in the Pacific," she 
said in her only reference to U.S. 
military bases in the Phil- 
ippines. 
Invoking the name of Presi- 
dent Abraham Lincoln, Aquino 
said, "I understand that force 
may be necessary before mercy. 
Like Lincoln, I don't relish it, yet 
I will do whatever it takes to 
defend the integrity and free- 
dom of my country. 
"I must explore the path of 
peace to the utmost, for at its 
end, whatever disappointment I 
meet there, is the moral basis 
for laying down the olive branch 
of peace and taking up the sword 
of war," she said. 
"STILL. SHOULD it come to 
that, I will not waver from the 
course laid down by your great 
liberator," she said in another 
reference to Lincoln. 
Aquino said the aim of the 
negotiations, under way in Ma- 
nila, was to bring the insurgents 
"down from the hills ana, by 
economic progress and justice, 
show them that for which the 
best-intentioned among them 
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fight." 
Aquino, who wore a suit in the 
yellow color used in her cam- 
paign for the Philippine presi- 
dency, was greeted with 
applause cheers and chants of 
"Cory, Cory" from the galleries 
and from members of House and 
Senate. 
She left amid applause which 
lasted until the head of state 
slowly made her way through 
well-wishers out of the crowded 
House chambers. 
Aquino began her speech with 
a tribute to her husband, former 
Sen. Aquino, whose assassina- 
tion she said became "my coun- 
try's resurrection." She recalled 
the peaceful military- and 
church-backed revolt that 
ousted Marcos last February, 
and drew chuckles from her 
audience as she described it as 
"the cheapest revolution ever." 
Then, she described her plans 
for a new constitution and elec- 
tion within a few months and 
declared that her country de- 
serves more support than it is 
getting. 
Tobacco firms 
oppose ad ban 
CINCINNATI (AP) - The 
U.S. tobacco industry is fight- 
ing a congressional proposal 
to ban all cigarette advertis- 
ing because tobacco produc- 
ers believe such a ban would 
violate their constitutional 
guarantee of free speech, a 
spokeswoman told Cincinnati 
marketing executives yester- 
day. 
A ban on advertising would 
amount to government 
censorship and would prevent 
tobacco companies from ad- 
vertising new products, said 
Brennan Moran, assistant to 
the president of the Tobacco 
Institute, a Washington-based 
trade organization for ciga- 
rette producers. 
"It is an industry under 
fire. It is an industry with 
opponents," Ms. Moran con- 
ceded. "We'll continue to de- 
fend our rights and defend 
our industry. 
"I hope a group of market- 
ers can appreciate, if you 
have a new product on line 
and you can't advertise, how 
on earth do you get people to 
fry it?" she said. 
Ms. Moran said the tobacco 
industry does not encourage 
teen-age smoking and tries, 
through a publication jointly 
produced with the National 
Association of School Boards, 
to prompt family discussions 
of   whether   young   people 
should smoke. 
"WE FEEL that smoking is 
simply an adult custom and 
that children are not 
equipped to make that deci- 
sion,'' Ms. Moran said. "If a 
teen-ager never picks up an- 
other cigarette, that would 
make us nappy. 
"A third of the adult pop- 
ulation smokes. That s 
enough of the adults to carry 
the industry," she said. That 
translates to about 55 million 
adult smokers In the nation. 
Ahron Leichtman, a Cincin- 
nati anti-smoking activist, 
immediately challenged Ms. 
Moran's statements. He said 
the tobacco industry designs 
its advertising to hook young 
smokers and that the ad cam- 
paigns feature positive 
images intended to appeal to 
youth. 
"They do it by marketing to 
youth,' Leichtman said. 
He rejected the tobacco in- 
dustry's claim that the U.S. 
Constitution's First Amend- 
ment protection of free 
speech and expression enti- 
tles cigarette producers to 
advertise. 
The U.S. House subcommit- 
tee is considering a bill which 
would ban advertising of all 
tobacco products. The panel 
conducted hearings this sum- 
mer in Washington. 
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ATTENTION ALL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
The following student clubs, groups and organizations have 
registered with the Office of Student Activities & Orientation for the 
1986-87 year and will appear in the Fall Edition of the Student 
Organizations Directory. 
If your club does not appear on this list and your group plans on 
being active on campus  this year,  please contact  our  office 
immediately  (405 Student  Services,   372-2843) for registration 
information. 
Accounting Club Falcon Wheelers Cycling Club Pre-Law Society 
Active Christians Today Fellowship of Christian Students Psi Chi 
Advertising Club Fencing Club Public Relations Organization 
African Peoples Assoc. Fraternity Management Assoc. Racquetball Club 
AGAPE Christian priends of the Deaf Community Recreation Majors Assoc. 
Fellowship Future Food Professionals Resident Student Assoc. 
Alpha Angels Gamma Iota Sigma Insurance Rugby Club-Men's 
Alpha Epsilon Delta Fraternity Russian Club 
Alpha Eta Rho Golden Key National Selling & Sales 
American Chemical Soc. Honor Society Management Club 
Student Affl. Graduate Student Senate Skating Club 
American Marketing Assoc. Honors Student Association Ski Team 
American Production & Hospitality Management Society Soccer Club-Men's 
Inventory Control Soc. Human Services Gub Soccer Team-Women's 
American Society of Interior International Business Social Justice Committee 
Designers Association Society for Creative 
Angel Flight International Relations Anachronism, Inc. 
Arnold Air Society Organization Spanish Cub 
Associated General Contractors International Television Speech Club/Forensics 
Association for Career Women Association St. Thomas More Student 
Association for Childhood Inter-Varsity Christian Organization 
Education Fellowship Student Art Therapy Assoc. 
Association for Systems Japanese Club Student Athletic Board 
Management Jewish Students Group Student Consumer Union 
Association of People Kappa Kappa Psi Student Council for 
in Communication Kappa Mu Epsilon Learning Disabilities 
BACCHUS Karate Club Student Court 
Beta Beta Beta Lesbian & Gay Alliance Student Home Economics 
Black Student Union Lifetalk Ministries Assoc. 
Bible Studies Minority Business Student Student Organization for 
Bowling Green Review Association Social Work 
Campus Democrats Mortar Board Student Personnel Assoc. 
Campus Escort Service Ntl. Student Speech, Lang., Student Physical Therapy 
Campus Girl Scouts & Hearing Assoc. Organization 
Cirribean Association Navigators Student Recreation Center 
Chess Club Never Again Council 
Christian Science Organization Non-Traditional Students' Arts Assoc. 
Circle K Students Assoc. Students for Life 
College of M.A. Student Off-Campus Student Theta Alpha Phi 
Advisory Commitee Organization Undergraduate Alumni Assoc. 
College Republicans Ohio Student Education Assoc. Undergraduate Gerontological 
Contact Ministries Ohio Student Music Assoc. 
Cooperative Education Club Education Assoc. University Activities Organizations 
Council of Teachers Omega Phi Alpha University Intramurals 
of Mathematics Order of Omega University Performing Dancers 
Criminal Justice Organization Orientation Board Users of the Apple II Series 
Delta Psi Kappa Panhellenic Council Volleyball Club-Men's 
Delta Sigma Pi Peace Coalition Volunteers in Progress 
Dunamis Outreach Christian Penning Rifles Water Ski Club/Team 
Fellowship Phi Alph Delta WFAL 
Eating Disorders Alliance Phi Beta Lambda Women for Women 
Entrepreneurship Unlimited Phi Eta Sigma Women in Communication,Inc. 
Environmental Interest Group Phi Upsilon Omicron World Student Association 
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Offensive improvement needed at CMU 
by Ron Fritt 
managing editor 
The six-game Mid-American 
Conference television package 
begins Saturday with Bowling 
Green at Central Michigan. The 
MAC package will be available 
in more than 26 million homes. 
But the way the Falcons of- 
fense has been performing of 
late, the game will provide as 
much excitement for viewers as 
the Senate sessions on the Con- 
cessional Satellite Public Af- 
fairs Network. 
Needless to say, BG head 
coach Moe Ankney is more than 
a little concerned with his of- 
fense going into the 12:15 p.m. 
clash at Kelly/Shorts Stadium in 
Mount Pleasant, Mich. 
"Our offense has to realize 
that they have to start scoring 
some points," the first-year 
coach said. "We are going to 
keep the same offense and try to 
get Detter. Our defense has car- 
ded us the first two games." 
THROUGH TWO games, BG 
has accumulated 590 yards, but 
have just four touchdowns to 
show for the efforts. In compari- 
son, the Chippewas racked up 
486 yards in a 34-21 win over the 
University of Idaho last Satur- 
day, their only game of the sea- 
son thus far. 
However, if anything good 
came out of the Falcons' 31-7 
loss to the University of Minne- 
sota last weekend, it was the 
fact that the Gophers ran an 
option offense. CMU runs a simi- 
lar offense. 
"But Central runs its option 
out of the I-formation," Ankney 
"Our offense has to realize that they 
have to start scoring some points. . .  Our 
defense has carried us. . . " 
BG Coach Moe Ankney 
said. "I'm sure we're going to 
see the same type of option plays 
Minnesota ran. Central runs ev- 
erything out of the I." 
The Chippewas are led on of- 
fense by quarterback Marcelle 
Carruthers, who rushed for 99 
yards and a touchdown and 
passed for another score against 
Idaho. Tailback Rodney Ste- 
phenson rushed for 156 yards 
andtwoTDs. 
Ankney said a reason for the 
high offensive output from CMU 
is the size of its offensive line. 
"They're big," he said. "And 
Carruthers is more than capable 
of running the option offense. 
When he runs with the ball, he 
doesn't think of pitching much. 
But the tailback is tough." 
WHILE ANKNEY is busy 
worrying about the Chippewas 
offense, he said he is hoping his 
offense takes care of itself. 
"Eric Smith is playing well 
and the pass protection has been 
good. But we nave to run the ball 
against Central to be effective," 
he said. "We have to keep im- 
proving." 
Of late though, the offense 
could be dubbed as "hara-kiri." 
The Falcons have committed 12 
turnovers, including seven fum- 
bles. But CMU coach Herb Dero- 
medi said he is still worried 
about BG's offense. 
"Their offense is good despite 
the loss of McClure," he said. 
"Eric Smith has stepped in and 
given them a lift. Jen Davis is a 
tailback capable of breaking it 
on every play." 
Defensively, the Falcons are 
leading the MAC, allowing an 
average of just 299 yards per 
game. BG has allowed just 144 
yards through the air in two 
Sames. CMU is last in team 
efense, giving up 442 yards per 
game. 
Deromedi said the Falcons 
aren't going to be an easy team 
to beat. 
"BG presents a tremendous 
challenge for our football 
team," the nine-year Chip head 
coach said. "They have a good 
team. They were down 3-0 
against Minnesota at the half, 
but should have been ahead. 
They could have won that 
game." 
Despite that it's just the third 
game of the season, Ankney said 
it's almost a "must-win" game. 
"If we win this game, we're in 
great shape," he said. "Our 
second goal is to win the MAC 
championship and this game 
could nave a lot to do with it. If 
we lose we're not out of it, but we 
need to win at least one of our 
next two games." 
The Falcons travel to Oxford, 
Ohio to take on league-leading 
Miami University next week. 
But that's not important yet. BG 
has to worry about avoiding a 
"Congressional" type of game 
Saturday. 
□ □ 
Middle linebacker Erik John- 
son (lower leg) and Ray Redd 
(hamstring) re expected to be 
ready to play against the Chip- 
pewas. They both sat out the 
Minnesota game.However, de- 
fensive lineman Phil Walker 
(hamstring) and Neal Mahoney 
(ankle) are questionable. 
BOWLING GREEN VS. CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
Where: Kelly/Shorts Stadium. Mt. Pleasant, Mich. 
When: tomorrow; 12:15 
Live coverage: Radio (WBGCJ-FM, 88.1 and WFAL-AM. 
680). television (WNWO, 24) 
BOWLING GREEN 
1985 record: 11-1 (90 in the MAC, first) 
1986 record: 1-1 (10 in the MAC, tied for first) 
Coach: Moe Ankney (1-1), first year 
Returning lettermen: 35 
Lettermen lost: 22 
Players to watch: Jeff Davis (RB), leading BG rusher 
with 171 yards but also has four fumbles; Quarterback 
Eric Smith (QB) had an outstanding first half agaiinst 
Minnesota last week, but struggled in the second half; Paul 
Schweitzer (LB), leads Falcons in tackles with 27; Tony 
McCorvey (DB), made first start last week and had two 
interceptions. 
CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
1985 record: 7-3 (6-3 in MAC, third) 
1986 record: 10 (00 in MAC) 
Coach: Herb Deromedi, ninth year (65-20-3) 
Returning lettermen: 43 
Lettermen lost: 16 
Players to watch: Rodney Stevenson (RB), leads MAC in 
rushing with 156 yards (against Idaho State last week); Kevin 
Nicholl (PK), kicked four extra pints and two field goals 
last week; Joe Kellog (DB) had two interceptions last year; 
Chris Givens (P), currently last in the conference in 
punting with a measly 32.5 average. 
Last meeting: BG won 23-18 at Doyt Perry Field Oct. 19, 
1985 
Series: BG leads 12-10 
CJM&A.1& 
*a2 
\boutlast 
night... „ 
Kiii) Lnwr 
I li'ini Miinri' 
7:30 & 9:30 
THURSDAY STUDENTS WITH 
VALID ID ONLY S2.00 
2> 'A 
mn,^| Mets' fans happy, destructive 
Heroes $ren r born 
Thpy re cornered 
7:30 4 9:15     1 
FVENINOS - ADULTS $3.50 
MONDAY STUDENT NIGHT 
ONLY $2.00 
neie AK- Some Pint >■•. in The 
inivoi! <■ You Don i Go Alone 
SIGOUPNtY WEAVER in 
7:30 * 9:45 
ATTm 
IHf Nf W MOVIf        &1 
KKr-ZBT 
GREEK OLYMPIAD 
SATURDAY SEPT.20 
12:00 NOON 
COLLEGE PARK 
SEE YOU THERE!!! 
NEW YORK (AP) - The New 
York Mets had lugged the cham- 
pagne from Philadelphia to St. 
Louis and back home to New 
York, waiting for a clincher that 
had seemed assured for weeks 
but kept getting put off. 
A frustrating 1-4 road trip had 
delayed their half-pennant party 
- so when the Mets finally got to 
Kip the corks Wednesday night, 
ey celebrated in style. 
While thousands of fans over- 
ran Shea Stadium, tearing up 
the turf, the players spilled 
champagne, beer, shaving 
cream, and anything else they 
could find over anybody who 
happened to venture into their 
dressing room. 
"It's the same every time," 
said Coach Bud Harrelson, who 
played on Met championship 
teams in 1969 and 1973. ''You put 
in so much hard work and when 
you win, it turns men into boys 
again." 
The boys of Shea Stadium, led 
by pitchers Ron Darling, Bob 
Ojeda and Roger McDowell, in- 
vaded Manager Dave Johnson's 
office, poured champagne and 
ice over him, topped it with 
shaving cream and then carried 
him off to the showers. 
To those who saw the 1969 and 
1973 parties, this one seemed 
wilder, even though the Mets' 
National League East title had 
seemed a foregone conclusion 
for much of the season. New 
York has been in first place 
since April 23 and has led the 
division by 10 games or more 
since July 1. 
THEY HAD been expected to 
clinch the title on the road after 
leaving Shea Stadium last 
Thursday with a magic number 
of two. But they lost four- 
straight games, forcing the 
clinching to be delayed until 
they returned to New York. 
With Dwight Gooden pitching 
and just one more victory 
needed to nail down the title, 
Wednesday night's game 
against Chicago, which had an 
advance sale of 25,000, turned 
into a sellout of 47,823. It was the 
Mets' 12th capacity crowd this 
season and Gooden did not dis- 
appoint, pitching a six-hitter for 
a £2 victory. 
Rookie Dave Magadan, filling 
in at first base for ailing Keith 
Hernandez, had three hits and 
his first two major league runs 
batted in and got a standing 
ovation from the happy crowd 
when he came to bat in the 
seventh inning. 
"This is like a dream," said 
Magadan, who was as wet as 
anybody who had played the full 
season in New York instead of at 
the Mets' Tidewater Triple-A 
affiliate. "I didn't even know I 
was coming up here. You feel 
like an outsider. And now this." 
BY THE seventh inning, Her- 
nandez had asked Johnson to put 
him into the game, and he was at 
first base in the ninth inning 
when the fans positioned them- 
selves for the celebration. 
When Chico Walker hit the 
Ce-ending grounder to second 
, the crowd rushed onto the 
field, nearly beating Wally 
Backman's throw to Hernandez. 
The Met players were lucky to 
get off the field before the crowd 
took over, gouging huge chunks 
of Shea Stadium turf and tossing 
them like trophies into the 
stands. 
Police were unable to hold the 
crowd back, and the scene was 
reminiscent of the division, pen- 
nant and World Series clinchers 
in 1969, when fans trashed the 
ballpark three times. 
Within an hour after the end of 
the game, the grounds crew was 
at work, patching the field for 
today's afternoon game against 
the Cubs. 
Thousands of New York Mets 
fans flooded the playing field, 
tearing up the sod as souvenirs 
of the team's clinching of the 
National League Eastern Divi- 
sion championship. 
The fans poured onto the field 
after the final out of the Mets' 4-2 
win over the Chicago Cubs, mob- 
bing the players as they tried to 
make their way to the dugout. 
Security guards held back the 
fans who tried to follow the 
Cyers into the clubhouse, but 
y couldn't stop those who 
began to rip chunks of the sod. 
The fans yanked it and pulled 
it, and when they had left, 
nudged out by a line of police 
officers in riot gear, what had 
been a crisp, green carpet of 
grass was pockmarked with 
large brown blotches of dirt. 
As the game neared its close, 
a public address announcement 
urged the fans not to come onto 
the field. By that time, the 
crowd was on its feet cheering 
and applauding, and many 
couldn't hear the announce- 
ments. 
The team had beefed up secu- 
rity to inside the park, from a 
normal contingent of 150 officers 
to 215, but we were over- 
whelmed," Jack Toon, head of 
security at Shea, said. 
"You could have had 3,000 
(officers) and it would not have 
mattered," Toon said. 
More people have survived cancer than 
now live in the City 
of  Los Angeles. 
American Cancer Society 
Rob and Carolyn 
Andy and Eileen 
Geoff and Maria 
Scott and Rachael 
Dave and Toni 
Joe and Leonard 
Mike and Kathyrn 
Rich and Jodl 
J.D. and Lorl 
Mike and Jamie 
Mike and Margeret 
Jeff and Brenda 
Ed and Babs 
Rich and Kathy 
Chris and Carrie 
Bill and Donna 
Kelly and Michelle 
Steve and Kris 
Scott and Marty 
Terry and Barb 
Russ and Christy 
Kevin and Melissa 
Barry and Laura 
Mike and Kim 
Karl and Ann 
Rob and Llsette 
Craig and Joy 
Ed and Kim 
Scott and Amy 
Dan and Pam 
Nino and Karen 
t^M 
PHI PSI DAWN DANCE '86 
THOM & QAYLE 
JOE & SUZANNE 
B. VOX & THE EDGE 
TADD & ERIN 
ROBO & ZIMBO 
DAVID & JACKIE 
MARK & POLLY 
GARY & CINDI 
BILL & KAREN 
TIM & CINDY 
DOUG & DENISE 
SCOTT & JAN 
DAVE ft KIM 
MARK & AMY 
P. LYNOTT & 
Q.MOORE 
ERIC & USA 
JIM&KARI 
MIKE & KAREN 
SAUCE & BETH 
BILL & HEIDI 
STEVE & ROXANNE 
"Lit $ W»k0 'am Upl' 
SEAN & PRINCESS 
STEVE & AMY 
MARK & LAURIE 
DOUG & ANGIE 
MARK & ANN 
SCOTT B. & MISSY 
JOHN & ANNIE 
DAVE & SHARI 
SPUD & THERESA 
RANDY & KAMMIE 
LARRY & SHERYL 
JIM & MEGAN 
BRAD & UBBY 
SKULLY & USA 
JOE & MICHELLE 
NEAL & EUNICE 
FLASH & RODENT 
WECK-WECK & THE 
CAUFORNIA GIRL 
SHEIDE & BEATRICE 
P. & J. GABRIEL 
REUBEN & B.Y. 
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BG runner sets sights on Olympic Trials 
by Matt Wlnkeljohn 
sports reporter 
Every person has distinguish- 
ing characteristics. Senior 
sports management major 
Steve Shunck once seperated 
himself from all other 19-year 
olds when he won his age group 
at the New York City marathon 
in 1982. 
That was Shunck's first mar- 
athon. 
But that's not all that makes 
Shunck different. 
Shunck owns the dubious dis- 
tinction of coming within one 
degree of world marathon re- 
cord holder Alberto Salazar. 
Five weeks ago when he ran in 
the Falmouth road race in Fal- 
mouth, Mass., unusually high 
humidity pushed Shunck's body 
temperature to 107 degrees as he 
completed the race. 
Race officials then put Shunck 
in a large tub of Ice water. 
Shunck said he did not feel the 
cold for several minutes. 
Also making Shunck different 
is the fact the five-foot, eleven- 
inch dishwater blond roadster just finished a summer inter- 
nship in Spokane, Wash, where 
he worked for the Association of 
Road Racing Athletes. 
IN SPOKANE, Shunck wrote 
press releases, helped put to- 
gether magazine articles and 
ads, and "washed the boss' van 
among other things." 
The Whitehouse native began 
running for distance his fresh- 
man year in high school. 
"When we screwed up in foot- 
ball practice, we would have to 
run laps," Shunck said. "I Just 
figured I might as well get them 
over with. Everyone else used to 
asked me why I ran so fast." 
Shunck, who's current goal is 
to qualify for the Olympic mar- 
athon qualifing race, has not 
stopped running since. Although 
be competed in track and cross- 
country while at Anthony Wayne 
High School and at the Univer- 
sity, the 22-year old performs 
best at longer distances. 
"I never did real well here 
(Bowling Green). I have no leg 
speed," Shunck said. "I can run 
5:10 miles all day. but running a 
4:30 for one mile is a struggle." 
At the University Shunck ran 
cross-country for four years and 
plans to run track for a fourth 
season in the spring. 
While competing in places like 
New York, Atlanta and Los An- 
geles Shunck has met many 
interesting people, he said. 
Among those people were rep- 
resentltives of the Saucony Shoe 
Company after his finish in the 
New York City Marathon. 
The company offered him free 
footwear if he would compete in 
their shoes (at no cost to 
Shunck) and wear a Saucony 
banner on his running jersey. 
IN AUGUST of 1965, Saucony 
stopped sponsoring all but three 
of the world's top runners. 
Shunck has been running with- 
out a sponsor since then, out will 
begin similar arrangement with 
Etonic in January. 
While training, Shunck runs 
(60-80 miles a week), does sit- 
ups, push-ups and swims in a 
class at the University. 
"If something happened and I couldn't run 
anymore, I would sit on the back of the 
photography trucks (at races) and take 
pictures so I could stay close to the sport." 
Steve Shunck 
"The hardest (of training) 
part is mentally making your- 
self do it. Sometimes you want to 
stay out late," he said. "But you 
go home by 11 because you know 
you have to run 20 miles the next 
day." 
A few weeks ago, Shunck was 
the first of 175 runners to cross 
the finish line at the Pemberville 
Fair Five-Miler with a time of 
25:08. His next stop will be the 
Chicago/America's Marathon in 
October. 
Shunck's favorite runner is 
1984 Olympic marathon cham- 
pion Carlos Lopes, 38, of Portu- 
gal. Lopes won the gold medal 
as an underdog, he won despite 
having only completed one mar- 
athon Defore the Olympics. 
Shunck lists photography and 
writing as his top hobbies, but 
running   obviously   holds   his 
heart. 
"If something happened and I 
couldn't run anymore, I would 
sit on the back of the photogra- 
phy trucks (at races) and take 
pictures so I could stay close to 
the sport." 
SHUNCK'S TOP marathon 
time to date is the 2:34.02 he ran 
at 1983 New York City Mar- 
athon. He said he thinks a 
2:20.00 will qualify him for the 
Olympic qualifier to be held 
spring of 1988 in the New Jersey 
Waterfront Marathon. 
Whether he qualifies for the 
Olympic trials or not, Shunck is 
a runner through and through. 
"It gives me something to 
shoot for. instead of sitting 
around like a bum," Shunck 
said. "If I had died at Falmouth 
I would have died happy be- 
cause I would have died run- 
ning." 
Steve Shunck BG News/Pete FeUman 
Cleveland looking to 
meet other goals 
Cincinnati loses; 
Houston sweeps 
American Heart 
Association 
CLEVELAND (AP) - The 
Cleveland Indians, who are on 
the verge of mathematical elim- 
ination from the American 
League East race, still have a 
couple of team goals to pursue in 
the final 2V4 weeks of the season. 
The most impressive goal re- 
maining is the AL batting title. 
The Indians, who last led the 
league in batting in 1959 with a 
.263 average, are hitting .281 this 
year - the highest average in the 
major leagues. 
"For us not to end up leading 
the American League in hitting, 
we'd almost have to stop hitting 
completely." said Bobby Bonds, 
the Indians' hitting coach. "With 
the bats we have, I don't see that 
happening." 
Cleveland has a seven-point 
lead over the Toronto Blue Jays 
in the team batting race. The 
.281 mark is the Indians' highest 
since 1948, when they hit .282 and 
won the World Series. 
With 16 games remaining, the 
Indians are 15 games behind the 
first-place Boston Red Sox. But 
Bonds thinks the outside chance 
that Cleveland could finish sec- 
ond or third in the division will 
keep the Indians' hitters alert 
through the rest of the season. 
"The players know what's in 
front of them," Bonds said. "We 
have a chance to finish third, 
maybe even second. I'm sure 
the players will be swinging like 
they're in a pennant race.' 
Cleveland has hit an impres 
si ve .328 during the past dozen 
games, scoring at an average of 
7.3 runs per game in that span. 
One of the Indians' hottest 
hitter during the past two weeks 
has been Brett Butler, who went 
3-for-3 in Wednesday night's 5-2 
victory over the Minnesota 
Twins. 
Although a sluggish start has 
ensured that Butler won't match 
his .311 average of last season, 
his nine-game tutting streak has 
boosted his average by 18 points, 
to a season-high .268. He's also 
bad three triples during the 
streak to give him a league-lead- 
ing 12 on the year. 
CINCINNATI (AP) - The 
Houston Astros completed a de- 
cisive three-game sweep of the 
Cincinnati Reds yesterday af- 
ternoon in a fashion typical of 
their whole season. 
The Astros squeezed the most 
out of rather meager scoring 
opportunities, getting a pair of 
sacrifice flies from Alan Ashby 
and another from Davey Lopes 
to beat the Reds 5-3 and put the 
National League West title at 
their fingertips. 
The Astros chipped away for 
their runs, scoring one on a wild 
6itch and three others on fly outs 
) smother the Reds' playoff 
hopes. 
''We've done that the whole 
season," Astros Manager Hal 
Lanier said. "We've done what 
it takes to win ballgames. It was 
a close game, and we got three 
sacrifice flies to get important 
runs for us." 
The Astros completed a sea- 
son-long domination of the Reds 
by taking their 14th victory in 
the 18-game series. The Astros' 
victory dropped Cincinnati into 
third place, leaving Houston 
with a 9^-game lead over San 
Francisco in the NL West and 
reducing its magic number to 
eight. 
Any combination totalling 
eight Astros victories or Giants 
losses would clinch the division 
for Houston. 
LIVE 
ENTERTAINMENT 
THURS.   FRI.   SAT. 
FEATURING 
^ 
4 
EXCALIBUR 
MR. BOJMDLES 
&b 
to 
893 S. MAIN S> UKBIH HEW mmiMKT" V: 
JENNI KAY SALON 
$5°° HAIRCUT 
(WITH COUPON) 
WITH OUR 2 BEAUTICIANS 
(coupon good through 8/15/86) 
TUES. WED, THUR: 9-5   FRI: 9-7   SAT: 9-3 
344S.MAIN 352-3845 
3S 
Heart 
Healthy 
Recipe 
MEXICAN CHICKEN SOUP 
1 3-pound trying chicken, skinned 
and cul inlo serving pieces 
2 cups canned tomatoes 
1 dove garlic, minced 
'/> cup chopped onion 
^i cup canned mildly hot California 
chilies. diced (or Vt cup tor ■ 
milder flavored soup) 
2 cups cooked, drained pinto 
beans or garbanzos 
Place chicken pieces in a large 
saucepan. Add enough water to 
cover Cook until lender, about 25 
mmutes 
Remove chicken pieces from me 
broth and put in the tomatoes. 
garlic, onion and chilies. Skde 
chicken meat oft the bones and re- 
turn meat to the broth Add beans 
and simmer about 15 minutes 
YleM: about 2 quarts 
Approx. cal/serv.: 1 cup - 190 
1 torWia - 60        ___ 
Meadowview   Courts 
Apartments 
Housing Openings for 1986 87 School Year 
Furnished efficiency 
$225.00 
Landlord pays gas heat, 
shared electric 
Efficiency 
$200 / mo. 
Landlord pays gas, 
shared electric 
Two bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
plus gas & electric 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas & electric 
All residents have the privilege of using 
The Cherrywood Health Spa located at 
5* and High St. 
352-1195       214 Napoleon Rd. 
'A WHALE of a SALE* 
on gift items at the  LITTLE SHOP 
Bring this Coupon   Wor+h 
20% o-ff one qift item to the 
Urtc Shop •   Union       * 00 - H: HS 
S«frt.   II -11    (ihun-frl)   Only! 
I  «FT ITftf 
•-i 
i 
t 3tft«<n umf*t»i 
■HH 
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"•JAZZ CAFE'" 
FRrOAY. SEPT  19-600PM-1 00 AM 
■l the ICE ARENA LOUNGE 
Sponsored   by   ths   Qraduats   Studsnt 
Senetel2 00   DONATION   REOUESTEO   AT 
THE DOOR 
"•SEE YOU THERE'" 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS LOST ft FOUND 
Are you en enrruxueetic energetic person in 
lereetod in the promotion ol BGSU? Than UAA 
0*1 em you the opportunrry to work with Unrversr 
ty omcaai and promlnanl erumn. to meet antar 
Miners, and panoacDva atudanta and 10 
develop leadership slues whee promutsig 
60SU Joai ua lor our kjcfcoft maalmg Mon . 
•apt 22. 7 pm  Mian Mm Center 
ATTENTION ELEMENTARY ED MAJORS AND 
ELEMENTARY ED SPECIAL EO DUAL AND 
TRIPU: MAJORS" Fnel day to eppry lor Sprug 
1987 MEP Thursday Saptambar 18 Appeca 
Ion lorma are avaaaCH n Room 529 Ed Btdg 
OONT FORGET'! 
ATTENTION ALL MAJORS" 
Tha Weshsigton Cantar Program offem YOU an 
eVremehip In Wesrxtvjton D C  Information See 
exm Sept  24-4 00 p m Stale Room. Union 
SO New* meeting lor volunteer* writers and 
photographers--every Sunday. 8 pm. 210 
West Hall For further Inlormatlon call 
372 2803 
Qray Eapnt lean (acket bat Monday. Sept 8 at 
400 Mjssls)  PI sen oaf 3726942. 
LOSTMadrum sued Ight brown   teddy bear 
Last eean wearing a blue bathrobe i a red 
scart Sentimental Value Rearardl Can 
353-0760 or 354-1051 
LOST A GOLD RING WITH BLACK ONYX 
STONE. M 1ST FLOOR MEN'S ROOM, 
SOUTH HALL. REWARD CALL 372-2623 
met Bate* and grey cat vtarvty ol 5th Street 
Fnerxty Plsaai oal 354-8608 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Attention Students Do you went to be a more 
confident speaker? BQ Postmasters welcomes 
you For more Information caf 352-5070 
Pregnant? Conceme? Free pregnancy leet. ob- 
tactlve nformation By sppoxitment or waay-ai 
Calnow   354 HOPE 
Ruthre's Sawing AHaiattune a hemming. New 
etdrts & draaaaa Letters sewn on Garments 
■Met be dean 362-7266 
Sal Your Abuma Baser. Market Records 
Formerly Green Tambourine. 354-31 13 1t6 
1-2 S Mam  Upstairs above Rapid Printing 
Bowing Green 5 a 10K Road Race Sunday. 
Sept 21.9 00am , BG City Park Entry blanks 
at local banks PERSONALS 
ITALIAN CLUB 
Croanualtonel Meeting. Monday Sepl 22.6-7. 
mo Student Lounge, South Hal 4th floor Also 
SLIDES OF ROME 6 refreshments Open to 
students and faculty interested in Hasan 
language and culture 
NOTICE" MEP PRE REGISTRATION 
MEETING11 AI elementary ad majors and 
eternalilaiy ed special ed dual and triple ma- 
jors who appsed lor Spring 1987 MEP are e» 
aected to attend the meeting. Wednesday 
September 24. 8 30-8 00 pm. 112 La* 
Science BUg BE THERE" 
KKO-ZBT 
GREEK OLYMPIAD 
•CHALLENGE THE WALL" 
THIS SATURDAY. NOON. AT COLLEGE PARK 
ZBT -KKG 
GREEK OLYMPIAD 
"CHALLENGE THE WALL" 
THIS SATURDAY. NOON. AT COLLEGE PARK 
Reau altar a tough week' Come and watch the 
"Latest HOT Commerces* reel at 4 00 p m to- 
day at Gash Theater Sponsored by the BGSU 
ADVERTISING CLUB lAdrmsaion $l| 
Rneh Hashene and Yom Kippur Services m 
Toledo Also Friday night Sabbath services in 
BGSU Faculty lounge For information can 
Bruce 354 8420 
Whs) a tabubue lea it ww be 
With the GAMMA PHIS and SAESM 
School ol HPER Saturday Recreation Program 
lor Youth with Dwacwtiee required meeting lor 
af newly assigned student helpers Sunday. 
Sept 21. lOOEpptor North. 600 pm -7 00 
pm or 7 00 p m -6 00 pm . choose a lime 
Seniors Seniors. Seniors. 
Aland SUPER START SATUROAYI Lee/n 
about fob hunting techniques that work! Satur- 
day. September 20. 1988 9 30 a m -2 30 
p m -check University Placement Services 
posters lor data* 
••••AzohePreT"' 
Gat psyched tor our rirjuttesheeder weekend 
Fn with the P*ee and Phi Beta Sigma. Sat with 
the Kappa Sige it s gonna be a wad one' 
••KIM" 
THANKS FOR THE BEST TWO YEARS EVER 
LOVE   YOU   TONS     HAPPY    ANNIVER- 
SARYILOVE. KEVIN 
ATTENTION   KEVIN AND JOHN 
la ho IS ho, to Gamma Gucci we uoWrrh cotHee 
of booza and at tha ranoaa hi ho Is hot Get 
PSYCHED tor data party'" Love your Alpha 
Gem dates, rum and Sue  
Babe 
Tha netvee are rum aa. so get psyaoheal tor 
•'FLU ISLAHO"'Vour F# data. Ed 
Oora shung tebda shae Mrsh On meet MM dm 
moez FU ISLAND   Da la Persia Peeeton un 
Queen rtm unk tebKing Ft/ami 
Become a regwtwed voter m Wood County 
nigaill  from noon-6 on Saturday at Fal Fast 
BETAS. Get Psyched, the OtympkW s almoet 
here1 We know Betas are No 1. but lets prove 
■ to everyone1 Love your coaches. Sherri and 
Amy 
Betas. I coached you leal year and thought you 
were great. I'm psyched to be you coach egem 
cause now I know you are tha BEST"1 Here's 
to another spatted orympaxj. and lo the lun and 
memortee. past and praaanl I love you guys 
Whan at our nan trip to DOMWICS? Love 
Sham "Coach" 
Burreoe oray 2 26 Horn 11-9 every Sat" 
Poayayee 440 E Court. 352-9638 
CNO-StgnsNu 
Mans Get Together 
Sigma Nu-CNO 
OsWaMMm New Kappa OfUcers 
LttRJoo riaujatlal 
Mency Breun- kitramurras 
We're so proud ol youl 
Love, your Kappa Slaters 
DAN LENOX. 
HAPPY 20TH BBTHOAY HONI HAVE I GOT A 
SPECIAL   SCSAETHING   COOKED   UP   FOR 
YOUIILOVE. CORRtNE 
You are the beat thing Corflne ever brought 
home! Happy 20011 Baal Wnhee' 
Denest 
Dereee and Cathy. 
Wabvaour 
Godfather housemothers1 
DQa 
Gat payohad tor  tha  Greek  Olympiad    Be 
prepared tor greet tun1 Your ZBT Coechea. Tom 
I Stave 
OonT Mast The 
XKOVZBT 
Saturday. Sept 20 
CoeeoePark 
Come Catch The Action! 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 
Saturday   October 4 
9am   - 5 30pm 
(Check in 8 30 am    9 00 am) 
University Union 
Luncheon Guest Speaker 
The Honorable Donna Owens 
Mayor of Toledo 
REGISTER NOW 
405 Student Services 
S3 00 per parson 
•THETA OT 
gal payched 
to wm 
GREEK OLYMPIAD 
OONT PANIC! 
re not too lass to K* tha SaBng 6 Sales 
Management Cub' Sign up m Joe Chapman s 
Office. No 249 BA TODAY1 
Attention Special Ed. Makxe 
Coma see what S C.E.C haa m store lor you1 
F.sl meeting is Sepl   21 el 8 00 in 406 Educe 
tion 
CrUMtNAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION 
Mealing on Tuesday  Sept  23 at 8 00 p m In 
302 Henna Hal Speaker to be announced 
PRE-LAW SOCIETY 
MEETING MONDAY. SEPT 22 AT 7 30 PM 
IN STATE ROOM OF UNION 
BARBARA FABREY. STUDENT LEGAL SER 
VICE. ISC   ATTORNEY. GUEST SPEAKER 
ALL WELCOME 
PRE-LAW SOCIETY 
Meeting 130pm n State Room of the Union 
AI matora welcome   Questions contact Korey 
Kerscher 353-0127 
Washington Center Program 
Wan David Hoard 
Information Session: 
Sept 24, 4 00 p m 
State Room. Union 
A Cta O. Phi Delta A Sigma cm s 
We're getting e.cited lor the picnic with al ol 
you Gat ready to have a great time' See you el 
Saturday Tha PI Phl'a 
A DPI'a 
Gat ready to shake it up at the KKG-ZBT Otym 
pasd Good luck from your coechee Mag & Kan 
AMA Formal Meeting' Tuesday. Sept   23. 7 30 
pm m 121 Weal Hal The speaker arl be 
Barry Rosen of Feruchtman and Roeen Adver 
bang Agency 
AMA Membersr-j Drive 
Signup thru Sept   26 
9 30 to 4 00 m the BA Lobby 
Attention el Betas 
We cant wall M tomte 
So we can dance el night 
We're excited to meet you, 
We hope you are tool 
Tha PI PM a 
ATTENTION PI KAPPS 
Who rjrownad the Chi Omega's laughing down, 
we request your presence st the weke on Sun- 
day September 21. 1966, 9 00 pm  at 601 
5th St. Apt 6 m Mrjurnng-'Trki CM O'a 
Attention Females I'm looking lor someone lo 
spend my Brno with I would Ike somebody with 
a warm hee/t. Ikes Sct-FI movies, enfoys b*e 
nding. and to have tun H you meat these 
queeftcationa gtva me a cat Jerry 2-8404 
doodah doodah 
doo-dah. doo-dan 
doo-dah. doo-dah 
Doug. 
Despite the snekes tent, ground, bears, wotvee 
and took ol ouOeta I know II sta have a basal 
wan youl 
Derass 
DZ Twine (Jinny I Jawta) 
I couldn't have asked lor two more specie! MM 
I  love you  both and  I'm anxtouery 
I a couple new additions to our lamey 
DZ Love 1 Especraty Mine-Big Lon 
ass an- Welcome to Fa Wand weekend The 
time haa come tor the natives to get restless1 
The Key Purple Passion and Me Whoal-AC 
Engesh Darts s Parts 
Sign Up lor Dan League 
Purceri Bka Shop. 352-6284 
Get reedy for Shots m the shower Fife 10 30 
Saturday Be mere-Aloha!! Karen t Enn 
Gemma Phis. 
Get ready to be No  1 at the Greek Olympayl on 
Sat  Lara go tor tha GoB!Your ZBT-KKG 
Coechee 
Happy B-Day Scott rmka 
The BG News . Classified information Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days in advance by 4 p m    ( The BG News is not responaHjle for postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 65' per line $ 1 95 minimum 
60' extra per ad lor bold type 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line 
PREPAYMENT is required for an non university related business and mdtvtduals 
NOTICE: The BG News will not be lesponsible lor error due to illegibility or incomplete mformsbon Please coma lo 214 
West Hal immediately if mere is an error in your ad The BG News w* not be responsible lor Wpoo/aplucal 
errors m classified ads for more than two consecutive nsertions 
The BG Newt reserves me right lo release the names ol individuals who peace advetTJeeig si TJie Maws. The 
decision on whether to release this mlormabon ahal be made by the management ol The SG rVews The 
purpose of mis policy is lo discourage me placement ol advertisaig mat may be cruel or unnecesaanry 
embarrassing lo individuals or organizations 
I 
! 
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CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name  
Address 
.Phone # 
Social Security # or Account #  
(For billing purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish il to appear 
(Circle words you wish lo appear in bold type)  
Classification In which you wish your ad lo appear: 
        Campus i CHy Events" _ 
        Lost * Found _ 
        RkUi _ 
        SortrlcM Offered _ 
         Personals 
•Cempua/Clty Event ad a are published tree of charge lor one day lor a non-profit event or meeting only 
Wanted 
Help Wantod 
For Sal* 
For Rant 
Data* of Insertion Man to: (On or Off-Campus Mail) 
Trie BGNews 
214 Wast Hal BQSU 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(Chocks payable to The BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
Total number of days to appear. 
—, —  
Hey Deas-Your Kappa coechee wash you the 
Beat of Luck el tha Orympead Qo For HI Love. 
Lon. Lias, and Jute 
Hey Lambda Cure-- 
Your   Kappa   coechee era psyched Are 
youl areas rg and able noes ready? Love. 
Laura and Sime 
HEY PHI DELTS THrS IS SENT ESPECIALLY 
TO YOU FROM THE SPIRITED CHIOS AT 
BGSU! GREEK WEEK IS COMING AMD WE 
"JUST CANT WAIT!" THIS INCREDIBLE PAIR- 
NO IS SURE TO BE GREATI GET PSYCHED" 
LOVE   THE CW-OS'  
Hey PI Kappa. 
Ttas year we're laHng a el! Get payched lor me 
KKO-ZBT Csynptadi And never look back 
Love, your marhea Kan and Tracy 
Hey, Rssor, you better get ready for some pes- 
teM on Saturday raghti Love, your purple Ft 
—n  
awxperlenoad band ol adventurers seek an ex 
pertenced DM tor an on-going campaign starting 
at erst level. Send s letter containing quataca- 
Bona. aatepTjpt Ideas, and personal Intereeta 
U. T AS. COMB No 3763 
Kappa Delta Soon to be mittetee- 
Tomorrow at the day you've worked so hard lor 
We are looking forward to having you ton our 
cade of the aaitemood 
KD Love and AOT 
KATHRYN MILLER 
Looking forward to Saturday night 
Get payched lor FUI ISLAND 
Michael 
Laura Moffltl. 
How  waa   your  vacation?   Welcome 
HomelliLove, the second floor Keppea 
Let your voice be heard become e regtatored 
voter In Wood County RegMor to vote that 
Saturday from 12-6 at Fal Feel 
MARIA. EXCITEMENT IS BREWVeG AS FUI 
ISLAND DRAWS NEAR SINCE THIS IS YOUR 
FWST CROSSt*3-0VER TO THE ISLAND OF 
FUI I WU_ GIVE YOU ONE BIT OF ADVICE 
BEWARE THE PASSION PIT YEAROFTHEFI- 
Jl. GEOFF  
MARTY. 
PREPARE YOURSELF FOR THE PURPLE 
PASSION ADVENTURE' YOUR FUI WARRIOR. 
SCOTT  
Mickey Mouse m coming to campua looking lor 
helpers tor the Spring Semester He wS give a 
mendetory general meeting Tuesday rate. 
September 23 1S66 at 7:00 PM In Room 111 
ol South Hat InUnlaws wS be on Wednesday 
el day ei the Co-op Office If you have any 
Queesona. pasase eel the Co-op Office at 
372-2461   Don l trass it" 
MIKE MOVER 
CONGRATULATIONS   ON   GOING   ACTIVE 
WITH   YOUR   ENTHUSIASM,   ASPIRATIONS. 
AND GOALS THE SKY IS THE LIMIT PHI PSI 
PflaDE -THOM... 
Mr. UHmm 
Welcome beck' Looking forward to a greet 
weekend How about a secret rendevoua si the 
attic? Love Sugar BntchesP S  Would you be 
my ntb-e-dub? 
Nancy "Broruo" Breun-- 
We rsaay ought to take more vacations   Your're 
the BEST roommate Love, Laura 
Pern, looking forward to drinking purple assalnn 
and rjanong to Tears ol a Clown wrrh you at Ft 
Wand Get Ive DanP S I aee your toes 
PhlMua 
Bast ol Luck ai the Greek Orympaad  Looking 
torward to e great aYne Your KKG. ZBT coechee 
Amy 6 Doug 
PI Kappa Phi 
Ttas Is your year. Saturday's the dsyThe PI 
Kappa no longer consider it play The Olympiad 
Is yours, H you so deaaeSo load up your guna 
arm. snoot and Are 
Q Which Iratemlty w* have the moat outatan 
ring  armetee  partopeting n  the  KKG-ZBT 
Greek Otympesd? 
A: ain't I obvious? The SIGMA CHIS ol course' 
See you Saturday1 
Love, your Kappa coechee 
Janet, Rocheas, and Coseen 
The aYne tor F» aaand at here So check your 
morals and eenee ol decency at the door Let s 
pemt Vie town purple Your psyched data-Scott 
flaglelsr to vote m Wood County Regastratlon 
wB take place on Saturday from noon-6 at Fal 
Feat  
Saturday-BG at C aWajatl 
Pre-geme 11 45 Kick oft 12:16 
Jm Stevenaon and Gus Hernck 
AM 660 WFAL S (1.1 FM WBOU 
SkteweKSsto 
Bergaina Gexva 
Jeana N Ttanga. 531 Rkjge 
Sigma Nua- 
Tha KKG-ZBT Greek OtyneyavJ « rkvaty here, 
get psyched, gel pumped as the hour draws 
near. Your coaches are ready to help you van 
net goal, cm those Sigma Nua csnt be under- 
soldi Love, your coechee Ann, Jenny, and Lb 
Sunday weset rjlieeire 
SMORGASBORD oray 3 00 
Spaghetti only 99 
1
   Both horn 11-9 at Poeyeyea. 352 9636 
Tammy Sanders- 
WeBome to PI Beta PIS You are oetvvtety an 
Angel' Get ready tor a tot ol FUN tunes I PI Phi 
love | ours-Your Beta Budttes Chrts 6 Mtoheee 
To my FLU ISLANO dale Cerne Prepare lor mt 
great adventure to f* lerend Your Ff Neeve. 
Chnakjpher 
TO OUR AXO COACHES ANN. TRSH. DEB- 
BaE. AND DANA-THANKS FOR THE GREAT 
COACHING JOB AND PRE RACE WARM-UP 
THE ZBT TUBBERS 
■nport Night I by poputer demend   6 IB 1 every 
Sat Over SO imported beers reduced below 
dowmown domeesc prtoss. Poayeyee 440 E. 
Court. 352-9638 
TO OUR PHI CELT DATES 
John. Jon. Joe. Chris, and Dave 
"XI Country Crate" at ermoet hen), danang In 
she bam and drtraung tola ol beer Your Alpha 
XI deles can't wan tl the day. to get super 
rowdy and ptay ti the herylLove. Jeyne. 
MMvata. Tracy. Amy and Use  
To our PN Del Dates Todd I Dave 
Qararas Qewet'e on tie assy. 
Yes. oray one more day away. 
Gel psyched to early aad pedrsel 
Your Alpha Gam Oases. Barb A Rachel 
TO OUR SAE DATES 
Jeff. Greg. Kirk Todd. Jerree, Kevin. John J . 
scon. Soon A. Mate, and John S -XI County 
Craze at a day away, a mghi to party In the hay. 
Be at the house at 7 o'clock, area be getting 
wad -get ready to rook. At 6 or so wel catch 
the bus. to get to the bam without a rues Danc- 
ing and drinking el raghl long, Alpha Xl's and 
SAE's katt can l go wrong' Love, your Alpha XI 
Detes Erin Km. Wendy. Kathy KeS. Nancy. 
BrldgetM. Gabby. Joy. Sandy, and Kety 
TO   THE   GREATEST   LITTLE   ON   BGSU'S 
CAMPUS 
LMsUtaEmat 
I hope that your wrthdey a lantaatic lor you s I 
hops you enjoy the aurpnee that I heve n store 
tor you   You better get exoled   Love Vou, 
KanP.S. You were the oray me that I wanted * I 
saarfl Ides artottar one promlaal 
To the person who stole my Escort Radar on 
4th and Ean Friday raghl I heve a wrtnees who 
eawyou Ether return | no queetona eskad or I 
I find your name fret I'l prosecute' OCMB No 
6612 Phone 362-2597-CJ 
TOW 
TM LOOWNG FORWARD TO AN EXCITING FUI 
ItXAlaB I HOPE YOU ARE TOQi DAVE 
Tracey Thomea 
You are an awesome KAPPA! 
Love your heart sal 
WE NOW DELIVER 
POLLYEYES. 440 E  COURT. 352 9638 
We-voueurvlve 
The KKG-ZBT 
Greek Otympaad? 
-MAHaOX INFORMATION- 
For  ssjdant ctuba.  groups  A  organjetlone 
which have a iiaas In 405 Student Services. 
don't lorget to atop by and pick up your mas 
from the summer. 
•••ATTEIITIO*r" 
ALL Coaapul Faaa Committee Members 
there is a ma eh a g on Sunday, Sept 
21 at 7:00 p.m. In the UAO Office 
Lynn says BE THEREII 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
"XI COONTKY CKAZE 
Saturday September 20. 1966 
AHA llasellon Hepay Houralll 
Sept 26 from b 00 to 8 30 at Uptown Free tor 
el members Be there 
AOT 
AOT 
AOT 
BABY ADPJE and BABY JAYNE. Welcome 
Backl Parma-tan, ecrutt man the pertect Y. 0-D 
man. Mlcheel Hulchence. Clash-Man. coda 
name Bob. and marry moral Gat ready tor a 
great scoping year' Love ya both CINDY PS 
Sloppy drunk Baby Jeyne" 
BRENOAB 
The nttvea of F» are rsslssi the tmas Is nowl 
Whan paaaton ■ purple, and warpaint at Keen 
Hear my warning pasaron takea no pnsoners! 
UOAOA BUQADAIJEFF E 
Carolyn. 
The one The oray FIJI ISLANO at here and 
we're ready to get crazy, drink and dance, i'l 
aee you at the Paaaton PN with our coconuts 
ready May our ape be purple forever! Love Ys. 
Wet  
Data Teu Deta 
The Beat OLYMPIAD Teem' 
rieta Teu Data 
Oata Teu Data 
The teem to BEAT' 
Data Teu Deta 
00 PIKES 
Oreek OLYMPIAD 
OOPKEB 
HEY FIBS, 
Tha new eeaestt mat want to say  "GET LIVE" 
and hero's to "FU IBLAWO"!  
HaTYPtXES- 
Are you tough enough to hurdle the obeladea 
ol The Greek Otymrasd?! Wel be behind ya' 
Your Kappa Coechee. Ro A Suzy 
XKO-ZBT-KKO-ZBT 
OREEK OLYMPIAD 
KKO-ZBT-KKO-ZBT 
LarSaa el AaMay 4ti Lean. 
Thenka lor making my 1 9th btrthdey ao spec* 
Many thenka go to those ol you who oon- 
trtbuled tl any way Beard my brthdey preeent 
Also apaoW thenka goes to my roomrnata, 
Oertee. lor taking ma out to dinner I love you M 
a kit and wteh you luck ti achcol tma veer Love. 
Karen  
UaCTTE 
Tha purple equal ol the Gods la bubbang. tha 
wetertst IS cascading. FUI UJLANO at caBngl 
Art you ready tor one hetacaous beach PARTY? 
UrioioSBurigKla.Roti 
Thenka tor rinding me euch a greet dele m auch 
a abort tmalli JorS 
ISM OF PI KAPPA ALPHA, 
SHACKING PROHutTCD. FROAY SEPT. IS 
YOUR COACHES ARE ON PATROLI 
vOBJLA."ATl 
10 Great colors! What, creem ptnk. it blue 
yesow. rjrange, green, gray, red, and fuaraa 
ItHuel S. ML. XL AvaaeClewtthmeleorlemele 
totohtr. til tor members. US tor non- 
member Pick up order forms ti 410 Ed. 
MNMN 
Betora the  Down After tie Dance    There a 
notwig better then to wake people up' Dawn 
Daaae'SS  
MTAM 
WE'RE READY FOR A CHEAT TIME 
TOftOHTI HOPE YOU'RE AS EXCITED AS 
Wl ABB. LOVE THE KCB  
N*M 
Qet eeychee to. 
the KKO-ZBT ethnestlad 
Mety ARk* 
The asset le Bsokl 
P»ea Ptiee P»ea Pteee 
Vote John CasVe 
For Greek God 
I EXTRAVAGANZA 
AI Sbea. AI Colors 
126 each, 1-6 p.m.. Sat., Ccsege Park 
SAE-KKQ 
SAE-KKQ 
SAE-KKO 
IAE-KRrj-SAE-KKr>JAE-«KO-SAE-KKO- 
SAEs.Ws,   your   coechee.   think   you're 
HOTINow.   ehow   tie   others   what   you've 
OOTtGet exoted tor Saturday We I see you at 
10 30 Love   Derby and Beth 
SAE-KKGaAE-KKQ-aAE-KKO-SAE-KKO 
SCOTT L.ANOEU 
Congrata on your Alphe Slg- Alpha Oat prrvang 
You tort ol skipped thel », Miring ataga Are 
you too cheep or medry n love?' NUKES 
aVXlEPSIOEPSKlEPSiaEPSKlEP 
Greek CrympeM Criempa 
Gotla love those Slg Epa! 
Good Luck Safurdey 
Cheers from your KAPPA Coaches Unds I Hen- 
ry 
ThetaChls 
Were looking lorwerd to Saturday 
Hope you are tool 
Love, your coachea. 
Sue, Holy I Susan 
TO: TRACY JEREW 
GET READY TO PARTY THIS WEEKEND IN 
LOUOONVBXE AT   "SKI  BUST." 00 YOU 
THINK IT WILL BE VERY COLD SATURDAY 
NMHTTLOVE. DOUG 
WANTED 
KAPPA HO MAS 
to pertkMpele In the KKG-ZBT 
Greek Orynvjexl 
This weekend you wB be 
THE MOST WANTED MEN ON CAMPUS 
SAB.4N AT THE HYATT II 
SAT.. SEPT. 20 BE THERE!! 
SAM.-THE FAktlY-m 
WANTED 
1 terras* non-emoklng roommete needed to 
share apertment with 3. Cat 354-0326 
Bend needed to pery at dance Must be able to 
prey rock end country For more nlormeron cat 
Rob 372-6336 
Male roomnvata needed rnmstlelery Non 
smoker own bedroom. JI35 month Cal 
Steve. 353-2055 
Need 1 itorvemrjUng female roommate to share 
apartment with 3 lamatea Ctoee to cempua 
Cal 3530935 now! 
WANTED SEMI-EXPERIENCED GUITAR 
PLAYER AND SINGER FOR ROCK BAND "OP- 
ING TO PLAY OUT BY THE END OF THE 
YEAR CALL372-5954 OR 372-5967 
WANTED: Teachers need to replace recenlty 
stolen Apple He system Leave millagi at 
422-0696 (Flndery) 
I any past members ol the 1985-80 
University Women's Chorus: H you would Bka lo 
eel your skirt, blouse, and-or sash, please con- 
tact Araorratts Farnawwrlh at 372-5967 I wB 
help you sal your outfit at a good pncei 
HELP WANTED 
Help Wanted Wetnesses Musi be able to work 
deya. some evenings end weekends. Apply si 
the   EJka   Club    Monday Friday    2-4   pm 
362-2149 
Inectve RN'a end LPN'e Are you ready to stop 
beck mto nuraxig? Start over m s cenng enwon- 
rrrarrt. Wood County Nursing Home needs a fus- 
ama LPN and a part-time RN. Cat 353-8411 
between 8-4 30 
Markel Research 
Several part-time leasphoile Interviewing poei- 
tona a\aeable now. Day, evening a weekend 
hours. Good speang a pleasant phone voice 
necessary No eaSng Opportunrtlea for ed- 
vancement A pay Increaeea al a ccmforteble. 
BBBaBBBI work environment Apply In person 
between 8 am-4 pm at 
NFO Reeearch. arc 
2700 Oregon Rd. 
(Just oil 1-751 
Northwood. OH 43819 
Equel Opportunrty Employer 
Pettkxi peoeer needed Ful or part tma No 
door Ic-door lundrarelng Make up to S3-hour 
For Irrto cat 256-4114 
Skit peoow- entertener. Excilml experience 
tor people ekl i Iheetre or dance Interests 
OlAgoIng rjersoneaTy and rugh energy ere prere 
qukMe rixatflcehons Part Bras--weekends. Ap- 
ply In person « Henry J'a. 1632 S Byrne, after 
7 p.m. Sun    Thurs 
Delivery Personnel 
Apply 2-4 Monday Friday 
DaTJenedeno s SutHTie-OuIck 
Must have car 
Noo 
FOR SALE 
1972  Triumph 8pakn> corresrtblo    S140O 
353-2902 
1974Poracns914 2 0eVe 1 owner Mekoof 
tor. 362-4236 after 4 p m 
1976 Chryator Newport. Cxoesaiil ooraSaon. 
S660 or beet oner 362-7732 before 6 p m. 
1975 HONDA CB 360 
RUNS GREAT S32S 
CALL 372-1046 
1976 Triumph TR-7. 66.000 maaa. 4 speed. 
at. AM FM ceaeetle deck. S1660 Evenings A 
11-876-6255 
1978 Porrasc  Suntxrd   Runs good   Depen- 
rJatai. (660 Phone 357-2303 
1960 Honda Prelude aun root. AM FM Case 
Greet meeege. tune eiieallnl. 14200 Cat 
364-4008. 
2 LOVESEAT SOFAS 
640 EACH OR BEST OFFER 
364 3012 AFTER 6 00 
77 <tt% Wagon, rune greet, perfect for road 
trips, bag. »300 otter Cal Jeson at 
372-1476. 
7S MONTE CARLO 
V6, Ate. COtuDrTrONsNO, POWER STEERING. 
POWER BRAKES, EXCELLENT COM3ITI0N. 
833-2413  362-4448 (EVENINGS) 
Classic 1966 VW squerebsck Good ccvxMon. 
1500 00 Cat 352-1236 eftar 4:30 
Four M" chroms rane wth wt-e baaketa. knock- 
one, lugs A looks 6175 or beat oner. Cal HI 
363-7674. 
VW-79 Bus 0 Pseeenger rroil.nl condl 
ton. 26 MPQ Sharp' Phone 362-5081 or 
352-5963 
Green Sh 
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'Playboy' 
opens 
season 
The curtain will rise on the 
University Theater season at 8 p.m. 
Thursday (Oct. 2) with the 
presentation ol John Millington 
Synge's Irish comedy 'The Playboy of 
the Western World." 
The play will have a two weekend 
run (Oct. 2-4, 9-11) In the Eva Marie 
Saint Theatre, University Hall: curtain 
time is 6 p.m. each night. 
Tickets, priced at $2 (or students 
and senior citizens and $4 for all 
others, may be reserved by calling 
the University Hall box office. 372- 
2719. beginning Thursday (Sept. 25). 
Tickets may also be purchased at the 
door the evening of the performance. 
"Playboy" centers around the 
exploits of Christy Motion, a timid 
peasant boy who flees home 
convinced that he has killed his 
father. 
His future brightens, however, 
when he enters a saloon, confesses 
his crime and the patrons declare him 
a hero. 
He even begins to enjoy this new- 
found celebrity when two women 
begin to compete for his affections. 
For Mahon, life just couldn't be better 
— that is, until his father, not 
anywhere near as dead as he 
thought, arrives at the tavern. 
The play Is being directed by Dr. F. 
Scott Regan, an associate professor of 
theatre. 
Greeks show 'All the Rage' with unity events 
Contrary to what many people believe, college students can hold a major 
party and have fun, without alcohol. 
"NEVER AGAIN," a campus-wide mocktoil party, will be held from 6:30 p.m.- 
mldnight, Wednesday (Sept. 24) in Old Fraternity Row, as part of Greek Week 
1966. The "NEVER AGAIN" party was started in 1984 by the Pi Kappa Phi 
fraternity after two of its members were killed by a drunk driver. All of the 
campus chapters supported the "NEVER AGAIN" campaign, which promotes 
responsible drinking, and this alcohol awareness theme has become very 
popular with the campus. Along with the non-alcoholic mocktails, food will be 
provided, games will be played and there will be a band performing. The party 
Is free and open to everyone! In case of rain, "NEVER AGAIN" will be held In 
the NE Commons. 
"All The Rage" Is the theme of Greek Week this year, and begins at noon on 
Sunday (Sept. 21) with "Unity Softball" at the field behind Anderson Arena. An 
"All Greek Picnic" will also be held. 2-4 p.m.. Sunday (Sept. 21) in New 
Fraternity Row. Greek chapters will be recognized for their academic 
achievement at the "Scholarship Desserts," 6 p.m., Monday (Sept. 22) in the 
Lenhort Grand Ballroom, Union. The theme for the "President's Reception." 7-9 
p-m Tuesday (Sept. 23), President's Lounge. Ice Arena, is The WS and 60V' 
and chapter presidents should dress accordingly. "NEVER AGAIN" highlights 
Wednesday (Sept. 24), which is also "Spirit Day." The "Greek Review," a song- 
-ond-dance competition. Is-from 7-10 p.ntj;. Thursday (Sept:-25) In the lenhort 
OM»««»Beflroom. Brilbn.' the'Greek Week "Awards Ceremony" will follow.1-' 
Be a leader 
Conference tells how 
Improve your leadership skills by 
attending the annual Student 
Organizations Leadership 
Conference, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.. 
Saturday (Oct. 4), 3rd floor rooms. 
Union. Scheduled session topics 
include creative problem solving, 
leadership styles, motivation, 
recruitment and retention, and time 
management, among others. 
The Honorable Donna Owens, 
Mayor of Toledo, will be the luncheon 
guest speaker. 
Reservations are necessary ($3 per 
person includes lunch) and may be 
made through 5 p.m. Tuesday (Sept. 
30) at the Office of Student Activities 
and Orientation. 405 Student 
Services. The Conference is open to 
all members of registered student 
organizations. 
Racers, start 
your. . .beds? 
Why ore people racing beds down 
Ridge Street? Well, it's because they 
are participating in the Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon fraternity's annual "Bed 
Races" to be held this year at 4 p.m., 
Friday (Oct. 3) on Ridge Street in front 
of McDonald Quad. The money raised 
from this event will go to the Toledo 
area "Meals on Wheels" program. 
Free and open to all to watch. 
'■ 
Oreen Sheet is published by 
the Bowling Green State University 
Office of Public Relations for 
students, faculty and staff. 
The next issue of Oreen Sheet 
will be published Oct. 3 and will 
cover events occuring Oct. 6-19. 
The deadline to submit information 
for that issue is noon Wednesday, 
Oct. 1. 
All events must be submitted in 
writing to the Oreen Sheet editor. 
806 Administration Building. There 
is no charge to have an Item listed. 
editor: Monica Karrer 
Calender Idltor: Carrie Roods 
, Production: Bob.SchJndJet.. ,.; 
Friday 
September 19 
1:J0 p.m. - tKollonce In Iducatlon Series 
Electronically Your>. BBS- BulUlin Board S.r 
vic»s Simplified." a demonstration and 
workshop, will be presented by Charlotte 
Scherer. director of mo Cllnlcol ond Compufor 
loot. Open 10 oil. 215 Education. 
2:J0 p.m. - Piano l.mlnor 
Guo»l   plonist   Jeffrey   Jacob   will   proMlM   a 
■ •minor    tltlod    "Contemporary    Plono 
literature." Froo ond open fo all. tryan Recital 
Hall. Moaro Musical Aril Cantor. 
7DJ0. tt4S pm.. Midnight - UAO Compos 
Ma 
•J.w.l of ih. Nil. will b. shown. Jl 50 with 
BGSU ID. 210 Moth Sclonca. 
• tun. - Recltol 
Cunt pianist Jeffrey Jocob will present o 
recital of contemporary piano literature. Free 
and open to oil. tryan Recital Hall. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
I p.m. _ Planetarium thaw 
"Plane! Quest." a multimedia program combin- 
ing space art. musk ond narrolion with the stor 
protector, will be presented. Free (Donations 
accepted) ond open to all. Planetarium. 
Physical Sciences laboratory Building. 
Bp.m.-l em.-OSSJeTiCofe 
The    5*7    Jon    Quartet    will    perform. 
Refreshments will be provided.  Open to all 
groduat.   students     Validated   ID   required. 
donation  accepted    President's   Lounge.   Ice 
Arena. 
Saturday 
September 20 
t:JO e.m. - Pl.tomsnt Workshop* 
Super Start Saturday will offer workshops on 
job hunting skills for students who cannot at- 
tend weekday sessions. Contact the University 
Placement Services office for further informa- 
tion. 369 Student Services. ' 
11 *.m-l p.m. ~ HPIR Saturday Recreation 
Pi use w far Youth with Disabilities 
Open to otl.   Group I - Cooper Pool, Student 
Recreation   Center.   Group   2   -   gymnasium, 
Hayes. 
Moon 4 p.m. - UAO tall tart 
Cleveland bands "Satta." "Me and the Boyj" 
and "Nation of One" will perform. Games and 
other attractions. Beer and other refreshments 
will be sold. Free ond open to all. Sponsored by 
UAO. Callage Park. Roin location. Lenhort 
Grand Ballroom. Union. 
7-« p.m. - HPtR Saturday Recreation Pro- 
gram far Youth with Disabilities 
See 6-7 p.m. listing. 
7 p.m. - Canadian Film Sort** 
"VkJoodrome,- a I9B3 film about the owner of 
a cable TV station who programs soft-pom. will 
be shown, starring Jomes Woods. Deborah 
Horn/. Peter Dvorsky ond les Carlson. Froo 
ond open to oil.   Glsh Film Theater. Honna. 
7    p.m.     -     Jt. 
Organisation 
Meeting. Open to oil. Pino will be served. 
Fires-da Lounge. St. Thomas More Parish. 42S 
Thurstin. 
T:JO p.m. - Pianatarfua» thaw 
See t p.m. Friday. Sept. 19, listing. Stargaze to 
follow, weather permitting. 
• p.m. - Recital 
John Bentley. on oboe, and Judith Bentley. on 
flute, will present o concert Including works by 
Henry Brant. Jooquin Rodrigo. J.S. Bach ond 
Gunto Ropel Free and open to all. Bryan 
Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Monday 
September 22 
7:43 a.m. .    . . 
Inter-Vorslty   Christian   Fellowship   will   hold 
prayer meetings each weekday at this time. 
Prout Chapel 
• e .m. -4: JO p.m. - AM A Msmbsrshlp Drive 
American Marketing Association will continue 
the drtva through Sept. 26. Foyer. Business 
Administration. 
2: JO-4: JO p.m. - CaHaa Hours 
Free and open to all.   Sponsored by the World 
Student Association.  411 South Hall. 
Deadline to sign up for the Holly Near concert 
on Sept. 27.  Women's Canter. 
I liholorohlp Da rts tp.m.   - IFC-P* 
Scholarshlp awards will be given to fraternity 
and sorority winners. Lenhort Grand Bolroom. 
Union. 
7 p.m. - Auditions 
Open auditions will be held for "Beyond 
Therapy, a comedy written by Christopher 
Durong. Scripts ond odditionol Information ore 
available at the theater department office In 
322 South Hall. 400 University Hall. 
7    p.m.    ■■    Undergroduote    Alumni 
Aasedatlon 
Meeting. Open to oil. MlleM Alumni Center. 
. m. - Greek Olympled 
Athletic games, proceeds to benefit the Bowl- 
ing Green Family ond Child Abuse Prevention 
Center ond Muscular Distrophy. Free admis- 
sion. Sponsored by Kappa Kappa Gamma 
sorority ond Zeto Beta Tau fraternity. College 
Park. 
13:13 p.m. - Football 
&GSU at Central Michigan (Mt. Pleasant). Will 
be broadcast on WNWO TV-24 and WUPW 
TV-36. Broadcast begins ot noon. 
7:45. 9:JO p.m., Midnight - UAO Campus 
Film 
See*7:4S p.m. Friday, Sept. 19. listing. 
Sunday 
September 21 
Noon - Unity Softball 
All-Greek   Softball   gome.   Anderson   Arena 
Field. 
2-4 p.m. - All-Oreek Plonk 
New Fraternity Row. 
a-7 p.m. - HMI Satur stay Rocrootlon Pro- 
gram for Youth with Disabilities 
One of two meetings for all new assigned stu- 
dent oides.   Students must attend one of the 
two meeting..   100 Eppler Complex, North. 
1 p.m. - Mack Student Union 
Meat the candidates for 1996-1987 Black Stu- 
dent Union officers. Open to all. Refreshments 
will be served. Toft loom. Union. 
1 p.m. - Psychology Symposium 
Deadline to register for Friday ond Saturday, 
Sept. 26-27, banquet ond symposium on .mo- 
tions and psychopathology. Seating limited. 
Open to all: $10 for the banquet. 110for Satur- 
day symposium. Registrations taken at the 
psychology deportment office. 207 Psychology. 
Tsa.-Wl 
Mandatory meeting for students Interested in 
interviewing for spring semester positions. In- 
terviews will be held on Wednesday. Sept. 24. 
For more information, contort the Cooperative 
Education office. 238 Administration. 111 South 
Hall. 
Sea 7 p.m. Monday. Sept. 22. listing. 
7 p.m.   -Sauaeh Club 
mehuclion and practice a.oilobl.. September 
Blue Dot Tournament matches continue. Open 
to otl. Squash Court A,  Student Recreation 
Center. 
7 pm. - PatewsBa* Mooting, 
Open to oil. Active Christians Today. Alumni 
Room, Union. 
7: JO p.m. - Aamlollen tor Career Woman 
Meeting. Open to all mo|ors. 100 Business 
Administration. 
7: JO p.m. - A gill lull Saclaty of Interior 
**M*V-f 
Meeting. Home Economics Living Center 
7:JO p.m. - Basket Weaving Lecture 
A slide-lecture on basket weaving will be given 
by John McQueen, a studio ortltt who works 
with basketry techniques using naturol 
materials, from Alfred, New York. Free ond 
open to all. 204 Fine Arts Building. 
7: J0-9:30 p.m. - Theology timlnor 
First meeting ol an eight week course. "A Con- 
temporary Approoch.to God." Open to all. St. 
Thomas More Porlsh. 42S Thurstin. 
7: JO p.m. - Christian Science Organisation 
Meeting. Open to all. Canal Room. Union. 
■ p.m. - International Film Series 
The Wast Gorman film "Brood of the Early 
Years" will be shown.  Free and open to oil. 
Glsh Film Theater. Honna. 
tilt p.m. - UAO CompeS Film 
-The Way We Were" will be shown, starring 
Robert Redford and Barfaro Streisand. $1 with 
BOSU ID. 210 Math Science. 
Tuesday 
September 23 
3:JO p.m. - PfasSOUnt Workshop 
Job hunting techniques will be discussed. Com- 
munity Suite, Union. 
Meeting. Home economics Living Center. 
7:J0-9 p.m. - Bible Study 
Open to all.  St.  Thomas Mora Parish.  423 
Thurstin. 
7:JO p.m. - Catechlst Training 
Faith development will be discussed by Anne 
Karchner. Open to oil. Upper Room. St. Thomas 
More Porlsh. 425 Thurstin. 
>th< • p.m.  -Planet. 
See 8 p.m. Friday. Sept. 19. listing. 
t p.m. - Criminal Justice Organisation 
Meeting. Open to all. 302 Honna 
t:JO p.m. - Psl Chi 
Meeting. Dr. Mike Doherty will spook on the 
benefits of research. Open to all psychology 
mo|ors or minors. A list of research oppor- 
tunities will be given out. Student lounge. 
Psychology 
• :30    p.m.     -     Inter-Ver.lty     Christian 
FeUoshlp 
Student-led Bible study.    Open to oil.    303 
University Hall 
9 p.m.  - Campus Olrl Scouts 
Meeting.   Open   to   all.   Lounge,   first   floor. 
McDonald East. 
Wednesday 
September 24 
»:SO-l 1 :J0 e.m. - HIP Advising 
Sandy lengyel. HIP advisor, will be available. 
Coll   373-7372    for    an    appointment.    363 
Education. 
3:30 p.m. • 
BGSU vs. Central Michigan. Mickey Cochrone 
Field. 
J:J0-4:J0 p.m. - Non-Tradltlonel Student 
Asaerietfoe 
Mooting. Open to all. Faculty Lounge. Union. 
4 p.m. - Washington Cantor Informal I on 
6:30 p.m-10: JO p.m. - Never Again Party 
Bond will bo playing. Mocktalls provided. Free 
ond open to all. Old Fraternity Row. Rain loca- 
tion. Northeast Commons. 
6: JO ■ p.m. - MtP 
Meeting. All elementary education mojors and 
elementary education * special education dual 
and triple motors who applied for Spring, I9B7 
MtP are expected to attend. Acceptance In 
MEP and couraa registration for MEP will be 
clorilied. 112 life Science. 
7 p.m. - telling assd Sales Management 
dab 
Meeting. Open to all. Assembly Room. McFall 
Cantor. 
7:JO p.m. - AaSorttefng Club 
Meeting. Robert Beach of Gouthler t Beoch In 
Toledo will speak. Free and open to members. 
Ohio Suit.. Union. 
7: JO SUB. - Shi due) 
Meeting. Open to all. 70 Overman. 
■ far Wo 7:30 p.m. - Wo 
Meeting. Video "One Fine Day" will be shown. 
and refreshments will be served. Faculty 
Lounge. Union. 
7:J0p.m. - 
Open to all: $.30 for French Club members. $1 
for others. Sponsored by la Malson Francois. 
and the French Club. Lo Malson Francois. 
7: JO puts. - VoHoyholl 
BGSU at Notre Dame (Elkhart. Ind). 
Thursday 
September 25 
9:JO-1l:J0e.m. - H 
Sandy Lengyel. HIP advisor, will be available. 
Call    372-7372   for    on    appointment.    363 
Education. 
2:30-4: JO  - Coffee Hours 
See 2:30 Monday, Sept. 22. listing. 
J:J0-4:JO p.m. - C 
Coke, coffee ond conversational French will be 
available. Free ond open to anyone interested 
In Improving their French. Sponsored by La 
Malson Francois* and the French Club, la 
Malson Froncolse. 
nt Workshop 7p.ns.-Pta 
Resume writing skills will be discussed. US 
Hetritloit. 
7:10 1:10    p.m.    -    Psychology    Dept. 
Professor Elliot S. Voiensteln, deportments of 
neuroscience ond psychology. University of 
Michigan, will speak on "Groat ond Desperate 
Cures," the rise and decline of psychosurgery 
ond other radical treatments for mental Illness. 
Free ond open to oil. Sponsored by the 
psychology deportment. 112 life Sciences. 
6 p.m.-■ UAO Cm,u. Him 
"What's Up Doc?  will be shown, starring Ryan 
O'Neal and Borbra Steisond. Free ond open to 
oil. Glsh Film Theater, Honna. 
t: JO p.m. - Bible Study 
Open to oil. United Christian Fellowship.  313 
Thurstin. 
I p-m. - I elan and Oay All 
Meeting. Open to all. St. Thomas More Porlsh, 
425 Thurstin. 
Friday 
September 26 
Mr. David Hoard, Senior Program Coordinator 
at the Washington Center, will spook. Open to 
oil mojors. Sponsored by the Center for 
Academic Options. State room. Union. 
5 p.ss. - Political tdenca Honorary 
Moating. Dr. Mernam. political sci.no pro- 
fessor, will speak. Free ond open to oil. Spon- 
sored by PI Sigma Alpha. 406 Education. 
6 p.m. - DO touptime 
Fellowship meeting. Soup provided, bring your 
own sondwtch. Open to oil students. Sponsored 
by United Christian Fellowship. 313 Thurstin. 
• e.m.-3 p.m. - Black Student Union 
Elections for officers. Foyer. Union. 
* e.m. - Women's OoH 
BGSU at Michigan State (East Lansing). 
1:J0 p.m. - licailence la Idecallon eerie* 
A slid* presentation. "Nigerian Education," will 
be presented by Adelia Peters, professor, 
educational foundations and Inquiry. Open to 
all. 213 Education. 
S p.m. - Car Stuff 
Sponsored by Sigma Nu fraternity. Field bet- 
ween Horshman and Krelschar. 
3:10 p.m. - W«M*'I Tamil* 
•CSU VI. Cincinnati. Kffll Courli 
S p.m. - Hosaetnmlng King and Queen 
Deadline lor applkationi. UAO office. Union. 
J-4:10 |MB. - AMA H^>py Hour. 
American Marketing  Association   'Howollon" 
Happy Hoon.  Fro* and  opon  to  oil  AMA 
mombort. Uptown. 
Meeting and opon gaming. Opon to all. Off- 
Campui Stodont Cantor. Moseley. 
7 p.m.     Voll.y»oll 
BGSU vs. Western Michigan.   Anderson Arona. 
ittm ■ ■.•.-MmllH 
See t p.m. Friday. Sopt. 19. lilting. 
«. to tMB.. MMMgN - UAO tmam Film 
""Rocky IV" will be shown.  $1 50 with BGSU ID. 
210 Moth Science. 
Saturday 
September 27 
* a.m. - Woann't Oc-H 
BGSU at Michigan State (Eo.l Lantlng). 
11 a.m. - Mw'i Craaa Ceeajlry 
•CSU vt. Miami. Start-finish lino locotad touth 
of tha stadium 
■'• Craaa Caunlry 
BGSU v.. Miami. Stort-flnlsh lln* locotad south 
ol tha stodiom. 
1 • J". - Woman's 1. 
■CSU vs. ToMo. Koala Courts. 
liM pjm. - Footh.ll 
•CSU at Miami (Oirlord). 
1-5 SMB. - Bdutallanal Mams rah Hla Center 
Opan lor visitation. Fraa and opon to oil. 
2 p.m.   - Soccer 
■CSU at Akron. 
4 p.m. - Church Servke 
St. Thomas Mora Porish. 42S Thurstin. 
7 p.m. - Vaneyhell 
•CSU vs. Xovlar. Andarson Ar.no. 
I. 10 p-s».. Mldnsahl - UAO Camp as Film 
Saa (.  10 p.m.. Midnight Friday. Sopt. 26. 
lilting. 
* p.m. - Invitational lahla.lt 
"Accurata Depictions? Flgurotlva Roallst Poin- 
tings'* goos on display, featuring tho work of 16 
artists. Fraa ond opon to oil. Gollary hours ora 
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. weekdays ond 2-5 p.m. Sun- 
days through Oct. 17. Gallery. Fine Arts 
Building. 
• p.m. - UCF Vespers 
Open to oil. Sponsored by United Chriition 
Fellowship. 313 Thurstin. 
7 tun. - Canadian Film Series 
"Tha Cray Fo«" will be shown. This 1983 Cono- 
dlon film is about o stogecooch robber who Is 
rekwsed after being in prison for 33 years. 
Free ond open to all.    Glsh Film Theater. 
7-JOBMB. 
See • p.m. Friday. Sept. 19. listing. Stargaze to 
follow, weather permitting. 
Monday 
September 29 
Meeting 
Istion Fellowlhi| 
■ iM     p.m.    ■■     Int.r-V.rtlty     Christian 
Fellowship Mhte Study 
Student-led   Hole   study.   Open   to   all.   305 
University Hall. 
• p.m. - Planetarium Show 
See Friday. Sept. 19. listing. 
• p.m. - Campus Olrl Scouti 
Meeting.   Open   to  all.   lounge.   Ilrst   lloor. 
McDonald Eost. 
Wednesday 
Octoberl 
9:30-11:10 a.m. - HIP Advising 
Sandy Lengyel. HIP advisor, will be available. 
Call    372-7372    for    on    oppolntment.    365 
Education. 
•t Wort 
Friday 
October 3 
The Inter-Varsity Chri a s ip will hold 
prayer meetings eoch weekday at this time. 
Open to all   Prout Chapel. 
2:10-4:10 p.m. - Coffee Hour. 
See 2:30-4:30 Monday. Sept. 22. listing. 
nt Workshop 7-9 p.m. - PW— 
"Business Week's Guide to Careers" Is spon- 
sored by Cnrysler-Prrrnouth. lenhort Grond 
Ballroom. Union. 
7:S0-9:J0 p.m ,, _— 
"A Contemporary Approach to God." Open to 
all. Upper Room. St. Thomos More Porish. 42S 
Thurstin. 
7:30-B:30    p.m.    ■•    Chrllllan    Sclent. 
Organisation 
Meeting. Opan to oil. Conol Hoom. Union. 
■ mm. - tatainatlenal Film tarto* 
The Japanese film "Horse," telling the classic 
glrl-ond-her-horse story, will bo presented, 
directed by Aklra Kurosawa ond Ko|lro 
Yomomoto. Free and open to all. Glsh Film 
Theater. Hanno. 
9:15 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"txcollbur." the tale of King Arthur's rise to 
power In Com.lot   will be shown.    $1  with 
BGSU ID.  210 Moth Science. 
Sunday 
September 28 
7:30. 0. 11 sun. - Church Service. 
M. AJoyslus Church. ISO S. Enterprise. 
0. 10 e.m. - Church Sendee. 
St. John's -Eplscopol Church. 1509 E. Wooster. 
•:45, 11 a.m. - Church Services 
St. Marks lutheron Church. 315 S. College. 
• a.m. - Women's OoM 
•CSU at Michigan State (East lonslng). 
cnoo Ms. - CJwreti tank* 
Croce Brethren Church. 121 S. enterprise. 
9-.J0, 11 SMB. - Church »ar-rlca» 
First United Methodist Church. 1506 E. Wooster. 
10. 11 kas 1«i» ••"»• - Chsjrch aarvleao 
St. Thomos Mora Porish. 425 Thurstin. 
10 Us, I »JB. - Char* —*»* 
Doysprlng Assembly ol God. IBI H S. Moln. 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
Hrst Presbyterlon Church. 12* S. Church. 
10:10 a.m.     Church Service 
Active Christlons Today. Prout Chopel. 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Trinity    United   Methodist    Church.    200    N. 
Summit. 
10:45 mm. - Church «•«•«• 
First ChrlsHon Church, 875 Hosklnt. 
Mtmrttm """■*"!; y 
Opan for visitation.  Free ond, open to oil. 
4% ga ggjg     _,   g¥o#fs>4a>ft.'O   TftfrsTefilei 
BGSU at Miami Invitational (Oaford). 
3 p.m. - Man's Creas Coasifry 
BGSU at Notre Dame Invitational (Elkhort, Ind). 
4 ■ •if*.. •• rrloiea'Y •* »H# PHOVIHBM 
"Killing Me Softly" ond "Stale Roles ond Tight 
Buns" will be shown. Open to all. $1 odmisslon. 
Sponsored by the Ad Club. Glsh Film Theater. 
Hanna. 
lp...Mhn. 
Event to raise money for the Toledo orea Meals 
on Wheels program. Sponsored by Sigma Alpha 
Epsllon fraternity. Ridge St., south of 
McDonald. 
»:»0 p.m. - Pie 
Resume writing workshop. Ohio Suite. Union. 
BGSU vs. Notre Dome. Mickey Cochrane Field. 
* p.m. -Council ol Presidents of Student 
Home Economics Living Center. 
4BJB.-UO I 
Soup provided, bring your own sondwich. 
Sponsored by the United Chrntion Fellowship. 
Open to all students.   313 Thurstin. 
7:JO p.m. - Ski Ouk 
Meeting. Open to all. 70 Overmon. 
Tenors Hex Elkum and Richard Mothey will per- 
form. The program will Include 'Three 
Diabolical Songs" by Wallace DePue ond Mat- 
tlnota ('TIS the Day")" by Rugglero Leoncavallo. 
Kobocker Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Thursday 
October2 
• .m■ - Mestsr Ballet dees 
Sign-ups will begin for master ballet class with 
Joffrey II company. The class will be at 10:30 
a.m.-noon on October 7. Open to students at 
the mt.rm.diat. ballet level. Sponsored by 
Student Activities, University Festival Series, 
and dance-HPE*. limited to 25 students. 105 Ep- 
pter Complex. North. 
Tuesday 
September 30 
3:30 fm, - Mnwnt WerstehOB 
Resume writing workshop. Community Suite. 
Union. 
S p-as. - leadership Conference 
Deodlin. to register for the Student Organiza- 
tions leadership Conference on Saturday. Oct. 
4. Toledo mayor. Donna Owens, will speak. 
Registration Is $3 and Includes lunch. Open to 
all members of registered organizations. Spon- 
sored by the Office of Student Activities « 
Orientation. 405 Student Services. 
• SMB. - Medical Technology Ctatt 
Meeting will highlight medical technology pro- 
gram ond Introduce faculty. Open to all. 108 
Psychology. 
7 mm. - Seueeh Club 
Instruction and procMce. Election of officers. 
Blue Dot Tournament flnols. Squash Court A, 
Student Recreation Center. 
7 p.m.    Volleyball 
BGSU vs. Toledo. Anderson Arena. 
7 mm - Fellowship Meeting 
Meeting open  to oil.     Sponsored  by Active 
Christians Toady. Alumni Room. Union. 
7:10 p.m. - Cetechlst Training 
Anne Korchner will present an Introduction to 
the sacraments. Open to oil. Upper Room. St. 
Thomas More Porish. 425 Thurstin. 
7:00   p.m.   •-   SexltMy   for   Creative 
Anachronism 
Meeting. Open to oil. 309 Moseley. 
• Mb. 
Meeting ond open gaming. Free and open to 
OH. Off Campus Student Center. Moseley, 
7 |Ma>. - Voll.ye.il 
•CSU at Ohio University (Athens). 
7:10, «>W. Midnight - UAO Campus Film 
"Gang Ho" will be shown,  stoning  Michael 
Keaton In on attempt to save on American outo 
plant with Japanese businessmen.   $1.50 with 
■CSU ID. 210 Math Science. 
• p.m. - University Theater Production 
See • p.m. Thursdoy. Oct. 2, listing. 
9 ..as. - Waasan'i 
BGSU at Miomi Invitational (Oxford). 
9:30-11:10 a.m.   -HIP Advising 
Sandy Lengyel. HIP advisor, will be avolloble. 
Call    372-7372    for    an    oppolntment.    365 
Education. 
moo SMB. - Ptmmmmm workshop 
Resume   writing   workshop.   Campus   Room, 
Union. 
2:30-4:10 p.m. - Cotfcs. Hours 
See 2:30-4:30 p.m. Monday, Sept. 22, listing. 
3:10-4:10 - Cafe Conversetion 
Coke, coffee ond conversational French 
avolloble. Free and open to anyone Interested 
In Improving their French. Sponsored by La 
Motson Francdlse and the French Club. \o 
Moison Froncaise. 
5:10-7:30 p.m. - F.r.w.ll Party 
Farewell for the Crucial DBC reggae band. Free 
and open to oil. Crucial DBC will perform. Spon- 
sored by the Caribbean Association ond the 
•lack Student Union. Outside the Forum, Stu- 
dent Services. 
7:10   p.m.   -   Student   Home    economics 
Asaarla1l.il 
Meeting. Home Economics living Center. 
■ p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
Tha 1951 original, The Thing" will be shown. 
Free and open  to all.     Glsh  Film Theater. 
Hanna. 
• SMB. - University Theater Production 
"Playboy  ol  the  Western  World"  will   be 
presented. Tickets ore $2 for students ond S4 
for all others. Eva Marie Saint Theater. Univer- 
sity Hall. 
•:M p-m. - Lsselen and Oary Alliance 
Meeting. Open la all. St. Thomas More Porish, 
425 Thurstin, 
See 8 p.m. Friday, Sept. 19. listing. 
Saturday 
October4 
• e.m. - Men's Tennis 
BGSU    at    Eostern    Michigan    Invitational 
(Ypsllantl). 
• «.m. - Women's Tennis 
•CSU at Miami Invitational (Oxford). 
11 e.m.-4 p.m. - Football Tournament 
Fraternity new member football tournament. 
Sponsored by Theta Chi fraternity. Intramural 
Holds. 
1:30 p.m. - Football 
•CSU vs. Western Michigan. Youth-Team Day. 
Doyt Perry Field. 
2-3 p.m. - ld.cetlon.1 Memorebllle Cantor 
Open for visitation. Free ond open to all. 
4 p.m. - VolleybelI 
■CSU at Kent State. 
7:30, 9:43, Midnight - UAO Campus Film 
See 7.30, 9:45, Midnight Friday, Oct. 3. listing. 
■ p.m. - University Theater Production 
See • p.m. Thursday, Oct. 2. listing. 
Sunday 
Octobers 
• a.m. - Tennis 
Men at Eastern Michigan Invitational (Ypsllan- 
tl). Women at Miomi Invitational (Oxford) 
3 p.m. - Soccer 
■CSU at Western Michigan (Kalomazoo). 
3-9 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Canter 
Open for visitation. Free and open to all. 
S p.m. - Kal4lalm.pl stonier! 
Vocal and Instrumental ensembles ol the Col- 
lege of Muskol Arts will perform. Free and 
open to all. Kobocker Hall, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
7 p.m. - Canadian Film Serial 
'las bdns deborros (Good Riddance).' winner 
ol eight Genie (Canadian Film) Awards, and 
'la CnondoH" will be presented. Free ond open 
to all. Glsh Film Theater. Hanna. 
7:30 SMB. - Ptermteclum Shaw 
See 8 p.m, Friday, Sept. 19, listing. Stargaze 
following, weather permitting. 
Concert offers 
musical melange 
The best the Collage of Musical 
Arts has to offer will be presented at 
3 p.m. Sunday (Oct. 5) when the 
annual Kaleidoscope Konzert is 
presented In Kobacker Hall. 
The concert, which features more 
than a dozen performers or groups, is 
free and open to the public. 
Those scheduled to perform include 
the Brass Quintet, Brass Choir, Wind 
Ensemble, String Quartet. Collegiate 
Chorale. Saxophone Choir, Matsuri 
Bayashi and the Jazz Lab Band. 
Faculty members expected to 
perform include Virginia Starr, 
Andreas Poulimenos. Vincent 
Kantorski and liana Kennell. 
New planetarium show 
explores Planet Quest 
An encore presentation of the 
locally produced show "Planet Quest" 
opens the fall season of the 
University Planetarium. 
Space art, music and narration ore 
incorporated into the multimedia 
program which is designed to create 
a journey into the wondrous 
environments of other plonets in the 
solar system. 
Showings are at 8 p.m. Tuesdays 
and Fridays and at 7:30 p.m. on 
Sundays (Sept. 19 through Oct. 19) in 
the Planetarium of the Physical 
Sciences Laboratory. Stargazing will 
follow the Sunday shows, weather 
permitting. 
There is no admission charge but a 
$1 donation is suggested to help 
defray program production costs. 
Homecoming forms due 
As Homecoming 1986 approaches, 
deadlines draw near... 
King and Queen hopefuls...just a 
reminder that your applications must 
be turned In by 5 p.m., Friday (Sept. 
36) to the University Activities 
Organization office. 3rd Floor, Union. 
Remember that a photograph of 
yourself must be submitted and that 
all portions of the applications must 
be completed. Good luck I 
Entries for the annual COCO 
Homecoming Art Show must be 
submitted by S p.m. Friday (Oct. 3) in 
the Off-Campus Student Center. The 
art exhibit will be held Friday and 
Saturday (Oct. 10-11). Works of art 
from all types of media are welcome. 
For more information, contact the 
Off-Campus Student Center at 372- 
8360 or 372-2573 
Auditions set for comedy 
Open auditions for the University 
theater production of "Beyond 
Therapy" will be held at 7 p.m. 
Monday and Tuesday (Sept. 22-23) in 
400 University Hall. 
Written by Christopher Durang, 
"Beyond Therapy" is an off-beat 
comedy in which the therapists are in 
more need of help than the patients. 
The slay will be staged Nov. 12-15. 
Those planning to audition are 
osked to read the script in advance. 
Scripts and additional information can 
be obtained at the theater 
deportment office, 322 South Hoi I 
5th Dimension to take you 'Up, Up and Away!' 
The annual Parents Day Show on Nov. 8 promises to 
take you "Up, Up and Away" for an evening of great 
musk with The 5th Dimension. 
The Varsity Quartet, a group of student vocalists, will 
open the show ot 8 p.m. in Anderson Arena. 
The Sth Dimension, one of pop music's most successful 
groups, zoomed to the top of the charts in 1967 with "Up, 
Up and Away." The single won several Grammy Awards 
and set the stage for a seemingly endless string of hits. 
The group has recorded 14 golden hits, including 
"Aquarius," "Wedding Bell Blues," "One Less Bell to 
Answer" and "Stoned Soul Picnic." 
All seats are reserved. Only $5, $8 and $9 tickets 
remain and orders will be filled on a first-come-first- 
served basis. 
Tickets can be purchased at the Mileti Alumni Center 
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays. They con also be 
purchased by mail; checks, mode payable to the Alumni 
Association should be mailed to: Parents Day Show, Mileti 
Alumni Center, Bowling Green State University, Bowling 
Green. OH 43402. 
FALL FEST: It's rock'n'roll and a lot more 
live music. Boys. Girls. Refreshments. 
Volleyball. More games. And more musk. 
If those sound like the perfect 
ingredients to a perfect day, then UAO's 
Fall Fest promises to be a perfect event. 
To be held from noon to 6 p.m. at 
College Park, the day will feature 
performances by three Cleveland area 
bonds: Satta, a six-member reggae group: 
Me and the Boyz, a Top-40 band: and 
Nation of One, which performs 
original material. 
Each band will perform for one- 
and-a-half hours with a 45-mlnute 
intermission between groups. 
But when the musk stops, the 
activities will be only beginning. 
Volleyball nets will be available and 
In conjunction with the day, Kappa Kappa 
Gamma and Zeta Beta Tau will be holding 
its Greek Olympiad, a 
collection of off-the-wall 
qames with names such as 
the Frogman 440, the 
Chariot Race and the 
Plunger Throw. 
Refreshments, 
including hot dogs. 
hamburgers, beer, 
soft drinks, chips and 
popcorn, will be for 
sale. 
Admission is free. In 
the event of rain, the 
activities will be 
moved to the lenhart 
Grand BovVoom 
 ' Union. 
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Interviews by lets? Smith 
Campus Comments 
photos by Manna Wonderty 
Campus Comments Question: What more do you think B6 
could do to help ensure the safety of students? 
Rod Klsor, senior economics/Inter- 
national business major, "I don't think 
campus Is unsafe, but separate paths 
for bikes and more lighting Is a good 
Idea." 
Terrl Hoodlet, Junior VCI ma|or, "Pro- 
vide more public emergency phones, 
maybe put them In the middle of 
campus In the darker areas." 
Johanna Kilt, sophomore commu- 
nications major, "Have an escort serv- 
ice on the weekends, not lust during 
the week." 
Zoran Stojkov, junior biology major, 
"Have more patrol and lighting. 
Maybe a program to make students 
aware that there Is a danger out 
there." 
Theft: xpetty' pranks, large fines 
by Deb Gottschalk 
Friday reporter 
People read about crime: assault, 
robbery, rape, and think. "That will 
never happen to mel" From July 1985 
to July 1966 "It" happened to 280 
students who were victims o( theft, 106 
who were burglarized, 30 who were 
subjects of breaking and entering. 19 
who were assaulted and two who 
were raped. 
Common sense can be an effective 
tool to prevent becoming a victim of 
crime, according to Laura, a coun- 
selor at the Link. The Link Is a non- 
University service which provide* 100 
percent confidential counseling, one 
of the reasons why counselors cannot 
disclose their last names. 
Not walking alone In the dark Is 
using common sense. Nancy Krocl, a 
Batchelder resident advisor said. "Use 
well lit, congested areas, walk quickly 
and stay In groups."She admits many 
students do not use the services avail- 
able. 
Sergeant Charlotte Starnes, Univer- 
sity crime prevention coordinator, 
agrees with Krocl. People should 
avoid Isolated areas when walking 
alone at night, even at the cost of 
going out of their way, Starnes said. 
Instead ol walking alone, members 
ot the University community can call 
The Escort Service at 372-8360. It pro- 
vides an escort for students, faculty 
by Kay Fisher 
Friday reporter 
shame In using It," said Dave Ferklns. 
off-campus student coordinator. Last 
fall, 2,000 women were escorted, and 
the 39 escorts walk between 40 and 50 
women per night, according to Fer- 
klns. 
Campus Safety and Security of- 
fered some tips for self protection 
when traveling alone, such as carry- 
ing a flashlight, avoiding alleys, and 
walking facing traffic. They also en- 
courage using the buddy system, 
declining rides from strangers and 
not hitch-hiking. Other suggestions 
Include checking the car before en- 
tering, locking the doors and rolling 
the windows when driving at night, 
particularly when alone, and only 
stopping at proper traffic signals. 
Also, emergency telephones ore 
located In nine key areas on campus: 
In between the Fine Arts and Student 
Service buildings, Lot 6, between the 
Rec Center and Health Center, be- 
hind Ottenhauer East, across from 
Overman Hall, behind Motley, Lot 16, 
In sorority row, and between Conklln 
and new fraternity row. Dispatchers 
answer these telephones Immedi- 
ately and alert officers. 
With all these satty measures avail- 
able, why do students still take 
chances? 
Laura from The Link believes stu- 
dents are not careful enough be- 
cause, "This Is college, and college 
should be safe." She warns students 
Vehicle vandalism 
difficult to prevent 
Most students who don't own 
their own car while In college 
probably consider those who do 
lucky. 
Not all students who have a car 
on or near campus are that lucky. 
From July 1986 to July 1986, there 
were 66 reported vehicle damag- 
ing and tampering Incidents on 
campus, according to Carol Pratt, 
Records Coordinator of Public 
Safety on campus. Types of vandal- 
Ism reported, according to Pratt's 
records were: walking on cars 
causing damage to hoods, keys 
scraping off paint, antenas broken 
off and slashing of tires.* 
"The type of complaints we re- 
ceive Is hard to solve," said Pratt. 
"It's hard to catch someone doing 
It and usually they aren't caught. I 
Just don't understand the mentality 
of some people who do this type of 
thing for pleasure." 
Pratt said most reports received 
are from owners of fairly nice cars. 
Owners of cars that don't look as 
good to begin with are less likely to 
report any vandalism, according 
to Pratt. 
The problem of car vandalism for 
students does not only occur on 
campus. 
Wood County police sergeant, 
Harry Spencer, says other prime 
target areas lor vandalism include 
apartment parking lots throughout 
the city. 
The car of Steve Hayest, senior 
music education major, was one of 
the seven cars reported vandal- 
ized last weekend In the apartment 
building of 704 Fifth Street. 
"Whoever did It, took a key and 
put a scratch In my car about a 
foot long." said Hayest. 
Hayest owns an '86 Chevy Spec- 
trum and said that among the 
other cars vandalized were his 
brother's car and an '66 Comoro 
Hayest feels his car and the oth- 
ers were not picked out specif- 
ically tor vandalism. "Someone 
told me there was a pretty loud 
party going on around here the 
night before." said Haves'- "*> 
maybe some drunk people were 
the ones who did It." 
Sergeant Spencer said most Inci- 
dents reported happened be- 
cause someone was upset with the 
owner of the car. 
"Usually," said Spencer, "the 
problem of car vandalizatlon 
doesn't surface directly from uni- 
versity student situations. The Inci- 
dents are sporadic, and It's hard to 
pinpoint the exact causes." 
Sergeant Spencer recommends 
car owners use common sense 
strategies In keeping their cars 
safe. "Students should try to park 
their vehicles In well-lit areas, lock 
them up and try not to leave them 
unattended for long amounts ot 
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Play it safe on campus; 
apply common sense 
Cathy Hoehn 
Friday reporter 
H Is about 2:00 a.m.. and you and 
your friends are lust leaving the dying 
party to head home, carrying your 
halt-empty cans of beer. On the way 
home, feeling rowdy and revved up, 
you decide to rip off the Woosfer 
Street sign at a souvenir of another 
night out In Bowling Green In addi- 
tion to capping off a fun-filled eve- 
ning, you have lust committed two of 
the most common crimes among col- 
lege students In Bowling Green. 
According to Captain Thomas Vo- 
tava of the Bowling Green Police 
Division and Lieutenant Gene Bran ot 
the University's police division, the 
main crimes In Bowling Green, next to 
traffic violations, are dlsorderllness, 
open container and petty theft. Re- 
cords at the campus police division 
show that In August, 1966. 22 misde- 
meanors took place, 17 of which were 
open container offenses 
Votava explained that disorderly 
conduct Includes fighting, disturbing 
the peace, "screaming vulgarities, 
and urinating In public." Petty thefts 
ronge "anywhere from parking me- 
ters to Christmas trees," he said. 
Offenses such as littering, open 
container and disorderly conduct are 
minor misdemeanors, and any stu- 
dent caught tor such violations can 
face a maximum fine of $100. Petty 
theft Is a misdemeanor punishable by 
a maximum of 30 days In Jail and up 
to a $250 fine. Damaging property 
can bring a fine of up $750. 
A University student who commits a 
crime on campus can, In addition to 
being arrested, be referred to Stan- 
dards and Procedures where Internal 
disciplinary action Is taken by the 
University Punishments can range 
from written warnings to expulsion. 
Lieutenant Bratt cited trespassing, 
petty thefts and other minor misde- 
meanors as crimes typically com- 
mitted by referred students. 
Dotava believes many of the of- 
fenses are alcohol-related, but be- 
lieves Immaturity also has a lot to do 
with It. One female student, who 
wished to remain anonymous, said 
she thought students sometimes feel 
pressured Into stealing signs and 
committing other offenses In order to 
be accepted by their friends. 
"Peer pressure Is a hell of an Influ- 
ence," she said. 
Another student said he commits 
petty theft because a It Is a chal- 
lenge. He and his friends have taken 
all kinds of things Including exit signs 
and "Please be seated" signs from 
restaurants. He stated they were al- 
ways drunk at the time ot the theft. 
"I wouldn't do half the stuff I do If I 
wasn't drunk," he said. 
Crime preventable: 
lock up, watch out 
by Meg Hanczrlk 
Friday reporter 
Around eight o'clock last Satur- 
day morning, a number of resi- 
dents In Anderson and Bromfleld 
Halls woke to find money, (ewelry 
and other belongings missing. 
According to Charlotte Starnes, 
Coordinator Crime Preven- 
tion/Community Relations, there 
were 94 reported burglaries and 
143 reported thefts between July 1. 
1985 and Jury 1.1986. Starnes said 
that In order tor a crime to be 
committed, a criminal must meet 
three requirements: he must want 
to commit a crime, know how to 
commit the crime and have a 
chance to commit It. 
Beth Burrls, a resident advisor In 
Dunbar Hall, said there are mea- 
sures people can take to prevent 
criminals from entering their rooms. 
The most Important one Is locking 
the door. Burrls said, "A person 
should lock his door even If he Is 
just going down the hall to use the 
restrooms. It only takes seconds for 
someone to walk In and grab 
something off the desk." 
Paula Smith, Hall Manager of 
Dunbar, said she believes Opera- 
tion I.D. will also be helpful. Opera- 
tion I.D. Is a way for people to 
protect their larger valuables by 
engraving their social security 
number on them. Engravers can be 
checked out at any residence hall 
front desk. 
Starnes said the hall office will 
keep a record of what Is engraved. 
Having the serial numbers on file 
will help the police to recover 
stolen Items. 
Starnes also suggests Operation 
Hall Watch. It Is similar to a neigh- 
borhood Block Watch because ev- 
eryone looks out for eoch other. 
Suspicious acts Include someone 
trying to force his way Into a room, 
someone running down the hall 
with something valuable or some- 
one carrying valuables at an un- 
usual hour. 
Gary Rlfkln, Hall Manager of An- 
derson Hall, said students should 
Immediately call the police if they 
discover something missing. Police 
arrived within five minutes after last 
Saturday's thefts were reported, 
Rlfkln said. After a theft, students 
should ask around to find out If 
anyone "saw something out of the 
ordinary," which they could tell the 
Investigator, he added. 
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Conditions influence 
self-defense potency 
by Christopher Smith 
Friday reporter 
Self-defense Is a bit like skiing - 
how and what you do It dictated by 
the conditions. Of course, practice 
and experience help make for 
smooth going, but even experts can 
take a spill now and then. There lust 
aren't any guarantees. 
"Being trained (in self-delense) 
doesn't mean you won't get your butt 
whipped, but you sure stand a better 
chance ol survival," Bob Nicholson, a 
fifth-degree blackbelt, said. 
Nicholson, who has been teaching 
a karate club at the University lor 
twelve years, said effectiveness of any 
self-delense technique or weapon 
depends on a variety of factors that 
are not known until an actual attack. 
These factors Include time and loca- 
tion, personality ot the attacker and 
personality of the possible victim. 
Items such as mace and stun-guns 
do not always help because the vic- 
tim may panic, the attacker may be 
numbed by drugs, or the weapons 
may be turned against the victim, 
warned Bill Bess, director of public 
safety. 
"Non-lethal weapons can make 
things worse," he said. 
Nicholson agrees. "The problem 
with any weapon Is you have to be 
experienced with high-stress situa- 
tions. (Otherwise) you'll probably be 
too scared to use It," he said. 
So where does this leave those of us 
who would like to leave an attack 
unscathed? Perhaps this is where ka- 
rate training comes In. 
"In karate training we try to elimi- 
nate the unknown so (people will) be 
able to keep their heads on If at- 
tacked. If you're trained, It's with you 
whenever and wherever you go, but a 
weapon Isn't," Nicholson said. 
Such training takes commitment 
and a lot of practice, Nicholson 
stressed. He also warned against the 
false security some people experi- 
ence by taking one or two self-de- 
fense courses. 
"You can't learn self-defense In one 
night. You have to Invest time," he 
said. 
While men as well as women are 
attacked, Nicholson worries much 
more about women because of the 
nature of the attacks against them. 
09102"Probably 95 percent of the time 
It's sexual assault, whereas with guys 
It's a scrap at some bar that they can 
usually walk away from," he said. 
Nicholson also pointed out that 
from a male standpoint self-defense 
training Is beneficial because you- 
can help others. "If you run Into an 
assault situation untrained, you might 
be just as bad off as the one you're- 
help," he said. "The morefabout self 
defense), the better off you'll be." 
People who are attacked some- 
times can do things to get out of the 
situation, Nicholson said."You can try 
to talk the guy out of It. If he'll listen, 
talk. You can also spit In his face (his 
reflex Is to wipe his face) and run. You 
can even stick your fingers down your 
throat and vomit," he said. 
Again, if s Important to consider the 
particular circumstances of your at- 
tack. Some options are not practical 
In certain situations. "Obviously, you 
aren't going to blow a whistle when 
you're way out In the boonies," Nich- 
olson said. 
There are many vulnerable parts ol 
the body (like eyes, throat, knees and 
groin) that can be exploited in order 
to win freedom. "Big men are made of 
little pieces," Nicholson said. But It 
takes some Instruction to apply cer- 
tain moves properly. 
When it's all said and done, educa- 
tion and awareness go a long way in 
Improving the chances of surviving 
an attack. But, as Nicholson points 
out, it's always going to be a 
judgment call. 
Band leads Hock' of fans 
by Jerry Yarnetsky 
Friday reporter 
The motto on the bottom of all of the 
posters says "Another satisfied 
sheep." The sublect of the posters, the 
band "Sheepish Grin," makes its How- 
ard's Club H debut tonight. 
The band members consider fans 
"members of the flock." They believe 
that If they play well and make an- 
other fan happy, that fan will join the 
flock. That's where Sheepish Grin's 
motto comes from, said the band's 
keyboardist. Joe Miller. 
Along with Miller the members of 
the band Include lead singer Paul 
Johnson,   a   University   sophomore: 
lead guitarist Al Ramnath; rhythm 
guitarist Matt Webb, a University Ju- 
- nior; bass player Bruce McGlaughlln, 
a Junior; and drummer Larry Zengel, a 
luntor. 
Band members said they believe 
their flock will grow because their 
musical menu Is varied. They have a 
few of their own rock and reggae 
tunes, mostly written by Zengel, John- 
son, and Miller (heavily Influenced by 
"Pink Floyd," "R.E.M.," and "The Flxx"). 
They play anything from selections by 
"R.E.M.," "Replacements." and "The 
Jam" to classics by "Rolling Stones," 
"Credence Clearwater Revival," and 
"Steppenwolf," Miller said. 
THE GROUP, formed In January, 
goes back to the high school years at 
Dayton Alter when Zengel and John- 
son played together. They picked up 
the other members here. 
The present six-man band hopes to 
go on the road but for now fhe mem- 
bers are taking a wait-and-see ap- 
proach. For now, they hope to 
become regulars at Howards. 
"To get girts," was one ot the Inspi- 
rations for forming the band, Zengel 
said. He added that the band was just 
something they all wanted to do. 
"Sheepish Grin" has been a regu- 
lar at Main Street, and played In a two 
day extravaganza at Howard's Club H 
In April of this year. 
Top ten hits 
HOT SINGLES: 1."Stuck With You" Huey 
Lewis & The News (Chrysalis) 
2."Frlends and Lovers" Carl Ander- 
son e. Gloria Lorlng (Carrere) 
3 "Dancing on the Celling" Lionel 
Richie (Motown) 
4."Walk This Way" Run-D.M.C. (Pro- 
file) 
7."When I Think ot You" Janet Jack- 
son (A&M) 
8."Two of Hearts" Stacey Q (Atlantic) 
9"Take  My Breath  Away"  Berlin 
(Columbia) 
10 "Love Zone" Billy Ocean (Jive) 
TOP LP'S: 1. "Dancing on the Cell- 
ing" Lionel Richie (Motown) 
2.'"Top Gun" Soundtrack" (Coiurn- 
bla)-Plcrtlnum  (More than 1   million 
units sold.) 
3."Ralslng Hell" Run-D.M.C. (Profile)- 
-Ptatinum 
,.4.,;irwe. Blue" Madonna iSirey-Wotl. 
i*WolioMt»v v.'.->-i'i".'.v •<-•.•.•.'   •;•.- 
5"Back In the Hlghllfe" Steve Win- 
wood (lslandt-Gold (More than 500.- 
000 units sold) 
6"Forel" Huey Lewis & The News 
(Chrysalis) 
7."The Bridge" Billy Joel (Columbia) 
B.'Eat 'Em and Smile" David Lee 
Roth (Warner Bros (-Platinum 
°."Control" Janet Jackson (A&M)- 
Platlnum 
10."Invisible Touch" Genesis (Atlan- 
tic)-Platlnum 
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LAVSRI1S SHSSJV 
MADILIINI     COOKS 
J 0 
IPRII 
_J CHLO SEXUAL ABUSE: 
WHAT YOUR CMLDRSN 
SHOULD KNOW (MON- 
TMUI 
■SPM AMERICA'S CUP: 
CHAUSNOl DOWN UN 
DERIFMI 
0SPWOOLP(M0N) 
OSPN) AUTO MeOM (THU) 
(TMO PSJU FEATURE CWEDI 
Nktl 
■ PNSNOLY OIANT (MON. 
WEO, PRI) 
•    CURIOUS    OEOROE 
(TUt THU) 
1MB 
101 CARP SHARKS 
I SALS OP THE OSMTURY 
ILOVI CONNECTION 
SODVSUOOatSIPRI) 
MORNING BREAK 
_     AWESOME     SUNDAY 
(PRI) 
SSPN) WORLD OP SPORTS 
(WEO) 
(TMO MOVIE (WEO) 
lliOO 
01 01 U.S.   OPEN   TENNIS 
(PRO 
01 01 PRICE m RIOHT 
(MON-THUI 
• SSSAMS STREET (MON. 
WEOPW 
01 SSSAMS STRUT TO p 
(TUS) 
f WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
LIPESTYLEE    OP    THE 
RICH    AHO    FAMOUS    (R| 
(R) 
PRI) 
■SPM RUNNING (MON) 
SSPN) U.S.   OLYMPIC FES- 
TIVAL (TUEI 
OSPM   REST   OP   THE   SU- 
PSRSTARS (WIDI 
(ESPN)     HORSE     PACING 
WEEKLY (THU) 
M0 
J BREAK THE BANK 
DKX VAN DYKE (PRI) 
OOURTEMP OP BOON'S 
FATHER (MON-TMU) ■  s-a-i   CONTACT  a 
(PRI) 
9 PAME, PORTUNE » RO- 
MANCE (MON-THUI 
■ FRUGAL     GOURMET 
(PRO 
0J 20 MINUTE WORKOUT 
■ 700 CLUB 
■ CATS AMD OOOS IFRI) 
• PALL PREVBtW (TUS) 
■ AUVI PROM OFF CEN- 
TER (WEO. THU) 
BSPM    INSOe    THE    PGA 
TOUR (PRO 
CSPM   PLAY   YOUR    BEST 
OOLF1MONI 
IEBPNI     SAILBOAROINO 
(TUS) 
■SPM    INSKM    BASEBALL 
(WED) 
(TWO MOVIE (MON. THU) 
11:S0 
■ SCRABBLE 
■ DOUBLE TALK 
■ INNOVATKIN (PRI) 
■ CAN YOU BE THINNER? 
(TUE, FRI) 
■ LOVE.     AMERICAN 
STYLE (MON. WEO. THU) 
■ SESAME SIRES I   IRI L? 
(MON. TUB. THU. PRO 
SSPN) SPORTSLOOK 
fTMO MOVIE (FRO 
•M0 ■ ••NEWS 
• MOOAY 
■ RYAN'S HOPE 
■ MAGIC OP OS. PAINT- 
StO (PP.11 
■ EDUCATIONAL PRO- 
ORAMMINO (MON-THUI 
f MISTER EO 
BEVERLY MLLSLLIES 
SSPN) AEROBICS 
mm MOM (TUS) 
12:10 
■ • U.S. OPEN TENNIS 
(FRI) 
• • YOUNG AND THE 
RESTLESS (MON-THUI 
■ SEARCH FOR TOMOR- 
ROW CJ 
(LOVING 
HATHA YOGA (PRII 
MOVIE 
I LOVE LUCY 
SNEAK PREVIEWS (FRI) 
ADAM SMITH'S MONSY 
WORLD (MON) 
iMOTORWHK (TUE) 
INNOVATION (WED) 
THIS OLD HOUSE (THU) 
■SPM) SURFING (PRI) 
(EBFNI     OUTDOOR     LIP! 
(MON-THUI 
(TMCI MOVIE (WED) 
MS 
• MOVIE 
• DAYS OP OUR LIVES 
• ALL MY CHKDRSN 
• CANYON CONSORT 
(FRO 
MONK ANO MINDV 
MYSTERY) (PRI) 
AMERICAN    MASTERS 
(MON) 
■ LIMA SQUARE FAIR 
IBS I (TUE) 
■ EVENING AT POPS 
(WED) 
• NATIONAL HIGH 
SCHOOL RODBO FINALS 
(THUI 
BSPM CPL FOOTBALL (PRI) 
■EPS) SURFING (MON. 
THU) 
BSPM)   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING (TUE I 
SEPHI BOWLING (WEDI 
imi 
I 
(TMO MOV* (MON. THU) 
, l:OS 
nuciMovaiENm 
taw 
■ ■   AS   THI    WORLD 
TURNS (MON-THUI 
• OSJJOAN S ISLAND 
SEPNI   TOP RANK   BOXING 
(MON) 
M0 ■ ANOTHER WORLD 
• ONE LWE TO LIVE 
• MOVIE IFRI) 
■ DUKES OP HAZZARD 
■ WHEN BAD THINGS 
HAPPEN TOGOOO PEOPLf 
(PRO 
« SCHEHERAZADE IMONI 
NOVA (WIDI 
BEPMI AUTO RACING (TUE. 
WIO) 
SEPNI WRESTUNO (THU) 
(TMO PS.M FEATURE (TUS) 
M0 
IB CAPITOL (MON-THUI 
ADOAMS FAMILY 
SUMMER'S END (TUEI 
(TMO MOVSI (TUS. WIO) 
1470 
■ ■ GUIDING LKIHT 
(MON-THU) 
• CANADIAN REFLEC- 
TIONS (WID-PHI) 
• CORONATION STREET 
(MON, TUS) 
i SANTA BARBARA 
GENERAL HOSPITAL 
EDUCATIONAL     PRO- 
GRAMMING (MON-THU) 
■ PUNTSTONES 
■ OUM1Y 
■ DO YOU HEAR THE 
RAIN? (PRII 
• YANKEE WOODLOT 
(MON-THU) 
ESPNI POWERBOAT RAC- 
ING (FRI) 
BSPM RUGBY (MON) 
(TMO   MOVSI   (MON.   THU. 
FRI) 
1:90 
■ • U.S. OPEN TENNIS 
CONTINUES (PRI) 
■ CANADIAN REFLEC- 
TIONS (MON. TUS) 
i DRIVE TO WIN (FRI) 
HEATHCUPP 
CHALLENGE    OF    THE 
aosoTS 
■ READING RAINBOW 
MO 
• DIVORCE COURT (MON- 
THU) 
• HOUSE CALLS 
■ LOVI BOAT (MON-THU) 
• DIVORCE COURT 
■ TRANSFORMERS 
• • SESAME STREET (R) 
■ THUNDERCATS Q 
• THUNDERCATS g (FRI) 
• SS.VIRHAWKS (MON- 
THU) 
SEPNI AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL     (MON.     TUI. 
THU, FRI) 
IIBPNI     AUTO     RACING 
(WIO) 
4:10 
■     PEOPLE!     COURT 
(MON-THUI 
IVIOEO HITS (PRI) 
ELEPHANT   SHOW   IR) 
(MON) 
«M ZAGS (R) (TUE) 
WONDERSTRUCK 
(WED) 
tSUPIRORAN (R) (THU) 
PEOPLE'S COURT 
■    HE-MAN    AND    MA 
TERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
jr-".K.g loi JOE 
(THC) MOVIE (TUE. WEO) 
MO 
) WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
I VIOEO HITS (MON-THU) 
I BENSON 
I MAUDE 
I G.I   JOE 
I MISTER ROGERS IRI 
IBCOOBYDOO 
I LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAIRIE 
EEPNI   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
INC. (FRI) 
(ESPN)     KARATS      IMON, 
WIO) 
■SPM    NFL    SUPERSTARS 
(TUI. THU) 
(THC)   MOVIE   (MON.   THU. 
FRI) 
1:10 
I WE.DKINOOOM 
I WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
IM*A*S*H 
I CAPTAIN KANGAROO 
IMONKEES 
I FORT MEKM (FRI) 
COMRADES     (MON- 
WED) 
■ TIME OUT (THUI 
SEPNI WORLD OP SPORTS 
(MON) 
IISFN)        SCHOLASTICS 
SPORTS AMERICA (TUEI 
(ESPN)     MORSE     RACINO 
WEEKLY (WEDI 
(EEPNI   TENNIS   MAGAZINE 
REPORTS (THU) 
FMOAY 
SEPTEMBER 18. IBM 
P€RFeCT r 
WILD. WH 
ANN ft 
EVENING 
BrOO 
NEWS 
MATCH 
>. ILD WOWLO OF 
IMALS 
11 DREAM OF JF ANNIE 
I DIFF'RENT STROKES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
0:30 
■ CBS NEWS 
■ NBC NEWS 
to ABC NEWS p 
CD S BUSINESS REPORT 
B BEWITCHED 
CD GOOO TIMES 
(ESPN)   FISHING   H1(r-*yiu of 
mo 1985 Arthur Smith K«*fl Tour- 
rvornotnt     from   Paom   BMCh.   Flo 
N 
7:00 
■ CBS NEWS 
Q WORLD STAGE 
W WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
• ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT Intarvtaw with Jason Ro 
barcto 
tNEWLYWEO GAME 
• MACNEIL / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
0   BEST   OF   SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
©HAPPY DAYS 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TMO    MOVIE    ***     The 
SBMIon    Slory       (1949)    JomM 
SioMport. JUTW A-V100 Tha IOM of 
• lag w ovarcoma by baoabal 
pisryar Monty Svanon. 
7:30 
m PM MAGAZINE DoObNi Al- 
ton   I   Forns   I    madcap   mc-MM 
MMBll Bartwd 
Q OEOROE B MLDRED 
m JEOPAROY 
9 TAXI 
• PM MAGAZINE A o/and- 
molha>   who IMChM math ond 
toann. ptoyt baakatbo* and runa 
an umpo'a'o con«: Oabc-a Alan 
do. i'l 
« BENNY H«U- 
THREE S COMPANY 
(ESPN) WRESTLING 
•:00 
O B TWILIGHT ZONE I »■■ 
■lorsia   ■ young coupt* pen MOMS 
■ typa o' Pandorao bos. ■ hitton- 
an fVom tha hitura Wim to 
IMS to otudy rVaardont Kanna- 
dy  In star so  (ft) 
O MOVIE *** "InaMla 
Mom 11980) John Savago. Oa- 
«*d Moiaa An Oakland batao 
dai a draam of t>acomang a pro 
bMkotbao ptawjr may coma tnia 
through 0 naw 'aguUr at tha b* 
9B BATURDAY MORNING 
CARTOON PREVIEW AMn 
Goao Bad. 10 School Alwn tha 
'Ospmunh changat o ochool cur- 
»culum so that tha atudanta can 
hava mora lun. *loo prawaon of 
rmm cartoona. oxdudtng ' Foofur" 
and'Lanr Tag Acadamy. 
to WINDS OF WAR Pam tafa 
Pug that aha 0 *» lova wmh ham; 
Rhoda and Koby apand a tomd 
roghi togatttar   m Pcvtugal. Nataf- 
■ and Byron or* mamad. Stara 
Rohan Mrtchum. Ah MacGraw. 
Pat* Gravaa and DOVMI OV*M 
(Pan 4 of 6) A) g 
O TOLEDO ZOO AM- 
PHITHEATRE BOTH ANNI- 
VERSARY 
0 MOVIE *** Stap Shot 
(1977) Paul Nnrnm. M«haal 
Onthaan Aflar a manor lioguo 
hockay to am dacidaa to apruca up 
ita imogo by (Haying daly. it anda 
up makng hockay hattory 
© MOVIE *** "Eaeapa 
From Tha Planat Of Tha Apaa" 
(19711 Roddy MeDowai Kan 
Huntw Ssmin aaaturaa wrtth a 
otarthng human mtaBpanoa amva 
m Loa AngatM whara thay oaata 
pvanoBB among humana who ba 
kava tha apaa w4 aconackry m*a 
tha world 
0 WASHINGTON WEEK IN 
REVIEW Cp 
MO 
0 TAKING IT HOME Rough- 
hawn Nsck McraHi (Scott Vatan 
Una) >aturm 10 tm Itakan roota tn 
ttM "Famay Tan" apaveff. Alao 
atari Hwachal Barnarcl and Ray 
Ma 
0 WALL STREET WEEK 
"Ara Wa Haacang for a Big Fair 
Guaai: Byron R Wlan managriu 
caractor of Morgan Staraay 4 Co. 
(ESPN) HARNESS RACING 
Braadwa down, from CotumOua 
Otao.ft.npat 
MM 
00 MOVIE *** Oaath- 
trap" (1982) MKhaal Cam. 
Chrrotophar Raava A play«pnght 
auffanng from writ or 0 Woe*, plan a 
to do away with a foatnar atudant 
of ha and placaanaa VM young 
man ■ promaang play. 
0 MIAMI VICE Cnaekan and 
Tubba Qoacouar thai drug lungpa. 
CBM "ri Ml > nftanai mi 
tha Eatand of fJarMni. In afarao. (R) 
0 DOCTOR WHO "Logopo 
■a" Tagan acodantaa> atLffnbkaa 
Into tha Twdka aa tha Doctor and 
Adnc ara propanng for a 0 to 
1
 tha Oy of I ogx: 
CSPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Baby Joa Huafcat wa. Barnard 
Taytor tar tha MAJV Faath 
arwaajht trrJa. aehackaoa for 12 
rounda from Laa Vagaa. iliva) 
fTMC)     MOV*     •*'•> PM 
vraa'S lg Advantura (1986) 
Paul llaubana. E iLiabath Daaay. To 
racovw fM ctawajhad bicycla. Paa- 
w«a liarman ambarka on an odya- 
aay that takaa him from San An- 
tonio to Burbank In afarao PG' 
O 
IOOO 
O NATrONAL / JOURNAL 
0 FAST COPY m aagmaraa 
from pntwaua "Faat Copy" aaa> 
tiato. adnoro from marjatrnaa kv 
cluding Good Houaakaaaang. 
Sporta faUalratad and Tana avto- 
duca faaturaa baaad on arbefaa 
that appaarad at that pubaca- 
tiona In iiarac 
tol CANADIAN BRASS 
0NEWS 
10:30 
0 BASEBALL Cincannati Rada 
at Loa AngatM Dodgara (Lrva) 
«HOGAN'S HEROES 
OOCTORWHO 
fTMCI MOVIE **     Tomboy 
119861   Bat ay RuaaaaV 
11:00 
800 NEWS 
SANFORD ANO SON 
11:30 
S0NEWS 
GOOO ROCK IN TONITE 
TONIGHT Guaat noat: B*v 
Cryatal Schadulad: aa>gar Chaka 
Khan, boamg promotar Con Katg. 
Lata Night muarc caractor Paul 
Shehar. actraaa Tan (Ian In afar- 
ao 
NIGH TUNE 
BUSINESS REPORT 
BENNY HftX 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
12:00 
■0TAXI 
0 LIFESTYLES Of THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS <R) 
8 COMEDY CLASSICS 
SNEAK PREVIEWS 
'CEPNI NFL GAME OF WEEK 
12:OB 
0 ROCK N ROLL EVE- 
NING NEWS IPrarnaara) Schad- 
taad: m -otutko parTOrmanta by 
Baknda Carlata Cyndl La^>a> In 
concart m Japan: ananiaw with 
Pata McCartnay: tha Srnrtha, a. a 
aasjmant ahowcaoa>g naw bands 
hrtBNrao 
12:20 
fTMC) MOVIE *** n    Wom- 
an In Lova    (19701 Gbmta Jack 
•on. Alan Bataa 
12:30 
O MOVIE   **H     Tha Land 
That Tana Forgot" (19751 Doug 
J McCka-a. Suaan Partnaagon. 
1 O MOVIE * ■ Caiman Of Par- 
•" (19481 Carl Eamond. AdaM 
Mn 
0 FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEOS 
"Crovnng Pfana" co-atara AJan 
Tha*a and Kak Camaran s-rtro 
duca wdaoa by Oaryl Hal 
( Oraambma I. Janai Jaokaon 
("VVnan I Tha* of Vou'l and Paul 
McCartnay ("Piau' ) In itarao 
0 COMEOY TONIGHT 
Guaatt Dr. Damanto Tayto. 
Nagron. UrxJa Floyd, flanny Bal 
RK* Avaaa. IRI 
The Elks Club 
Campbell Hill Rd. 
OUR DINING ROOM IS OPEN TO 
THE PUBLIC DAILY 
Monday thru Friday 11 a.m.-l :30 p.m. 
BANQUET CATERING & 
MEETING ROOMS AVAILABLE 
TO ACCOMMODATE 
YOUR EVERY NEED. 
Founders Days, Parents Days 
Awards Banquets 
We can help you plan these 
special events 
CALLUS AT 352-2149 
ETPTT 
906 Napoleon Rd. 
(at S. College) 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
43402 
vjou re 
iometni 
Sot 7 
MLfloia 
Hours: Moo. - Fri. 
Saturday 
8- 
8 
5:30 p.m. 
4:00 p.m. 
B.G's only full line Florist 
Complete line pots - soil - insecticides 
Vjtr,'rYA<-T 
The Arrangement 
181 (B)S. Main 
Bowling Green 
Darcy 
352-4101 
352-4143 
20% OFF 
one of the following 
with this ad 
haircuts, perms, 
manicures, 
cellophanes, |^pr   A  
_-j^P highlighting 
9-2646 
h.ii1   n ii. 
■r IVVE'RE COOKING MOW 
FRUGAL GOURMET Jey 
law* »n • "aung   dura. 
11:30 
I njrrr ■ OMAT AO- 
I WESTERN GAROE NER 
I I FOOFUR VIM A *>     SONGS 
MO 
J DATELINE ONTARIO 
AMERICA'S TOT TIN 
■ IdAOSLEINE COOKS 
»»'' ■»»    laopweouii   of   « 
m 
2.-O0 
{WRESTLING 
MO TIN TODAY 
VOU    WHITE    THE 
dale hdend dog  Bdaree • houa. 0    MOV*     ***H       Th. 
homhwnvaewr                             . Pafrtftad   FaraM"   ,lt36)   LM-B 
eel ALL-NEW IWOKS HoMAlMliOMi ■wmoaunnNO 
■ ■OOVWATCH 
0 THIS OLD HOiMC Chooa 
Mf fttnca. h»--*h-ifli and t» 
■mi     SPORTSCENTER P*"»Q 
SATURDAY (IMC)        MOVIf       **H 
N-ghrn***.     HMD 9«**«tMr 
vimium Sialan*. flulpr Haa* 
11:06 tftVO 
■ MOVIE *•    TN.o-d.ot • • COU-tQt   FOOTBAU. 
Ocean MM Pit   (1B7BI MB* Ohso SlMa M W«*-ngMn ll.val 
CBHW> Beaao CBHIB • PUTT1N* ON THf HITS 
# NASHVUJ BKVUNC ■ INDIAN LSOSNOS (R> 
■ HULK   HOOAN'S NOCK •MO 
H-     WRESTLING    ISnipn 0      SPOftTSWEEKf NO 
PtWlMMt AfliT»m*»T. world tfHB*- ■■»■.*■»    CvMdkm    T«n-t*M 
(-on M* HOfVt.   Xra.-«d  Dog. lowtnft.    kv-*   from   Toronto.   Si 
tow*   •»*»»   *««   «od   Mad L ag-i Sufcaa horaa mm ttapa* 
M-raWx  rf-« oo*-c «-p*o>T* fcom DowncwH*. (nghvtd: Sun- 
a» Ma aiata *ont wha Wtand Wtt» 
I LA2SR TAO ACADEMY 
nwf boy rmiM to it* piiiiM 
Irom th. world of rre fweare. 
• WE E K F N 0 SPE CIAL ' S-» 
imHmfmt "Capo o.s 
■ MCLAUOHLIN GROUP 
■ BOS UECKER'S WACKY 
womoon SPORTS 
« HO TEN TODAY 
OUS.T1NO 
■SPNI     NPVB     GREATEST 
MOMEHTI Th. IM4 NPUOE- 
kaw Moot Vthofcli Payee. IB! 
m*o   MOVIE   **V)      l<u 
To 111 » lleoTJIHoowdby 
Wooctev. Rota Trar* ■> Toronto: 
ABmrte Darby Imi rood. eve 
horn Unary 
•a. of Booton Rod Soa at Now 
York Yonkddo or Ondmod Bade 
at Loa Anuilii Dodge. (Leaf 
ft     COLLEGE      FOOTBALL 
MaSeSaa at Nod* Dame End. 
■ AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Faanaed: Joo Elf l"l Got My 
Hopoe Up Hadr." "MM"! Ene 
JeNwen   I o   aVaaol   Shore. 
Tin Fevdng You'l. In me W 
1:30 
■ MOV*    •*     Renter. 
III7II    Sem    Chew     tliWilt 
12:10 
(WONLMRSIRUCXIRI 
KIOOVIDCOIIdddonPr. 
M Uve drawn / HTMIHI 
a LITTLES 
Tom end Lucy Irtd. 
• > 
■ ■COLLEOC FOOTBALL 
New BteN dl lodrd SAel 
• V1CTOHY QAAOEN A re 
vew c. dw ««nds md Wior, 
OMi Canted! • tour hrwen. 
dnd    voting    MtdttueUond    for 
■ MOVIE *» Pdivntf. Pe 
on    HMolAramdM 
■•TNI   FLY   FISHING   WTTM 
JOE MUHUfAfU 
4:00 
■ MOV* ** Terror By 
MEM" 11946) SMd Rdthbona. 
NtgdIBrucd. 
a AMERICA'S FIRST 
SCMOO.: 360 YEARS AT 
SOSTON LATIN tr-4 pordM 
of Amencd • otdddt pubbc pchool 
dJdjdJEd SoMon Ltdll rot* n 
pubbc dduoaadn'a hMorv did did 
Antdncdrudtjon or dv* ody ■ vn- 
rmgrtnM tttrowoh ■HdlrtdWd wftfl 
prortvnont dkdnni ndudng L«on 
SBMI   TENNIS OVnalc Suvt 
WdrM      CoupMd     OtWIdlldrldMj. 
WMSIIW 
MO 
IMUSTAROACO 
IUREJUI ISM CMIOREN 
OF THE EIGHTIES 
■SMS PRO TEAM ROOK) 
(TMCI   MOVIE   ***   "Homo 
Prom   Th.   ME"   IIMOI   Robot 
IAAF GYM Pro Trddt Otottplnn 
*d> Irom Horn, nary (Taped) 
a      AMERICAN       SAND 
STAND mnini  Purrddtri Th. 
Ill l|l ddnot prog/On hOMOO 
oil Oh* CM dnood raj 36fh vov 
on   TV   -Oh  itvoKdl  oadld  Big 
Courory I Loo. A»or I 
■:O0 
■ AT THE   MOVIES SUvM- 
oo* Bja Pood RoJ 6VJ Hand db> 
CHM horror rnoood. 
•   STAR    SEARCH    IfJllltr 
Pnirnojr.1 Ed McMo'yao rolum. M 
hoot. MNM 
a INTERNATIONAL 
STARS ON ICC 
KSPH) rfORSE RACING Mol 
boro Cot,   to, J««l atdj up 
Thnrougntxod.      horn    ■■Intoiil 
Fork m Etmont. NY. Ojwol 
1:20 
0 THE MANY FACES OP 
SHERLOCK HOLMES Chnolo- 
pfo, Ldd hodo) tho docurnoitdry 
Odd BdSlBIBS fh. hMdory of OOEtor 
Sir Ardtur Conon Ooyoj't chdroe- 
Mv SrHrtdOh HobOM dvoonhlon 
ohoa and • vm to Soadond Yod. 
MO 
■ DREAM ON. USA. 
■MO 
SSBNEWS 
CSC NEWS 
TED    KNIOHT    SHOW 
Monroa id HarrrY oloooyor a cov- 
ar-oo m did death of Mr*. Son 
adnalndnd 
(STAR TREK 
ALL CREATURES GREAT 
AND SMALL 
■SPMI MAGIC YEARS IN 
SPORTS Prtdaad Forme NBA 
IWiodil.wa.nei 
S:M 
• THIS WEEK IN PARLIA- 
MENT 
S WHEEL OP FORTUNE 
NSC NEWS 
MOVIE     ••     "Shdrtodk 
Hoeno. And The Secret VVeapon 
119421    Baad    Fordioone.    Mgal 
Bruoa    Altar   Pilllam.   MordrTy 
kidnape    en    ayvardjor.    Ikene. 
atepe h to bnng hen to aetkd 
■ CHECK IT OUT! The am- 
pkryoaa loa. thee parkmg prnn 
BMbie aRar leeward compMen. to 
M.. Cobb about the wok of cue 
torywr ponung. IB) 
(ESPN)       SCHOLASTICS 
SPORTS AMERICA 
(TMCI PB.M FEATURE 
wood - proBjoore. daectara. ac- 
to,, egertta end orher ahow bodr- 
naaa peoooj owcuaa the* work. 
N 
■ SANFORO AND SON 
■SPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Taadd ABM at   Lomiartd   Staw 
IM 
BOO 
■ a MCLBA Mdaka and So- 
7tOO 
(MUrPCTS 
I REAL FISHING 
HCE HAW Omni: Lvattt 
LyfYn.   HidWt   -n   ttw   Shy.   Don 
MolW   («) 
0 MUPFET8 &M: Jm N. 
bat 
• SOttO OOLO fsanon 
^•rr-wtjl Ho«- Manty" McCoo 
StiSidt.T)»a* Jmrn Ingram. B*v> 
oo Ctvta* Julm lor>non Carl 
Anoaraon ft (Moral Lorave. Poio- 
Caan. Satw-*""oN T ftom to U 
Wan"). Naar rVft-Jva: muac ■• 
portar Nna llac**vood. vxmdm 
f-Vtann Hal. (n Maroo 
«rr» A LIVI NO 
WHAT'S    HAPPfNINQ 
NOW1I 
• EVENING AT POPS CaM 
Ve-Vo Ma'a p«lwmania (rtcfcadM 
■traa*v'a liabialrtMd," Th. 
SaM^" from Claw Saana" r.a-n. 
Ml of Via Aiwnato ■»■) ascarptt 
Iran Havon • Corvoarw m C Major 
tar Cato and OrOmmn. In narao 
« 
mm*) COU.EQE FOOTBALL 
fTMO MOVIE #*■- OdH" 
(i960! Gary Coopar. Hutu 
rVotnan. Upon flrvtang hit homa 
■nd propany diavoyad. an •*!>- 
bittarad am-Confaoaraia offloar 
■o-i i srv-nogo on tftoaa r oaponoi 
Ha. 
7:30 
I • SMALL WONDER 
DON CHERRY'S GRAFE- 
VhNE Gwaat; Swi Ftactaw. 
• HOLLYWOOO CLOSED* 
*t**U*t a rypc* day M Hoty- 
WnoV<s »-»• 16-yaar fe0r-achool 
rauraon ___. 
9 BASEBAU. Moot.aai f-pca 
aiS( lOLrtCa(trvM(l<v*l 
• PACTS OF LIFE Nataai and 
Toooo Ham tfiot auarimani Ma 
«n'l m* thay ihoughi rt would ba 
In atarao IS) Q 
m WINDS OF WAR Oamvan 
ai**f-«tnaa baar dowm on Pugi 
orap w h« altampta to aacori a 
naval WatamWaMM to Erv^nd; Na> 
taaa'a eouaai protfLteoa phMo- 
grapfia of tfra rtaii itaugfitw o> 
tna Jaanv Stw* r-Uban Mrtefovvn 
At MacGraar. Patar Qrwraa and 
OavMlOvaaa (Part ft o» 6) «. Q 
(fj      MOViE      *** Wruto 
Haai" M»4« Jamaa Cagnay. W- 
gaaaMaye A NMl Uaar turm 
out to hawa an 0*H*M MM-SSJi 
« AMERICAN OCAM 
MOW *** Shoot Tha 
Moon*' I1M2) AJbart Ftravay. Di- 
ana Kaaten Tha coftapii of an 
latppar mirMa cam coupM ■ m«- 
naga and its affact on tha* taw 
dau*ilar» 
0 GLYNOE BOURNE OP- 
ERA FESTIVAL 
MO 
9 0 MOVIE **** "Rag- 
n*0 ftui HBaOl rVobori Da N«o 
Cathy Monarty Oacar artrintrig 
ponraM of Via caraar of tarmar 
miaoliiiiiefii boung olvarnp Jofeo 
La Mono aihoaa paraonal Ua wm 
aa nrtxifant and controiorn^ aa 
tm Ma mvda tha nng 
0 227 Carvm aa.atopo a omah 
on vamp»ah Sandra in atarao. (R) 
S:00 
SB GOLDEN OMLS Dorothy a 
olraMl to ha«a awgary on har m- 
BLtrad taot In atarao. (Rt 
• MOVIE ***\» Aftthora 
Aa>««oh' n SUB) Gana Kafty. 
Ftank Snatra T<*o aaiora anioy 
it*, laava in ^amoroua Hoty- 
svood 
• OLYNDESOORNE OP- 
ERA FESTIVAL 
tTMCl MOVIE ** St-c* 
(19841 Bet rWyraada. Candksa 
Bargan. An aa-con'a attampt to 
avanga hat pnaon buddy'a rmadv 
trfEja "WTI lacot-lo-laca e-rtth Flori- 
da mobatara. In atarao. 1 Q 
MO 
01 EASY STREET (Piamaaral 
ComaoV A tantw la* Vagao 
ahowowi tnhants a tartuna and 
ca«o upon bar atdarly. oaaatuta 
unda iJact Elam) and Na baat 
fnand (Laa Waawart to laava that 
run doai-n ratramant homa to 
oh«* bar «*aat>h and manaion. In 
atarao. 
10.00 
OS MISS AMERICA 
PAGEANT Hoot Gary CoSna 
loina Miaa Amarita 19S6 Suowi 
AJUnaa oha aowna har auccaaaor 
■n tha 33rd annual oaramoraaa. 
fcva Irom Cotvvw>i»o«( Hal <n Aoan- 
oc City. N. J In atarao. Q 
aa) .JACK V*WU IMPE PR€- 
SENTS: THf OCCULT 
WORLD 
lOSO 
0 MOVIE   ***    -oh Sav- 
ra" IIS41) Hvmptvay ftogvl. Ida 
iL*-no A gangMv, on *m run 
Irom poaoo at tha Cafttarraa 
mount aaia. nrvda •>• ahvioiVamaM 
with two -orrw W t-o IM uodo- 
«g. 
11:00 
§0NCWS 
NATIONAL Q 
MTV   TOP   20   VtOfiO 
COUNTDOWN 
tSTOS 
NASHVILLE SKYLINE 
(EiPH) COLLEGE FOOTSALL 
REPORT 
IIMC) MOVIE **H 
N^Tiha-tn H9B1I Sylvaatar 
Staaona. Rutgar Hautr. Ttm) 
lough indarc-ovar OOpa ant aa 
a>onad to a apacal taak lerca 
•vdung a dangaroua -ltorr-tiwnal 
tarTonai ihrouohoui Haw Yari 
CAY. H* 
Hill 
ONEWS 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
IlkOO 
OS MOVIE ** flih>o« 
(19351 Spanoar Tracy, Jaan Har- 
kwr. A puff haharman * tarcad to 
arortt alongarfa an aqutBy tough 
yo»*r>Q lady tn a haia lactory. 
• MOVIE ** TwTorOnTha 
40th Floor (1978) John for- 
aytha. Anjanana Comar. Savan 
paopsa ara oappad on tha top 
•toor of • burnarg aAytorapar. 
(ROOKY AND FRIENDS 
MOVIE ** Tha Con- 
«tarar" (1BS6) John Way* Su- 
aan Haywrard. A ntighty Mongol 
■otrrtor kidnapa tha dauflMar of a 
powarrul Tartar lung and MUM 
control of hra ampaa. 
%H AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Faaturad: tha hVtty Grrny Drn 
Band ('Mr Soian^aa." "Shot 
Ful of Lovol; a aibuta to 
aoniTMntar Stava GoooVnan ('City 
of Now Orlaana I M atarao. IB) 
11:BB 
0 MOVIE ** Mataatara 
Ara LOOM' (19781 Tom Skarrrtt 
Stava Forroat. Two rsviga bgart 
tarrorta tha MilM of 0 amai 
national foraat cornmurirty. 
SLINDAV 
SEPTEMBER 20. ISEW 
dMTVOe.0. 
MORNING 
10:30 
(NORTHCOAST 
MOVIE **»    GelChnadd 
Lowal     H974I   Twaaa  Grewa. 
Harry Gudrdno. 
■ CHRISTIAN   LIFESTYLE 
MAGAZINE 
(PINK PANTHER 
LORNE GREENE'S NEW 
WILDERNESS 
• PRESENTE 
(ESPN)     SPORTSCENTER: 
THE WEEK IN SPORTS 
I llOO 
(CORONATION STREET 
WORSHIP   FOR   SHUT- 
INS 
I HERE'S LUCY 
NATIONAL QEOORAPH- ■ 
■ GREATEST   AMERICAN 
HERO 
I WRESTLING 
TONY BROWNS JOUR- 
NAL 
I IBM 
SPACE THE NATION 
SUNDAY MASS 
THIS WEEK WITH DA- 
VVD BRINKLEY qj 
■ MARKET TO MARKET 
IEEPNI      SPORTSCENTER: 
NPLGAMEDAY 
CTIdCI MOVIE *** VI   Tlddd 
VVomen"   IISI7I   Sa 
Mat Dow* 
1I:00 
■ SPnDRTSCENTER S TO- 
DAY 
■ MEETING PLACE Arch- 
tnenoo J A Ftoord. oRVwow at 
earvaoae from dw Roman Cornokc 
BdOace of Noire Dome at Ottawa 
IRI 
■ EARLE BRUCE 
■ MEET THE PRESS 
■ TATUM LEOACY 
■ MOVIE ''Ordool'a Stanrnar 
Flaonon" IISBSI Caryn Riohrnen. 
DeenSuaar 
9 FAME Jeeae and ■ rww ov • 
ma teeoher hght over loMla. Tor- 
rartoa: Roori Thornea. In atarao 
(HI 
■ NOVA Elton, to hght a 
etaph ap-Jarro: at Aoanaka'e Roy- 
al Moloourne Hoeprtot ahjevdta 
Una look « how a del old at ,aea- 
tant   lo   antahooce   are   caodatg 
■ GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES "Boiiaedli: Conductor. 
Sdfolal B Toaolwt" Ldorwrd Barn- 
rt— ■ udema al dlrdd arddd are 
owparyed ae ha oonducte tha V, 
anna Pldldiiiioioc. ploya a Moaart 
«al oonvnurafy. (R) Q 
12:90 
0 0 NFL TODAY Hoawd by 
0 NFL 'SB Hoawd by NBC • 
Bob Coated. 
I PORTRAITS 
ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLD 
KSPM NFL GAME OF WEEK 
1:00 
• NFL FOOTBALL FtalaoW- 
phw Eagjee at Chicago Sddra 
(Lee) 
O HYMN SING lOMawtal m- 
dod. Oh a Una) To* With Jo 
oud": Let Ua Freed tha Lord" 
and ' low* a» Our Hornad." (Rl 
• NFL FOOTBALL Dane. 
Cowboya at Dotrori Llone (Live) 
• NFL FOOTSALL Raojonal 
oowyaga of COveland Browne al 
Hooalon Odara. Loa Angewa lied 
e. al WaarYrtgnn Fwdaklna. Hoi 
lak, Be. at C«annat, Bengal, or 
San Owgo Chargara at Now York 
Game. Uaw 
S COMMUNITY CLOSEUP 
•     WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW 9 
■ MOVIE ** » "Fkgttt From 
Aereya"    IIBS4I    Yd    Bryraw. 
rt*Lhaf O VnaowTodtnl* 
■EPNI TENNIS Otyrtyptc Stale 
World Counter Cnet»or»h«, Fi- 
nal. Irom Hdton Head. S C. SJyel 
1:30 
O VOYAGE OF THE THOM- 
AS CROSBY 
I TO SE ANNOUNCED 
■ WALL STREET WEEK 
"Ate we ItaaUng for a Bag Fall 
Guaat: Byron H   Wen   metong 
oYettor Of Morgan Stanwy B Co 
• MOV* **H "Dart Paa- 
aage" I1B47) Htaitphrey Bogan. 
Lauren Becal. 
• MOVIE »»'i Meat 
Seaoh Forty" I1BS4I FranUd 
Avdon. Ann.it. Injraoelo. 
dddd lor   young I 
alereo IRI 
(TMCI    MOVIE   ***    The 
Soanon   Story     I1S4BI   Jarhdd 
Saa.an, Ad»A»ydon. 
MO 
•J MUSK OP MAN Prolaea 
of dw leaddra df a mwaeal toveaa- 
oon that luBowdd dw fkol world 
War nWong AmoU Fraru wahaf 
Softoanborg. Edged Vareee and 
Aaron Copland (HI 
MO 
• COUSTEAU'S REDISCO- 
VERY OP THE WORLD In 
Cube. Cooalaoi eerdnyoe an e 
mored Spanwh onaaar auhk by dw 
US Navy dwtns dw BpaNah- 
Arrwnoan War: vaMa dw Ouart- 
tenamo Bay us naval bee. and 
let. omtt rhnrdrdam Foad Coaao 
on anvtronrrwrdal 
■ MOVTE ***M "DM M 
For Murder" (IBM) Ray Meaand. 
Qrooa Ht 
CSPNI EQUESTRIAN World 
Vaurttng Owrnpionatvoa Irom 
MB Swaaarldhd. aaaad) 
MO 
• CFL FOOTBALL Hanvtlon 
Thear-Ceta el Seeketchewen 
Pwughndara Lnwl 
• SEEINO RED: STORIES 
OP AMERICAN COMMU- 
NISTS Nomedrwd for on Afiada- 
mV Award, the 1983 tluwrtante- 
ry proflwa 16 rank-end-dl. 
inwiewra o( dw American Com- 
muraet Panv durvrg dw '30a and 
«0e. atokjoVig Faea Saagar and 
Dorothy leeaay. who rovoM lor 
oresraaoon. urwn^ryoytnent and 
aooal aacurrty banafHa, an eadtt- 
hou, workday and end ngtrta 
4:00 
• • NFL FOOTSALL San 
Ftanoaco 4Bera al Loa Ai Bill! 
RamaLhwl 
IWALTONS 
STAR   SEARCH   (SoBBOn 
Prenvare) Ed McMahon reojma aa 
hoot malaroo. 
• MOVIE •*• "Captain 
Stood" (19361 Errot Fh™ One 
da lla.Sand. 
■ MOVTE are) H The Fwtum 
Of Manna Smart I1SB0I Don 
Adorn.. Sytvw nratel 
MPNI FISHIN' HOLE 
(Ttta   MOVTE   ***   "Al 01 
Ma"   I1SS4I Steve   Mayan. Lay 
Toman. 
MO 
(CAN YOU SE THINNER! 
■ LIFESTYLES OP THE 
RICM AND FAMOUS Haw 
York nightclub and howl owear 
Seava Bubal: Spaai'e Coat, da 
Sol: Abby Daiton tour. Coata 
RKa: actor Ed aagwy J). ("St. 
Ehwwtwr.   I   IRI 
■ FIRING LINE   Guaat   NPR 
rwwe arwayat Daaaal Edtorr. 
ESPN) AUTO RACING Formo 
Id One Grand P„. of Italy   Bam 
Mom. IRI 
MM 
■ MUSIC CITY U.S.A. 
(TMCI    MOVTE    *•*    The 
MeendVont Dope" IIS41I Haf»v 
Fonda. Lynn Ban. 
i 
131 W. WOOSTER 
PH. 352-626-1 0fe 
FUL CLEARACE SUE 
Every Bike in Stock 
at HU6E savings! 
Layaway till 
Christmas!! 
,rjfrliiuirrIuiuBr 
# 
RRST EDITION HAIR DESIGN AND TANNING STUDIC 
"OUR BOWLING GREEN STYLING ALTERNATIVE 
Large Roses 
Many Colors 
*7 a doza 
Cash & Carry 
428 East Wooster Street 
Store Front On Woosier 353*1045 
434 E. WOOSTER (ABOVE DAIRY QUEEN. 
S3 00 OFF WITH THiS AD 
 irca 
I ■ MOVK ••• 'Wllaa 
car   iisst) jp—i H» 
Dan*)   Manon CdaV   An op-. 
(of STAR TREK 
UMHUWOU or 
JACQUES COUSTEAU 
MO 
■ SOanON IWWI Tan and 
jUMIIAi.nllU Wbrllr 
Ba, II   Eoarard art*** 
TbamaofabaSyiiiiii'ibajiia 
Intaiaaahmg atock ol a cacaa but 
an* ap a aa> aa •» nMi arty 
LOT M -mam and M Baan- 
«*. -tmrntrntmcf 
• wm  or  WAD  Pan 
laaHtif hat Iowa for Pua> amo 
C«W» 
|«o nmurmiim 
nrartt aon and Aaron hnady And a 
way aat of nan, tan Robart 
Mnchunt. A* MocOraw and Victo- 
ria Taananl. (Pan • a) it Ml Q 
tWONOn VVOMAN 
VOU WRITE THE 
■OtIOi A ana** oumpalJUon 
4 OUR MOU« Oaaal oaradaa 
■ go ado rha Garb-paMIno bua- 
naaa. at aaaio. 
■ OfBNE Y SU N DA Y MOV 
■ "Hr. aoogaov Mawaaya of a 
praencal   a»a playta) famiy ara 
afljnnaO    IO   anaTjm    Irian    ITPBW    fa>*W 
rvxjM may to hiwid. lava 
Jofvi AMtn and rteftard MM. 
ng 
• JEM 
W FAME Laroy facaa a 
MMi •»*•**• artian ha caraa 
h» Ma I i-aar o*d nan who ar- 
rfcraa wnaapaciacty at Ma tow in 
atarao..-.. 
• VVONDCRVaOUCS ' How 
10 to a rartaat Paraon at JKM 
Una Daya" A aarnady about 
MOo CnrnpJay. ■ afcaaay I 2-yaar- 
o*o toy who anrato Hi • araah 
oovaa on now to booofno a oar 
facr. poraon. Stars Martraona Ga»- 
90W. Waiaca Ihawn. Lamy Von 
OoMan and ton   Vmthtatmm 
no 
■WPW ■fOWTaKlNTI 
fTUO MOV* *** "Co-rv 
■V (1N4) Jaaatoa lanoa. Sam 
aura of tor tarn, an Iowa waman 
atrutttoa to IwU on to tor land 
7:3 
tmm Conaaaaaa John aaareh far a 
will ■*■>!! awartat-tttq 
9   FTV Muaktal   *vaa<:   Laura 
fcanajfi ("I Pound lanwowa".. 
m 
MOMENTS laajar^ 0* tha F* 
MO 
• • MOV* Tha Loot BSM 
Of Pnw" (fronton, Qaarto C. 
•con. Eva Man* SUM. Dam. *w 
hnal into of Mt aaa. Qm. 
Qaart* S. Paw a i 
• •»! 
■rtorto1M7.«U 
• MOVlf ***H Dundjo' 
i. Jotonf hoat 
■an Varaan <a guaat Donna Sum- 
mar kiaajroo 
• CVtNINQ AT POPS 
lliftTiOfhu metuda a Haydn Nn- 
pat oanoano a-r Wynton Maraato. 
Swan Vaufton'a inawprotaoono 
of "Sodv and SouT' and "Sand m 
tha Ctowna.'' and a wjrntwwd 
partormanca by tha Gummy 
Award wtnnawj avnpat ptayw 
and tha jaaz aatgar of "Sapiambar 
Song" and 'Autumn Laatoa " In 
atarao (Hi 
«PN) SOOYBUa-DING Mr. 
and Ma. Arnanca Champtonahtp 
from Paaadano. C*M |R| 
MO 
• MOVW ***'■• "Top Hat' 
(I93B) Frad Aataaa. Gingar Hog- 
ara. A man haa iroubla with raa 
prlhwnd bacouao aha thtnfca to'a 
maniad to har boat fnand. 
• PUTTIN ON THE HITS 
(Up aynoad   EMa   Proaan/'a   "A 
Fool Such Aa I." Saava Martina 
"Kms Tut" and Cab Cakowav'a 
Mjnna tha Moochar " W 
MO 
fj FIETUPIN Of SHERLOCK 
HOLMES Mora dian a tody'a 
honoui ■ at atato whan an rMian 
tSaBSSI and tha oaatTucaan of 
an buata of Napoiaan bocoma 
•ntwind Q 
0   CANNED   FILM   FESTI- 
VAL   Spoofa 
with   adtod 
wood'a worat mowaa. faaturad 
Irw Star* f>aopw   11903) 
0    WHAT'S    HAPPENING 
NOW!   Nadna   and   Ha,   tafca 
Mmporary   charga   of  a 
orphan (Judy Paoal and I 
aidar nialung 
fnwntor of tha famay   (PI 
• MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATPaE "VMnaaon ChurehS: Tha 
VWdamaaa Vaara    ChureM haa 
a of brftary and i 
Partonwnt. ifart 4 of I) (P.) g 
ESPH1 •OMNQ Mart Brafand 
v« FWgo- MOW tn • -WMrwwgM 
bout and Twal Bajga va. Puroal 
Oovta In a haavywwght bout, both 
achoeuMfor lOrounda. from At 
toaac CMy. N J EM) 
fTlia MOVK *#*H -ThTae 
Woman" (1S77) Sway Baanak. 
Stotoy Dwvai Two tStaaaSESfJIi 
young   nuraMg   rtoma 
SaOO 
• TALES MOM THE 
D AUK SIDE A mtoontoaaa 
taahna aha bruiaay murdarad har 
antyparaon whobatavaa har. (hi 
10:00 
ICSCNEWSg 
TVS SLOOPEPS AND 
PPACT-CAL JOKES Pop atar 
Lannon and "Toraght 
■how" hoot Johnny Canton ara 
pracacat-rato weoma. (PI 
(WASHINGTON P€POP.T 
INTERNATIONAL 
STARS ON ICE World champ. 
ana Soon HarnMon and EWna 
Zayafc. and 1SS2 raMonal pan 
charnptono Kitty and Patar Car- 
ruthara |ra faoturad ■> daa annual 
fkgura SsEfcS) anhtobon 
10:90 
(VENTURE 
TALES FROM THE 
DARK SIDE A mAonatraaa 
daana rita brutaRy murdarad tor 
boyfnand - and har oowaai'a tha 
only paraon who totowaa tar. CI 
SJ KENNETH COPCLAND 
lOSO 
BfjMOVrE** Cam And Ma- 
taT 1193*. dark GaO*a Manon 
Dawaa A priwhafajar and a 
ahowgrl daah ovar a pubfcrly 
atunt 
11:00 
NEWS 
ANNOUNCED 
AND COSTEL- 
LO 
SJ AMERICAN MASTERS 
"Unknown Chaphn - My Happwat 
Vaara. Pan I of III' SaMom-aaan 
outtafcaa from Charto Chaphn'a 
•art, caraar duafata thai looh at 
rha comadwn'a work tor tha Mu- 
tual Fam Company Jamaa Maaon 
nanataa g 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
IllOO 
(TMO MOVIE **** Fathar 
Of ^m Brtda' M9S0I Spanoar 
Tracy. Eaatoatfi Taylor A fadtar 
aapanancaa al of tha (ova and 
taadachaa anwolvad wah tha prap- 
araoona   tor   hw   oau<pnar'a   up- 
 
TOM MI 
A»»OTT 
11:30 
• VOU WHITE THE 
SONQ6 A waakly oanpaufaai 
muaic aon uo-and. 
comaig longvantani Joaang hoat 
■on Voraan m ouaol Oonna Sunv 
naa. aiaaaaa. 
■ MOVIE »• 'Honar Tank 
fiaaaay HMD Mam Da- 
ana. EavanV 0 AngaW   Though 
■  by a naa. aupartagh 
way. a anal Flo-oa loam man- 
aooa 10 alwacl a mooay oDaacDon 
o) vavaara *ho afaal ta> Inara by 
■ ENTl"TAIMM€NT THIS 
WCEK An cnarvajo * aaj M 
■ MCMtOAN    FOOTBALL 
REPVAV 
■ FOB MY none 
11:M 
0 MOVIE ** H "A KAY bl 
lavy Comar" (19 lb) *abafc Ma- 
tao. Joanna Ponat. A noaad ortnv 
aial ua»itiu*ua10l ana— ttvaa 
payohototv Waaaial a) hM homa 
a. <■ aW oounbyoMa. 
12:00 
• «TBfET»     Of     IAN 
ntAMoaco 
• 7O0CLU* 
■arN)     NFL 8     OHEATEST 
MOMENT* bat Evor Ouarw- 
UOMMV 
I 21. 18*! 
Cajwaa-iaaatv oaaaa 
EVE WHO 
MO (•■•NEW* 
PM MAGAZINE An anor- 
nay who proaKIa daj aauaaa ef 
■ad cot 
pma 
/    LEHRER 
day <- 
S^ 
■ MACNEa. 
NEWfHOUK 
■ ■OIFF RENTS-mOKES 
lEimi aroRTaiooK 
MO 
1CS8NEWS 
NEC NEW* 
AKHEWSg 
OIMME A aAEAKI 
FACTS OF LIFE 
• USINESS REPORT 
Ka*NI     FISHING       JOHN 
POX'S   OUTDOOR   ADVEN- 
TURES 
(TUCI MOVK ** » Tha A/- 
rangjamant IIHI] Krh Oouglaa. 
'na DunaafOy. An ocKailaaim M- 
acuma aaarohaa for maanmg at a 
Ma dial nama marahr a aanaa of 
amply'COM   R 
7:00 
I CBS NEWS 
ONLY WHEN I LAUGH 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT (niarwaaa nth Mafcown- 
Jamai    Warnor    I 'Tha    Cooby 
Show"! 
NEWLVWED GAME 
WONDERFUL WORLD 
OF DISNEY 
S TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT Hanry Puan a Two dauob- 
tati find rhaa farnar ntipfiaarl to 
thar Ktoa of movaig mto laa 
downataal apartmont 
IM-A-S-M 
MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CEta>NI SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
■ PM MAGAZINE An alto. 
nay atho protacta fha aatataa of 
linillll ciolabiibai: oMoar Dav 
Ua: a laanton ilmiaiai wmo apa- 
eaaaaa at gold cfochno. for tha 
bada 
• AIRWAVES Zoa a <a«n- 
porad for tna rfianajoa ai hat ok) 
boyfnand athan ha nnmaa boot 
for tha aialnrl. (ft) 
■ JEOfARDY 
■ TAXI 
■ DATINQQAME 
■ OtT SMART 
■ THREE S COMPANY 
MPM    NFL     FILMS    PRE- 
SENTS 
MO 
• • SCARECROW AND 
MRS. KING Laa and Aaramla 
thwart afrorta to a>t<act Ms Sal 
ton (torn rmrrm gDwammant ttwn- 
ployiai at a rrunang homo. I" I 
C9 CHAMPIONS. PART II 
'Ti^ltanga of Powar" Tha oppoa- 
mg atoiuaa of Ptarra Trudaou and 
Sana Lauaagua. and tha awanta 
occurring bafwaan 87 through 
7S. ara anamawd. ff I 
• SOS HOPE SPECIAL 
■Bob Hopa Urnpoona Via Now 
TV Saana" Oaorga ■umo. Ann J*- 
ton. Danny Thomaa and Morgan 
iha comadwn tor a 
Baal at TV • naw aaa- 
SJ MACGYVER MaoGyvw and 
a young computar arhtr attampt 
to avw t a rMbtary cataawopha IP) 
SS WONDERWORKS "How 
to to a Parfoct Paraan n Juat 
Thraa Oaya" A comady tmWut 
Mto Cratspary. a ctonay 12-yaar- 
otd boy who anrato at a oraoh 
oouraa on how to tocoma a par- 
fact paraon. Stara Itomiona Gvv- 
go-d. Watoea Shawn. Lanny Von 
yOTwaKl       and     O^n      rf)tn«aa^aaaraWT*rtiTa 
iOUNSMOKE 
MOVIE #*** "Patton 
(19701 Oaorga C. Scott. Karl Mat- 
dan. Tha caraar of World Wat H 
ganaral Gaorga S. Patton m aacad 
through rha North African Staton 
aa rua ■■aaaaSI wah othar ofh- 
cara 
SJ ANCIENT LIVES Moat 
John Rornar .nvoducaa dta an 
want Egyptian Mtoga of Oaa El 
Madtna and aaamnaa tha daay Ida 
of tha oaftaman who mada tha 
■oval lomba m tha Vatoy of tha 
Katga (Rig 
CCSPNI MAGIC YEARS IN 
SPORTS Faaturad Haavywaighi 
bonw Joa Loua) M 193* 
8:30 
(ESPN) NFL MONDAY 
NIGHT MATCHUP A pravw- 
of tonight a gama ba-Twaan tha 
Danvw Broncoa and Pmoburgh 
BarSaM 
9:O0 
O 0 KATE   S   ALLIE Kata 
oonvincaa AJto mat aha ahoutd at 
land tha* 20-yoar Ngh-achoo. ra- 
umon IP) 
« HERITAGE THEATRE 
L.A. LAW LPramwra) Cnma 
drama focuawg on tha awaa of an 
amtMhoua group of lawyara at a 
promnant Loa Anga-aa law tm 
Tor-jght attomay Mchaal Kunk 
dafanda a ctont who 'apod a tar- 
rtwaahj ■" woman Stara Harry 
Harton. JS Eaancwry and Poch- 
ard Oyaart. HI atarao. 
SJ NFL FOOTBALL Dartvar 
Sroncoa at Prttaburgh Staalara 
IMtQ 
tCOUSTEAU OOYSSEY 
MOVIE    **H      Vldao- 
droma"   I1SS3)   Jamaa   Wooda. 
Oabarah Harry   A co-ownw of a 
Toronto UHF ataaion that apaoal- 
ina    m    adult    antartainmani 
aaareh aa for tha paopht l*aha*d a 
buana aataMa broadcaat 
SJ    FRAGILE    ART:    MID- 
WESTERN     HISTORY     Of 
OJLASSMAKINQ 
fESPHI VOLLEYBALL ****** 
UBS. 
h, NY. (Tapaol 
(TMC1 MOV* ***H Wom- 
an In low (1970) QNnda Jack- 
aon. Alan Boaaa Saaad on tna 
novaf by D.H. Lawranca. Tha ro- 
mantc aftan of two aaparata 
ctM>laa *»n»t. tha notion of » 
lama-ang a— and haw batwaan a 
man and a woman. In atarao   h 
S:SO 
SJ SJ NEWHART Mr. Vandar- 
aaton aafca Mlchaaf to aajn a pra- 
nupt-a agraamant In caaa ha da- 
odaa to marry Stapharaa. (R) g 
rffj WAYNE AND SHU STEP 
tOattO 
SJ   SJ   CAGNCY   A   LACEY 
Cagnay   and Laoay try to track 
downacopktor Wig 
SJ NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
m • STORY OF ENGLISH 
■Pramaara) in tha hrat apaiotta of 
ttaa look at ata raatory of tha Eng- 
lish languaga. hoot Robart 
MacNai ■BBBaaaB aha raaaona ha 
aa wondw*da waama-anoa. 
■SPN) AMfRkCA'S CUP: 
CHALLENGE DOWN UN- 
DER 
11:00 
■ ••••NEWS 
• DARK SHADOWS 
• TWILIGHT ZONE 
• ALIVE FROM OFF CEN 
TER A parfwrnanca by raama a«g 
gto-aajaanat Mwhaal Moachan; 
rVawyAci«x> a ■naaal TV pro- 
aaaSSS prof-ang choaograprwa 
danoara B* T. Jonaa and Am-a 
lEaB. 
ESPM SURFER MAGAZINE 
IllOO 
I TAXI 
MOVlf   **Vj    'Tarror In 
Tha Waa Muaaum ' (1B73) Ray 
tatonrj. Elaa Lanchaatar A young 
woman acta aa tort to trap a kdar 
.vho haka a* tho atodowa of a 
taahtouon 
fUM. P.I. (R) 
1ST OF CARSON From 
Juna   IMS   atngw   Tom Jonaa. 
muBKal group tha Gala Rock Oub 
and acaaaa italaana KM pan hoat 
Johnny Caraon In atarao. (R) 
(BUSINESS REPORT 
MOVIE ** -Tha Con- 
guaror" |1*M| John Wayna. Su- 
aan Hayward A rraghty Mongol 
wwnor kafnapa tha oaughtw of ■ 
poworhd Tartar lung and aauaa 
control of h>a arnpaa 
« THE JUDGE 
MASTERPIECE     THE- 
ATRE ' Tha Jawaf m tha Crown 
Tanann    batwaan    Haidua    and 
Moolama hatghtana on tha ava of 
I • SUSti IESS REPORT 
• MA 
• Sft 
carryatg Parron. Sarah and Swan 
a) aruotad: rha fafa of Han Kianar 
nanaata a mvatory. IPan 14 of 
14IQ 
■SPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMCI MOVIE *• "DaodV 
Fttroa" I19B3I VAnga Hauaar. 
Jovoa lugali A format cop aata 
oat 10 tmd tha paychepaah atho 
catvad a latu X on a aronan'a 
fdratiaad. 'P.' 
12:00 
ajKOJAK 
■ NEWS 
• COMEDY CLASSICS 
OMTMI    NFL     YEARBOOK. 
1 MB CHICAGO BEARS 
(arafimivMtt. 
EVENING 
MO 
(■■■NEWS 
PM   MAGAZINE   Sronaon 
Paicnof    and    Mork4Jnn    Bafcar 
("Parloei  Sbarajora I:  a  yoan 
•    MACNEIL    /    LEMRER 
NEWSHOUR 
■ • CHFF RENT STROKES 
LEHRER 
V ■ FACTS OF LIFE 
«SP« OUTDOOR LIFE 
7:00 
(CBS NEWS 
GZOWSKI B CO. A laantao 
loaaaatg   capa   from   atoanaaara 
oorahctadaartardai n (ft) 
f WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT Inaarratn an* Any b- 
•aaj 
« NEWLVWED GAME 
WONOERFUL    WORLD 
OF DfBNEY 
■ TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
PORT What Sara'a aamy tar a 
Laka Tahea iiatintl. Harry and 
Muml laid batt oonarol pBa at bar 
*M«A«S«H 
MACNEIL    / 
NEWSHOUR 
aVM SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
■ PM MAGAZINE Sronaon 
P-Khot and Mark-Lam Saxar 
i Kttltct Sfrangjan"!: a youth 
amo uaafaa monatar maaka: on 
«wnoa:Kida'Tak. 
■ SHELLEY 
■ JEOPARDY 
■ TAXI 
■ DATING GAME 
■ GET SMART 
B THREES COMPANY 
IESPHI INSIDE BASEBALL 
(TMCI MOVIE * * '1 "Paa- 
aroa't Btfl Advantja (10861 
Paul Raubana. Ekubath Daday. To 
tacovar raa charaAad c-cyda Paa- 
arao Harman ambarka on an odya- 
aoy thai lafcaa ttan from San An 
torao to Surbank   at alarao.   PG 
S:0O 
■ ■ WIZARD McKay and 
Jaggar anorjuntar danga> whan 
thay aavat to Hong Kong at a 
fnantfaraouaat 
O CHAMPIONS. PART HI 
"Tha Final Batto" chranrctoa 
avanu batwaan '76 and 86 «t- 
ohakng tha pokkcal batttaa fought 
ovar rha Ouabac tafarandum and 
tha oanatrtuoon. g 
« TO BE ANNOUNCED 
WHO'S    THE     BOSS? 
Tony'a   o>rarfoyod   wrth   Samon 
tha'a prorjaaa aa a taalanna urttt 
ha haara tar taachar'a aaaat pitch. 
• • GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES Liva From Unooh Can- 
tar: Haw York Pr»dhwrnona: Opon- 
mg NadM With .Cubai Mahta and 
ItdJa* Park-ban (Soaaon Pram 
■rol Muwcaf dtoctor Zutan Mahta 
oonducta tha arotaoa-a a. a par- 
fnmanca of TcftaAowaky'a Syrn- 
. phony No. 6; Mokraat itmak Parl 
man >• acaotat for Roaaf'a 
"TBgana." Cho.a>aon'a '*Poama" 
• GUNSMOKt 
• MOVIE ***H Young 
Fraraunaaaai M<74) Oana WBd- 
ar. Polar Boyfa. Tha gandaon of 
tha atvtamoua Or. Frorautnatatn at- 
lampM to aaaM a aynvwtac man 
m  Ma parody Of     Frankaranan 
i 6: JO CBS NEWS NBC NEWS ABCNEWSQ 
CSPNI SUTCRBOUTS Donald 
Curry aa AavSok lhaong. lapad 
Fabnaav.   1SS3, at Fort Worth 
■:SO 
• MOONLKaHTINO In bbx*- 
nd-whn. IIIII-[||. Oaval and 
T 
TAKE THE HASSLE OUT OF 
INTERTAINMEN1 
AT 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
NOW SHOWING: i ADYipcy 
ION 
E 
"SIP 
* 5000 MOVIES 
\    NOW PLAY1NG- 
CRnTERS 
CROSSROADS 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
kvAffif. -ywASWNGTQN •3t>a^-7.V.v. 
-: ,v/mwIf»s.:>.VMsJr/-■■■■■ .%y.y.y////A/,| 
C-HAIK eALLEKy) 
143 (   WOOSliP   «AB (NTPANCI   rOWUNG GUIIN OHO 4M02 
OFFERS NAIL SERVICES 
• Sculptured Nails 
• Nail Coating 
• Manicures 
• Nail Repairs 
• Gelec Nails & Coatings 
$5 OFF FULL SET OF 
NAILS WITH THIS AD 
ASK FOR NICOLE 362-HAIR 
_^j. 
0PB1: 
lUtvlkat 6»«iv9Drn 
Fri 6»amll>?m 
Sat.oam-IOpm 
Sun. oanv9pm 
HtM   ktaat 
rWattan Cma. Okla 
352-0123 
inailUi Vanity l*nfsI 
Saturday   Special 
Steak & Shrimp S5.95 
B.BQ Chicken & Rib combo $5.69 
Includes all you can eat 
soup, salad, and dessert Buffet 
plus choice of potato. 
Call us about our 
Dally Specials 352-0123 
Maota II III to to   lMOi 
' HI nnw>,wq 
MO ■ ■ MOW Oca™ 01 
Faa" ^imnl Ora«orv Haynaon. 
Cytvaaa Slw*. TMgm "ata ba 
on an oahaaaa at na and to doc- 
tanantary aawi^ai MM by to 
■) CM€ E «• Fyaaaa optoa « 
MM • Han to laa* DM t«al to 
»» In aaayao Ml 
■ MOV* »• Uc IM 
Maa   III77I look aaaai. Pada 
■ — I faaaay manaan «• 
•acaaaJjaal by a paycftoac mtaoer- 
• ■trataW. 
*»*i «*«m.iN0 
(TMO MBVK »• » "M 0> 
M.    I1MM (aataa Mann. Lay 
am • isom 
Haokl aaaliiy a a**™ aft aa> 
and MM rfom Maaon) praparaa 
lor IO oparang ot I— naajaal m> 
■ g 
10:00 
I NATKWUa. / JOURNAL 
III 
• ■ HMPANUS: TMf 
EMCROINa FOKC M Jaw- 
raaaat Oatnd G**« prcaaaa to 
nrat Haaparac Mtroout. to 
HMBdrac rnayora of Maami Mj | 
Domaa (Colo.) and San Antono 
fTmmt mi mcaaaaaaa a atwao 
■4 NEWS 
mm KAHJVTI Front Donvya 
mm* 
10: »0 
• MONEYMOONEFia 
rmm MOVIf *** Homo 
From IO HB" 11800) Rattan 
aaajohum. Qaorga Pappard A 
man • ■anlaiiala tat tan* Oi 
Mo. In aaarao 
11.-00 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ NEWS 
■ DARK SHADOWS 
■ TWlKKfT ZONE 
• VMCrV IN CINCINNATI 
• ALIVE FROM OFF CCN- 
Taaa Jaap Onffawana muaKal 
*■ 11 —a   "Hyoaa- Ptaaatu";   Japa 
'naaa ananaaor Ko Natatma'a 
"Ml.Pyl." 
Br» ARM WRESTLINO 
11:30 
*TAX1 
MOV* **H     S^t B. 
vond TO Door"  119411  Joan 
■oawaan, Mtotaaal Rodyaao. AfHr 
• aaaahatttl taaala»au. a grl dm 
ooaara Or now huaband Oa a 
nayp4oa ton and a oompiaalon lo 
munaar. 
IMMON4 SIMON (Rl 
TONIGHT   Float.    Johnny 
Carton.    Sotaacaaact    comotftan 
l"VaM"l. 
wa Ml PMMMS andSaoal Wa- 
ooa. In aaarao 
fNKaKTLINE 
■ USINCSS REPORT 
MOVIE * Cnro In TO 
Snaaa" I1SMI Sal Mnao. John 
raaaairalaa Doapna to arforta of 
a aocnf vaorfcar to roForm On. a 
MMaJ aoaat hood atada ona of laa 
gang mantOri rtto ■ ■*• ta a**rta 
• THE JUDGE 
■ LAWRENCE OF ARABIA: 
THE MASTER U.U8FONIST 
Tata aOcuynantary poraraya to afa 
* Thomaa Edward Laaaraatoa and 
a^aoraa to moMtraa of ahoaa 
<«no arnuanoad ram and to raw 
Dona raaad by laa accaiamal 
daadt oil 
■•PHI SPORTSCENTIR 
aaal roudna aaaumaa I 
aaaapaaara ahar a camankaroua 
WlDaaESOAY 
(23.1988 
ona aMa of Na body. FG-13 
MO 
■ MOT ON THE SOX « p. 
tang CSC programa 
NNXT     COURT    Harry 
a to IO ma of ■ WBaOO>c 
MBKI 
■ JACK AND MIKE IPranv 
—I A MM aatidad aunatat 
and   bar   taabaaalaia    huaband 
avuajsMj to inaanlaat a haaaitii at 
i 
0:00 
(•••NEWS 
PM   MAGAZINf   A  aur.o 
geas mo&m: record producer md 
WftLi Jt9M BoMonf 
• MAC NEIL / LEHRER 
MEWBHOUR 
• •DlfF RENT STROKES 
■NJ aPORTSLOOK 
6:30 
i CBS NEWS 
NIC NEWS 
ABC NEWSQ 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
OIMME A BREAK! 
FACTS Of LIFE 
IEBPN)   R.V   FISHING   WITH 
JOE HUMPHREYS 
7:0O 
I CBS NEWS 
I AGE OF THE RIVEN 
I WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT MlMaM •*•<" Aft Qm- 
tmtM 
INEWLYWED GAME 
WONDERFUL     WORLD 
OF DISNEY 
• TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT Attar an armorad car com- 
pany 0oaa on Btrka. Jackta'a 
•oread IO UU rtoma $100,000 
1
 ttom th« bar* wrhara at* wcrta. 
fM*A*8'M 
MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPN)SrORTSCENTEn 
(TMC) MOVIE * * *   :     !'.— 
Woman"   0977)   Slaay Spaoak. 
ShaBay DuvaH   Two convraanrvafv 
itnaranl   voung   r»va»no   rtoma 
<Mrtara davalop an mianaa '•*• 
Mnatvp   with   a   >)r«lhdrawn   pa 
Oant   PC 
7:30 
• PM MAGAZINE A aurro- 
gata ">o(nar racord proAacar and 
(TKKM Daxad laJafonn; ti Ota 
mowiaa. atar ft ia>paa 
■ JlOfAflDV 
• TAXI 
• DATING GAME 
• orr SMART 
• THREE  S COMPANY 
B*PN) BASEBALLS GREAT- 
EST HITS Htf*0hts of Aa   77 
World    Sanaa.    (Vantaaa    ve 
Dodgo.il 
•:00 
• CLUE:   MOVWS.   MUR- 
DER AND MYSTERY Hoai 
Manm M>« taloa a Miahaanad 
took at Amanca > faaOnnan wtrh 
tit* manv torrna of myaiary. Alao 
■nianaaa»va wrd> TV dafaccwaa 
Angtfa Lanabuv and Pafar F •* 
0 BASEBALL P.itabwgh Fv 
rataa al Monlraal Eapoa (Lrval 
• • NATIONAL GEO- 
GRAPHIC Dnmmt pamta and 
BDanga craatma nawa aalapiad io 
tha mtanaa haa« of tha Namat 
Daaatl. arhara tamparaturaa 
aomawnaa raacfi 170 fBBjBM 
• HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN 
Martt and a rnovta atar vadi adan- 
imaafQr a whAi In aaarao (R) p 
• PERFECT   STRANGERS 
ISaaaon Pramaara) A Europaan >m- 
nwgr am (Bronaon Fmeftotl arrivaa 
iataapactadh/ on Na aamarttan raf- 
aaiva'a (Mark UavBakar) doc. 
aMp ToTartght Bo* 11 pragrtant 
l>«ndQoaa tnto labor   p 
• • CHANCE TO LEARN 
TrM Look at functional Rnaracv ■" 
tha UiitaK) Staiaa prrjfaaa P"> 
taamo Bfojnd ih# cournry thai ara 
aucnaafuty haajMng adutta laam 
toraacLQ 
• GUNSMOKE 
(ESPN)     TENNIS    McDonald'■ 
Junior CnaraXk-onaftapa. from Syd- 
nay. AuatrafMf. (Tvad) 
8:30 
• HEAD OF THE CLASS 
IPramaajr*. Howard Haiiaffian 
*'*»• aa Charha Moora. a good 
naturad aubantuta laacftar tvtvo 
attampt* to anncfi tha .<va« of Na 
prftad atuclanta. Toraght Charha • 
inoovotiva approach to taachtng to 
graatad riagatiWy by tha achool 
piif>i3pal fWtfcam G Sch*ng|. p 
9:00 
• MAGNUM, P.I. Maonum 
and a raportaf corwbina Ihaa tal- 
anta to thwart an aaaaaaa. IR| 
• • NATIONAL GEO- 
GRAPHIC A look at craa>turaa 
lound onty m Aajavaha and tha 
acamnaia and cortaarvohonaaia 
working io protact tham p 
• GIMME A BREAK! NaN i 
■nhamanca cnack bouncaa at tha 
bank. In atarao (Rl 
• DYNASTY If a fit of raga. 
Blaka attacAa Aknuo. and Sammy 
Jo and Amanda aquara off at 
Doniiftoowa o angagarnant party. 
(RIP 
• FIGHTING TERRORISM: 
A NATIONAL SECURITY 
VIEW Houaa Annad Sanocaa 
CommatiM Chaonvari Laa Aapon 
(D-W« i ia among tha pantct- 
pants anacimg kay rofaa n Ova 
aanutaMd Whrta Houao National 
Security Councd aaaaMn Aatrat- 
mg tha formu»atiori of aAmarican 
pokey « raaponaa to a mock nu- 
ctaar tarronet action Hoot B* 
KiatM. 
• MOVIE * * * v. "Papaton-- 
(1973) Stava McOuaan. Ouahn 
Hoffman Baaad on Hanrl Char 
fata ■ bOOfe. Two man. comncto 
m tha panaf ccaony of DawTa i»- 
land off tha Maiam com of 
South AmarKa. andura brutal praa- 
on condrtiono and plot aacapa 
• CHANCE TO LEARN 
FOLLOW-UP 
(ESPN) TEAM DANCING N» 
bOfMf    Hagh     SthOOl    Champaon 
alapa. from Cypraaa Gardana. Fla. 
Ml 
(TMC) MOVIE **Y*    Data 
(1950)    Gary    Coopar.    Ruth 
Roman.   Upon flnclng Na homa 
and praparty daavoyad. an anv 
bmarad o- Confadaraia omcar 
•owi raoanga on thoaa raaponat- 
MB, 
9:30 
• YOU AGAIN? Matt parae- 
paAaa ai a modi mawnago at 
achool aa part of an aapanmant to 
halp itudanta laam fam*v raapon- 
MbAty In aaarao (Rl p 
• FINDLAY ARTS FESTI- 
VAL 
10«0 
• • EQUALISR A aarari 
Mar mart, ona of McCal'a aaao- 
oataa for murdar (Rl 
• ST. ELSEWHERE Waal- 
pha« and Nov-no attand tha Doc- 
tor of tha Yaar banquat; tha thatf- 
yaar raaidanta kat >o poatad   (R) 
• HOTEL Chnatina and Magan 
raact tkffarantty whan Wol pro 
motad to aaantant managar   (R) 
• LEMON GROVE INCI- 
DENT Thai faconatruction of tha 
Not auccaaortut chaConga to 
achool aavagaoon. ubkaaa aitar- 
-nwi luoicrical footaga and dra- 
matx »• cfoaitono of tha Cakto- 
ma community of Lamon Gr ova o 
aucaaafid chafanga. a. IBM. to 
thaa achool board's attampt to 
ctaa>ta a aaa^ragaiad ochoo- for tha 
town's Monican-Amancan ct*i- 
dnm.p 
I NEWS 
FIGHTING TERRORISM 
A NATIONAL SECURITY 
VIEW Houaa Armad Sannoaa 
Committaa Chaaman Laa Aapm 
iD-vv.t I is among tha panto- 
panto anactmg kay rcaaa m ttaa 
o-molaiad Wh.io Houaa Natonal 
Sacunty CouncW laaaion *jacat- 
>ng tha formulabon of Amar>can 
pokey in raaponaa io a men* nw- 
cbar larronat action Hoai: BB 
Kurua. 
(ESPN) CHEERLEADINQ Ford 
C oka pa Champaonalifp. from San 
Doago (R) 
10:30 
• HONEYMOONERS 
11:00 
(•••NEWS 
NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
• DARK SHADOWS 
• TWILIGHT .TONE 
ffiWKRP IN CINCINNATI 
• ALIVE FROM OFF CEN- 
TER Tha World of Photogra- 
phy," with W*am Wagman and 
MachaT-a, Smith, apoofa how io 
and aaM-ariprovamant couraaa. 
KSPN) SPLASH '86: SUM- 
MER EDITION 
fTMC) MOVIE ** Suck 
(19941 Bun Raynoklo. Canckca 
Bar Jan An aa-oon'a attampt to 
awjnga Na priaon buddy'* mirdar 
braifBi Mm faoa-to-faoa with Flort- 
da mcawaoro In atarao. H p 
11:30 
iTAXI 
T.J. HOOKER (R) 
TONIGHT   Host:    Johnny 
Canton. Sctkaduloa aefraaa Sawt- 
I   Miami    Vlca"). 
Bob    Nawhaff 
( Nawhart "I. In atarao. 
NK3HTLINE 
BUSINESS REPORT 
MOVIE     ****      Co- 
coanuta    (19291 Mar. Brothara. 
Kay F'anoo   A grciAp of lamia 
lakaa ova. a raann hotal m tha 
dayt of tha Honda land boom 
I THE  JUDGE 
GLOBAL      ASSEMBLY 
LINE Tha high COM of wortdwaJa 
mduatnal production <o tha focua 
of 0aa documantarv whoch a«m 
TWO tha ctoaang of US   mar-jfac 
tunng lacwiwo and tha o>jakry of 
Wa lagh-tach awaaaahopa vi Maai- 
co and lha Phfappaaaa. Q 
(E9PNI SPORTSCENTER 
12:00 
JKOJAK 
NEWS 
LIFESTYLES    OF    THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS (R) 
• COMEDY CLASSICS 
(ESPN)     NFL     YEARBOOK: 
1986   GREEN   BAY PACK- 
ER*  
THURSDAY 
SEPTEMBER 24, 1986 
: 
EVENING 
8:00 
»• • • NEWS 
PM    MAGAZINE   Eataaa 
dairy I "ha Goioan G*ii I Jam 
Varnay an actOf who hoo 
appaarad in »*vwai TV commar- 
ctria. 
• MACNEIL / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUH 
10 DIFFRENT STROKES 
SPORTS REPORT 
(ESPN! SPORTSLOOK 
8:30 
iCBS NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
ABC NEWS Q 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
GIMME A BREAK) 
FACTS OF LIFE 
(ESPN)   FISHING:   BEST   OF 
BILL DANCE 
7:00 
CBS NEWS 
CONCERT IN THE PARK 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT    intarwaw    with    actor 
JuddNafaon 
B NEWLYWED GAME 
• WONDERFUL WOULD 
OF DISNEY 
• TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT Mi«* and Hanry'a annr 
varaavy piano taka an i<nptaaaant 
turn wham Sara and bar naw 
fr»and Monroa ara arraatad 
• M«A-S-H 
• MACNEIL / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TMC I MOVIE * * * -. Cara- 
ful. Ha Might Haar You" (19831 
Wandy Hughaa. Robyn Nawin. Al- 
tar h.o mothar'a daath. an 8 .oar 
cad Sydnay boy bacomaa tha ob- 
pct of a bitiar cuatody homo 
batwaan haa two aunts — ona a 
waafthy apmatar and tha othar a 
working-dataa wifa In atarao 
•PO' 
7:30 
• PM MAGAZINE Eataaa 
Getty ("Tha GoWan GMs "I; BaVry 
Boahwock; antMaja aaforca. chaf 
Barnard 
8 TWO RONNIES 
OHIO   LOTTERY    12TH 
ANNIVERSARY SHOW 
ITAXI 
DATING GAME 
GET SMART 
• THREES COMPANY 
(ESPN) SPEEDWEEK 
MO 
(•PRICE IS RIGHT 
TALI* Of THE UNEX- 
PECTED '"Strangar ,n ToanV* A 
iown o ch*»an ara oawitchad by 
an aooontnc matj«Mn (Darak 
Jacob.) 
• COS8Y SHOW Caff and Na 
foihw argua about Oaraaa a pkwia 
to ottand cc*aga In atarao. (R) p 
• NFL FOOTBALL C-cnnat. 
BangsN    at   Oawaland   Browns 
iMtg 
• • LIVING WILD Tha 
aabra's bdftla for aiavNal among 
iha protcanora of East Attica's 
r*fOfongoro Cratar. (Rtp 
• GUNSMOKE 
• MOVIE ** "For Lafdaa 
ONy" (19811 Gmgory Har.-»on 
Laa Grant. A young aapaatg actor, 
unawccaaaful at llfotftng work ai 
Now York, tuma to mala aiotic 
dancaig and bacomaa a pharrorna- 
nal IUCOSSI. 
(ESPNI BOATING inboard and 
Tunnal Sanaa, from Auguata. Go. 
(Rl -^ 
MO 
• OPL   FOOTBALL Montraal 
Alouattaa at WavMpag Bhia 
Bombara (LIM) 
• FAMILY TIES MaAoryo 
graduabon m dapandant upon har 
parformanoa on a hosiery aaam In 
starao (R) p 
9:00 
• • KNOTS LANDING 
(Saaaon Prarmaral Prana-bma 
aoap opara foouoa>g on Valona 
and Gary Ewortg (Joan Van Ark. 
Tad Shack«Hord). outcast mam- 
bara of tha OaHaa baaad Ewwig 
faWTaly. Tonight Karan a hald cap 
nva ai an abandoned farmhousa. 
Ban and VaJ raconota. but Ban 
maats secretly with a woman 
from Na past p 
B CRIME STORY (Premiere) 
Tha kvee of three man - s special 
unit pofcoa omcar. a moboiar. and 
a labor ai lawyer — are traced from 
Chicago m tha early 60s to Lie 
Vagaa m the late '70s. Tonight: 
ToroHo suspects an inOspandant 
contractor ia bahavd a aanaa of 
robberiee Stars Oanma Fame. 
Anthony Damaon and Stephen 
Lang In stereo 
• LAWRE NCE OF ARABIA: 
THE MASTER ILLUSIONIST 
Th*s documentary portrays tha kfe 
of Thomas Edward Lawrence and 
e«pkjrao the rrvotrvaa of thoaa 
who influenced Nm and Iha Ques- 
tion, raised by hi* accidental 
death. (R| 
• MOVIE **', "Dynaaty' 
119761 Sarah Maaa. Stacy Kaach 
Baaad on a aloi> by Jamoa Mi- 
chanar Tha atorrny raatbonafupa 
of a frontier family hsnapw thaa 
efforts io budd a oVnaaty ai tha 
Ohoo vaftoy of the irtod-1900a. 
• MY8TERYI "Praying 
Manin Chana LungN and Car 
man Du Sautoy atar m Ma Ufa of 
Calculated greed involving a pro- 
faaaor whose atauranoa pofcey a. 
worth mdkona. haa suapaooua 
wife, and Na secretary (Pan 1 of 
3)(R)P 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING Figva 
Eight World Champwnatap, from 
RNerhaeti. NY. (R) 
(TMO MOV* #** "Coun- 
try" 11984) Jeee-ca long. Sam 
Shapard. Thraatanad with for ado 
n.o of har term, an lows womaTT 
■BBBJBI to hold on to har land 
ote.ee    PG 
fOaOO 
• MYSTERYI 'Praying 
Mont,. Chaos LungN and Car- 
man Ou Sautoy atar at this tala of 
casculaaad greed ewoKing a pre- 
faswor wfWM «*rr« poBcy - 
worth m*ona. Na awaplcowai 
wife. and Na aacrabry (Part 1 of 
3)(R»P 
I NEWS 
M^kSTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE VtViaton Church* Tha 
WafJarniss Years Church* has 
evidence of bribery and oonupoon 
by a aantor cab.net member, and 
present* tha BBBWaBBMI before 
Pvlament. (Pan 4 of 8) (R) P 
(ESPN) TRUCK ANO TRAC- 
TOR PULL 
10: SO 
• HONEYMOONERS 
11:00 
• •••NEWS 
■ DARK SHADOWS 
• TWILIGHT ZONE 
• WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
• TIMEOUT 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING: DAR 
RELL W^U-TRIP EXPLAINS 
NASCAR 
(TMC) MOVIE *** Vi Wom- 
an in Love (19701 Coenda Japk- 
aon. Alan Bates Baaad on tha 
novel by D.H. Lawrence. Tha ro- 
mantic affaaa of two aaparata 
coupUa fluetrete tha notion of at 
tarnaimg leva and hate betwaan a 
man and a woman. In stereo R 
11:30 
STAXi 
NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
i NIGHT HEAT (R) 
TONIGHT   Moot     Johnny 
Carson   Scheduled   actor George 
Segal,    eetreeo   Loru    Andsraon 
("Eaay Street t. In atarao. 
• NIGHTLINE 
8 BUSINESS REPORT 
MOVIE ** V. "StratagyOf 
Tarror (1969) Hugh O'Bnan. 
Barbara Ruah A famata iournakal 
o-do pokoe m upaaaang a reaction- 
ary pioi to sabotage) tha work at 
the United Nations through poktt- 
cal eeeaaamaOon 
• THE JUDGE 
• TRIBUTE TO A MASTER 
Vaobrwat Joeef Gmgold's 7Bth 
bsnhday is honored by eoght for- 
mer siodants. aixkjckrvg tha con 
canmaatars of tha Atlanta. 6»olti 
mare. Montreal. San Diego. San 
'rancisco and St. Louis avrnphony 
oroheatraa. who perform worts 
by Vrwafdi. ManrMaaohn. Bach 
andSpohr 
CE8PN) SPORTSCENTER 
12:00 
fKOJAK 
LIFESTYLES    OF    THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS (PI) 
• COMEDY CLASSICS 
(ESPN)     NFL     YEARBOOK 
1088     MINNESOTA     VIK 
ING8 
**** 
. *** 
. *** 
. .   *#> 
a       a       a * 
Vary Good 
° Printing 
• Typeseiling 
Word Processing 
1
 Screen Printing 
• Trophies' Plaques 
Wedding Stationery • Flyers 
° K.illli- Tickets ° Booklets 
Photocopies SC   ' Programs 
Brochures ° Envelopes 
0
 Labels • Postcards • Posters 
Ad Specialties • BusinessCirds° Posters 
117 EAST COURT STREET 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO •,3402 
Hours 9:30-5:30 Monday-Friday 
... . PhQoe.L-y?;.m-am . - 
Monday and Tuesday 
SPAGHETTI (all yeu can eat) 3.4? 
ClAMS (iN yia CM sat) '4.99 
Wednesday and Friday 
PERCH (id you an ast) 3.49 
Thursday and Saturday 
CHICKEN (ill you an eft) 3.49 
SHRIMP (ell you m Ml) '5.99 
Across from Harshman Quad 
In next week's 
1450 £. Woostpr 
352-7333 
"Dealing with Death" 
Hours: 6 a.m. 
